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ABSTRACT 

When Alherto Fujimon was f ~ s t  eiected Resident of Peru, he tnimpetcd the dawn of a 

new technocratic, neoliberal era in Peruvian politics. Then, throughout his tirst term in 

office (1990-1995), Fujimori used a variety of coercive means to advance a hegemonic 

shift towards neoliberalism that has, thus far, produced econornic growth lopsided in 

favour of foreign investors and a handful of Pemvian capitalists. Following a national 

constitutional referendum in 1993 which demonstrated that popular support for his regime 

was tenuous, Fujimori uied to shore up his political position through the implementation 

of clientelistic social policies. Specüically, Fujimori sought to transform the vat ,  and 

traditionally militant, comedores populares (Commwty Kitchen) movement, into a 

network of support for his regime. In this context, the Programa Nacional de kristencia 

~limentaria' (PRONAA) - a national food aid program created in 1992 to oversee a 

variety of projects, including materiai assistance to the cornedores - represents an attempt 

to compete with the comedores movement for the h e m  and min& of low-income 

Peruvians. In this thesis 1 examine the relationship hetween the comedores movement and 

PRONAA as the locus of a power struggle between community activists and the state in 

the two years Ieading up to Fujirnori's re-election in 1995. Surveying five decades of 

social policy - from the 1940s to 1997 - 1 consider clientelism hoth as a strategy of 

containment and as a larger category of analysis ihat helps to frame the history of social 

and political relations in Peru. 

' National Food As&ance Program. 
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As they proceeded with conservative modemitrition, these semi- 
parliamentary governrnents uied to preserve as much of the 
original social order as they could, fitting large sections 
into the new building wherever possible- 

Barrington Moore (1966: 438) 



Chapter 1: Revolution From Above 



Throughout his first term in office (1990-1995), Peruvian President Alberto Fujimori used 

various f o m s  of intimidation to suppress his politicai opponents and to advance a major 

stictural shift towards neoliberalism that produced economic growth heavily lopsided in 

favour of foreign investors and a handful of Peruvian capitalists.' In order to help shore 

up his position, Fujimori worked to promote and sustain traditionai clientelistic 

relationships between low-income Peruvians and the state. Notably, by using govemment 

resoiirces to cultivate an ethic of asistencialismo - defined by Susan Stokes as "...a son of 

charity-mongering that creates ties of dependence" (1995: 58) - Fujimari sought to 

transform the vast, and uaditionally militant, cornedores populares2 movement into a 

network of support for his re-election bid in 1495. 

In this thesis 1 argue that the Peruvian National Food Assistance program3 

(PRONAA) - created by Fujimori in 1992 to administer a variety of projects, including 

material aid to comdores - represents a direct atternpt to compete with the comdores 

movement for the hearts and minds of low-income Peruvians. As Bruce Kay writes: 

"Rather than working with or complementing organizations already in existence. 

PRONAA has sought to compete with them instead and to weaken their influence" (1996: 

80). Ultimately, 1 conclude that while PRONAA has engaged thousands of comedor~s 

members in traditional patterns of clientelism and deference to the state, the Fujimori 

regirnets drive for political hegemony remains ullfufilled. As Kay comments, Fujimori's 

reclection in 1995 was the result of a combination of factors - especially "the f d u r e  of 

opposition candidates to present credihle alternatives" (Ibid: 94) and "the still-palpable 

1 See The Economist (February 23, 199 1); the Censos Nacionales (1993); Cuba (1994); 
Cameron and North (1995); and Burt (1996j. 

' Cornedores populares translates as "popular dining halls" or "popular restaurants". 
Cornedores are occasionally refèrred to as "comrnunity kitchens" or, l e s  frequently, "soup 
kitchens" in the academic literature on Peru. 1 use the Spanish term throughout this thesis. 

Programa Nacional de Asistencia Alimentaria. 



fear of reverting back into the violence and economic crisis of the 1980s and early 1990s" 

(Ibid: 93) - and does not represent a "hegemonic outcome" (iMailon, 1994: 72). 

Identifying the relationship between the cornedores of Lima (Peru's capital and by far its 

largest city) and PRONAA as the focal point of a stmggle between community activists 

and the state during the Fujirnori era, this thesis explores the complex interplay between 

authoritarianism, neoliberalism and clientelism in contemporary Peru. 

Clientelisrn - defmed by Susan Stokes as  a system of "asyrnmeuicai relations 

established beween two peopIe (or groups)" (1995: 95) who occupy different positions 

within a socio-economic hiemchy - has shaped relations between the state and low- 

incorne Peruvians for decades. Successive govemments have used clientelistic socid 

programs in attempts to diffuse oppositional political rnovements and obfuscate class and 

ethnic divisions. Clientelism is, in this sense, both a strategy of politicai containment 

(manifest as misrencialismo) and a larger category of analysis which helps us frame the 

history of political, social and cultural relations in Peru. Although 1 focus on clientelism 

understood as a strategy of containment, clientelism must be understood as a problem that 

defies simple explanations. As 1 discuss in Chapter iI, the specifïc use of clienteiktic 

social programs aimed at the urban poor c m  be traced back to the late 1940s, when 

General Manuel Odria sought to restrain and CO-opt the demands of Lima's burgeoning 

squatter movements through nominal recognition and state-sponsored philanthropy. 

Nearly f i  years later, the persistence of both clientelism and authoritarianism Mies the 

acute contradictions between Fujimori's apparent cornmitment to neoliberalism as  an 

econornic panacea, and the actuai perpetuation (and in sorne respects, aggravation) of 

Peru's socio-economic iUs. 

in this thesis, 1 broaden the scope of current discussions of social policy in pem4 

by linking substantive prirnary research on PRONAA (conducted in 1995) to complex 

4 See the work of Burt (1996); Thorpe (1995); Abugattas (1994a); Stokes (1995); and 
Portocarrero (1994). 



hegemonic processes that have been pIayed out in the low-income neighbourhoods of 

Lima tfirough the latter hall' of the 20th century. in doing so, I consider, as Scott does in 

the Forward to Everyday F o m  of Smte Formation, the extent to which "the state's 

hegemonic project mas] itself b e n  intluenced by the force of popular experience and of 

mobilized popular expectations" (1994: viii). Taking a cue from Scott, hegemony can be 

detined either as the redisarion of a spedk  political or economic project ( e g  

neoliberalism) or as a process of negotiation and dialogue which persists through Iong 

periods of history (cg. the developrnent of clientelist social policy in response ta protest 

rnovemenn). As ~lorincia Mailon writes: 

First, hegemony is a set of nested processes, constant and 
ongoing, through which relations are contested, legitimated 
and redehed at ail Ieveis of society. According to this 
definition, hegemony is hegemonic process: it can and does 
exist everywhere, at al1 times. Secondly, hegernony is an 
actual end point, the result of hegemonic processes (1994: 11 1). 

Given that the outcome of the struggie between the comedores movement and the 

Pemvian state is uncertain, this thesis focusses on the inhicacies of hegernonic process 

rather than on hypothetical end points. 

The comedores have always been hotly contested terrain, where clientekm and 

autonomy, rike government and community-based political goals, clash. In order to 

understand and assess the impact of clienteiism as a political strategy of containment - 

which is the primary purpose of this thesis - we must see the comedores as a locus of 

hegemonic relations, and a point of intersection between the contradictory tendencies of 

ciientelism and autonomy in Penivian history. Thus, whiie both the comedores rnovement 

and the Fujimori governent have fashioned their goals and suategies through a practical 

politicai engagement, they have also been influenced by broader societal dynarnics. The 

clientelism embodied by PRONAA is, in this context, indicative of the conspicuous 

shortcomings of neoliberalism, of the challenge to neofiberalism that the comedores 



represent, md of deeply entrenched, contradictory patterns of social and political conduct 

in Penivian society. 

The tension between clientelism and autonomy within low-income communities in 

Lima points CO the complexities of the hegernonîc processes evident in recent Pemvian 

history. Stokes notes that many neo-Marx& theorists - notabiy Scott in Weupons of the 

Weak (1985) and Dominahon and the Ans of Resistance (1990) - eschew the notion of 

the "intellectual or cultural domination of the oppressed" as key aspects of hegrnonic 

processes, in favour of a "more struchual understanding of class domination" ( 199 la: 

265). In an effort to shed some of the more elitist assumptions of Mantist theory, 

theorists such as Scott have employed the logic of pragmatism in efforts to render lower- 

class cornpliance with authoritarianism 

Workers are not fooled by the bourgeoisie's effom at 
ideological mystification; their fiequent quiescence 
reflects organizational barriers to revolution, strategic 
calcdation that rebellion would be fniitless, or the 
material or politicai CO-optation of working ciass leaders5 
(Ibid). 

If deference is an affect, and clientelism a role-play, then hegemony, understood sirnply as  

domination, is indeed an impossibility. But if it is deiïned. following the new readings of 

Gramsci, as the contestation and negotiation of political, social and cultural relations, then 

hegemonic process can be seen as the articulation (rather than the incorporation or 

elimination) of multiple differences and contradictions (Hall, 1991: 58). 

. Io practice, hegernonic processes are frequentIy decentred and reconfigured by 

what Stuart Hall refers to as discursive "interruptions" (1992: 282) which bring key 

differences and contradictions to the fore. In this regard, Fujimori's neoliberal agenda has 

been decentered by the comedores' local and community-leveI economic, cultural and 

political "interventions" (Ibid), and vice-versa. AS Arturo Escobar writes, the suMval of 

5 As quo ted in Stokes (199 1). 



alternative rnodels, such as that embodied by the cornedores movement. highlights the 

clash berneen capi ta1 and community : "The persistence of local and hybnd models of the 

cconomy, for instance. reflects cultural contesutions thar take place as capiol attemprs to 

. uansform the lik of cornmunities'! (1995: 99). Embedded within the comedores' culturd 

contestations are ides  for broad-based socio-political transformation which will ensure 

the continued displacement of Fujimori's neoliberal project: "Although the social 

projection of subdtern languages rem largely with social movements, it  calls for strateegies 

to modify local, regional. and international political econornies" (Ibid: 100). Yet while the 

comedores rnovement has thrived throughout the Fujimori era, its traditional cooperative 

ideology and political goals have themselves been decentred and challenged by die 

resurgence of clientelism in Peruvian politics and society. 

It is valuable to smdy the dynamics of clientelism in contemporary Peru through 

the lem of hegemony theory precisely because of the apparent resilience of the Fujimori 

regime. Although Fujimori has k e n  unable to decisively rebuff the comedores' ctîdenge, 

he has successfully "established some point of identifxcation" (Hall, 199 1: 59) between his 

govemment and a signifcant percentage of Pemvians. As Hail explains: 

Capi tal... recognizes that it cm ody, to use a metaphor, 
d e  through other local capitals ... It does not attempt to 
obliterate them; it operates through them. It has to hold 
the whole frarnework of globalization in place and 
simultaneously police the system: it stage-manages 
independence within it, so to speak (Ibid: 28-29). 

Standing at the crossroads of Peru's most prominent democratic and anti-dernocratic 

trends, Lima's organized cornedores movement is an ideal location for in terpreting 

hegemonic political and cultural processes in neolibed Peru. 



The Poiitics of Barbarism 

Fujimons orthodox ke-market economic program - characterized by the dereguhtion of 

markets, the elimination of state subsidies, the privatization of state enterprises, the 

downsizing of governrnent bureiiucracy, and the stremlining of political power - was. at 

the outset. very traumatic for many Pemvians. The structural violence required to initiate 

the so-calIed Fujishock in 1990 ushered in an age of "barbarism" unparalieled in recent 

Peruvian h i ~ t o r ~ . ~  Exponentiat growth. an end to hyperintlation and a return to relative 

economic stability were eventuaily achieved - in large part through the privatization of 

Pem's once sizeable public sector', a rapprochement widi the International Monetary Fund 

0, and a comprehensive struc turd adjustrnent program - but were offset by increasing 

unemployment and poverty rates. After one year of economic restructuring. 60 per cent 

of Peru's total population continued to live in poverty (Portocarrero, 199 1: 13), and 73 

per cent of Lima's residents (limefios) were either underemployed or unemployed (Ibid: 

18). By 1996, some 75 percent of Pemvians said theu personal economic situation had 

either stayed the same or worsened since Fujimori Fust came to power.' Like so many 

people thrashhg about in rising water, the victims of the ongoing economic crisis have 

found themselves grabbing hold of anything they can - including one another - to stay 

afloat. 

"Barbarism" is the term used by Manfred Bienefeld to describe the world envisioned by 
neoliberal economists. Making a reference to Robert Reich, a renowned champion of 
neoliberalism and advisor to the US govemment, Bienefeld writes: "In the fiercely 
individudistic and competitive worId Reich] envisages, society will lose its capacity to 
manage the resulting cenvifugal forces. Efficiency wili eventually take a back seat to 
survival" (1994: 105). 1 use the term here because of the evocatively precise way it 
describes the socio-economic reality in con tem porary Peru. 

' Fujimon has vowed to seil or liquidate al1 of Peru's state-owned interests by the end of 
his mandate (Economist February 12- 19, 1994: 43). 

This figure is taken from a UNICEF sîudy conducted in 1996, which found that some 53 
per cent of Peruvians m e d  the quivalent of $47 US or less per month. This information 
can be found at the web site <ekeko.rcp.net.pe/unicef/data/data12.htm>. 



As a direct result of the neoliberal structural adjusmient initiated by Fujimori. the 

cornedores movement grew exponentially. At the beghning of 199 1 there were an 

estimated 2.107~ comedores in Lima, a figure that more thm uipled in the next three 

years. Currently, according to Rosa Espinal of the Comedores Federation of Lima and 

Callao (personai interview. 1996) and othen (Béjar. 1993: 12). as many as 12 percent of 

metropolitan Lima's more han six millionL0 residenu eat at cornedures every weekday. 

Comedores populares operate on a coopentive premise: by pooling economic 

resources and taking shil'ts in a communal kitchen, women can Save themselves tirne and 

money. Most of the comedores currently operating in Lima are tucked away inside the 

adobe, brick and thatch homes of low-incorne families. while others are either set up in 

public squares, opened for several hours a day in community halls and schook. or run out 

of buildings built speciflcally to house them. Some comedores are fully equipped with 

large gas stoves, pots, pans and refrigerators, and offer seating for people who choose to 

eat on the prernises. Others are more modest - ushg small coal or wood-buming stoves 

and water drawn from nearby public cistems, and ofkr few amenities. There are 

cornedores located high on the dusty hills of the new, semi-niral suburbs of metropolitan 

Lima. as well as in the city's old colonial centre, blocks away from the presidential palace. 

The prirnary functions of the comedores are to provide communities greater access 

to food (Cuentas, 1994a: 171, and to'create spaces for developing friendship and soiîdkty 

between low-income women (Espinal. personal interview, 1996). The comedores which 

dot Lima's vast urban landscape have also b e n  bases of support for feminist, left-wing and 

anti-govemment political activity (Andrea, 1989: 12). Over the ,  Lima's independent 

-- 

According to Fornento de la Vida (Promotion of Life). a Lima-based non-govemrnental 
organization (NGO) that supports the work of cornedores (MansiUa, 1992: 33). Current 
estimates suggest there may be as many as 7,000 comedores in Lima, and 10,000 in ail of 
Peru (Avensur, 1993: 10). 



comedores movement has corne to embody a strong voice agagait governent neglect of 

low-income neighbourhoods. 

Not surprisingly, the free-market stmcniral adjusunent program instituted by 

Fujimon in 1990 ushered in a panicularly acrimonious en in comedores-snte relations. 

Lima-based cornedores activists joined a growhg chorus of dissidents who opposed the 

so-called Fujishock (Moyano, 1993: 36; Poole. 1992: 152). Today, the cornedores 

movement is calling for the creation of comprehensive social senices and programs that 

address the living conditions of low-income families in Lima (Espinal. personal interview, 

1996). .& Rosa Landavery, director of the National Commission of Comedores 

Populares writes, " We not only prepare food, we also develop proposais for change for 

the country"" (1994: 43). 

Comedores have been organized by the National Commission of Comedores 

Populares since 1986 and the Federation of Cornedores Populares of Lima and Callao 

since 1991 (Ibid). When the Federation was established, it identifïed as its prirnary 

politicai mandate the conquest of social rights vis-&vis the Peruvian state (Mansilla, 1992: 

5 1) and the training of comedores organizers in a variety of practical life skills, under the 

banner of "Self-Management, Demacracy and ~utonorn~"" (Ibid: 60). While it is a 

tniisrn to Say that no two cornedores are exactly alike, and that rifts between comedores 

movement leaders and their grassroots members are fairly common, the women who work 

in cornedores have participated in many public demonstrations of political ~olidarity.'~ 

And it is precisely because of the public identifcation of common goals and the 

"...no solo elaboramos los alimentos sino mbién elaboramos propuestas de cambio 
para el pais" (dl translations are mine). 

l2 "Autogesti6n, Demcracia y Auronomia". 

l3  The political activities of the comedores rnovement will be discussed in detait in Chapier 
III. 



recognition of common leadership that we cm spedc of an orgmized comedores 

movement, As Chaîetz, Dworkin and Swanson submit: 

Social rnovemenk are a form of collective behaviour 
involving gassroots group mobilization. They arise as a 
response to social suains (Turner and Killian: i872) and 
are typically composed of several groups of organizations 
connected by ... at least some shared definitions among 
movement adherents concemine the nature of the strains or 
problems confronting them and the changes desired to rectify 
these (Le., "consciousness") (1990: 303). 

While the corndores constitute a strong. independent socio-political movement 

and bulwark against neoliberalism, they do not, as some authors suggest (Andreas, 1989), 

represent a "privileged" counter-hepmonic political space. As Emesto Laclau and 

Chantal Mouffe comment, it would be naive to idealize social movements such as the 

comedores, which are quite clearly the product of political dialogue and hegemonic 

process: 

... there are no privileged points for the unieashing of a 
socialist political practice; this hinges upon a 'collective 
willr that is laboriously constructed from a number of 
dissimilar points. Nor c m  we agree, therefore, with the 
other dominant tendency in the discussion of new social 
movements, which consists in a prion affiiation of their 
progressive nature. The political rneaning of a local 
commun@ movement.. depends upon its hegemonic 
articulation with other stniggles and demands (1985: 87). 

Since its genesis, the organized comedores movement has defmed itself as an interlocutor 

with the state, representing the interests of Iow-incorne communities, and women in 

panicular, who make up the vast majority of comedores members. As such, the 

comedores movement has been a locus of social and cultural interpolation, deeply ;iffected 

by hegemonic political processes. 



In spite of its coIlective suength and size, the comedores movement's intluence h a  

been msformed and circumscribed by the ntionale of neolibedism. That is to say, as 

Fujimori's neoliberaI reforms have constriçted and 'rationalized' (Abugattas, personal 

interview, 1994) the parameters of govenunent invesunent in Peruvian society. the 

comedores' demands for comprehensive, dernocratic social ptograms seem untenable. Out 

of the chaos created by former Peruvian president A l h  Garcia's heterodox economic 

policiesLJ has emerged an apparent broad-based quiescence with the current regime, and a 

simuitaneous decline in the influence of socio-political movements and uaditional political 

parties alike. Fujimori, who ot'tèred order in a country tom by the forces of hype~flat ion 

and armed insurrection, is widely perceived to be the only viable political option. Thus. 

the outcome of the 1995 elections has strengthened the president's resolve to continue 

applying nediberal policies, ovemding, at least temporarily, the social reforms advocated 

by the comedores movement. 

As Giovanni &ghi writes, conservative tendencies are typical in societies 

experiencing hegemonic or structural crises: "As systemic chaos increases, the demand for 

'order' - the old arder, a new order, any order! - tends to become more and more general 

arnong rulers, among subjects, or both" (1994: 30). The order embodied by Fujimori - 

characterized by militarism, charismatic leadership and clientelism - is fundamentally 

retrograde, evocative of a bygone era of caudillism and oligarchic politics. Whether the 

emerging neoiiberal, neo-authoritarian regime can take root and constitute a sustained 

hegemony is, therefore, doubtful. In a country where "hegemoaic outcomes" have been 

14 1 discuss the Garcia regime in depth in Chapters II and III. 

11 



notoriously eIusive (Malion, 1994: 72). it seems uniikely that Fujirnorik clienreiist schemes 

wilI be able co resolve the contradictions that have caused nearly perpecual socio-political 

if the transition to neoliberalisrn were to gel, it would have to be deerned 

legitimate, over the long terrn, by a substantiai proportion of Peruvians fmm difkrenc 

sociai groups and classes. In Gramsci's terms, hegemony cm be articdated by a state that 

represents the interests of a priveleged group, but ~ d y  if the sute is widely perceived to 

be representritivc of the common good: 

It is tnie chat the State is seen as the organ of one 
particular group, destined to create favourable conditions 
For the latter's maximum expansion ... conceived of, and 
presented, as  being the motor force of a universal 
expansion, a developrnent of a i l  the 'national' energies 
(1971: 181-82).15 

In this conception, a hegemonic outcome may exist when the claim that state power is 

being exercised for the nationd good is promoted and broadly accepted. In the Peruvian 

scenario since 1990, we can iden* the ascent of a reactionary politics based on a dearth 

of viable aItematives, and on fear of disorder and instability. Without clear sustained 

popular support for the curent neoliberai project, the need to buttress the state through 

clientelistic and authorharian rneans will not recede, and the neoliberai hegemony d l  

rernain elusive. However, the outcome of the transition penod uiitiated by Fujimori WU 

have to be judged in historicd terms. As FeQe Portocarrero and Mm'a Elena Romero 

write: "The effects of this 'authontarian modernization' and its duration are still a long way 

tiom being c~ea r " ' ~  (1994: 12). 

l5 As quoted in Anighi (1994: 28). 

16 "...los efectos de esta 'modemizaciih aururitaria' asicomo también su duracion se 
encuentran rodavia lejos de ser claros". 



This lack of clarity - typical of such monumental u~isitionaiy penods (Anigh i .  

1994: 19) - can be attributed in large mesure to the disaniculation of pluralist politics and 

the concomitant development of an implicit neoliberal consensus amongsr a majority of 

prominent Pemvian politicims. Indeed. while neoliberalism was never debated openly 

dunng the 1995 electoral campaign - an issue I dkcuss in some depth in Chapter N - each 

of the major candidates vying for the presidency favoured the continuation of neoliberal 

refoms. So, instead of engaging in open discussions about the nature of the changes 

under way in Pem, Fujimori pIayed heavily on people's fears, and used the various 

institutional arms of his regime, inclcding PRONAA, to promote ciientelistic relationships 

between the state and the electorate- 

Since 1992, PRONAA ofiïcials have spent much of their t h e  handing out sach of 

rice or potatoes, and administering "work-for-food" programs in towns and 

neighbourhoods around Peru. They have ais0 bestowed gifts such as stoves and other 

kitchen equipment on selected comedores. According to Cornedores Fedecation director 

Rosa Espinal, PRONAA1s work is tmnsparently clientelistic and overtly political: 

comedores are most lücely to receive PRONAA donations during electoral campaigns; 

cornedores which are not &ILiated with the Federation invanably receive larger and more 

frequent contributions; and PRONAA's work is often accornpanied by media fda.re 

(personal interview, 1996). As econornists at Peru's Banco Central de Resena (Centrd 

Reserve Bank) admit: 

Except in those cases when [the government] undenakes 
programs where they exchange work for food, or special 
occasions, the distribution of food is imepuiarL7 
(Estrategias de Alivio de la Pobrern, 1993: 55).  

L7 "Excepta en estos c m s  en los que se ejecuta programas donde se entrega alimentos 
pur nabajo o convenios especiales, la disnibucich de los alimentos se realiza de manera 
no regular". 



Accepting govemment hand-outs means there is pressure on cornedures leaders to pander 

to visiting state afticials or, at the very least to keep their lips sealed on political issues. 

For comedores members (socias), government charity. most frequentiy associated with 

electoral ~ a r n ~ a i ~ n s , ' ~  may also be seen as rewards for political support at the poils. 

Chapter Summaries 

In the following chapter (Chnpter II), I discuss the historical bases of clientelism in Pem. 

Beginning in the late 1940s with the militriry regime headed by Generai Manuel Odria, and 

ending with the populist regime headed by A l h  Garcia in the late 1980s. 1 trace patterns 

of clientehm through more than four decades of public policy. Using mostly Pemvian 

secondary sources, 1 focus on govemment policy toward the citizens and popular 

organizations of Lima's peblos  j6~enes.'~ who have emerged as potent political acton. 

In Chapter III. 1 examine comedores-state relations since the early 1980s. as well 

as relevant points of cornparison within the broader literature. In particdu, I focus on the 

relationship between the organized comedares movement and PRONAA between 1992 

and 1995. In order to iIIuminate the Fujimoti regime from within, I look at a variety of 

pro-nediberal writings, including works by former fmance rninister Carlos Boloiïa Behr 

(1993). and social policy advisor Javier Abuganas (1994a; 1994b; 1995). as weil as 

articles in the Pemvian govemment newspaper El P e m o .  

In Chapters IV and V. I assess the impact of PRONAA on the cornedores 

movernent, and the simcance of clientelism within Pem's contemporary political culture. 

1 look closely at the re-election of Alberto Fujimori. and argue that although Fujimori has 

many critics (including many comedores leaders), the lack of any viable alternative 

'* Chdenas, Gladys. "Pronaa reparte alimentos y alrnanaques con fotografia del 
presidente-candidate," La Repïibiica Apnl 1, 1995 (A4). 

l9 nie terni pueblos jdvenes (young towns) refers to the low-incorne settlements that 
surround Lima. 



candidates made his reelection ineviuble. In Light of the current pro-neolibed. 

authoritarian dirnate in Peru. 1 argue that PRONAA represenrs a suategy designed ro 

buoy Fujimori's apparent populdty among low-income Peruvians. Information for these 

chapters is drawn mosdy fmrn pnmary sources (including interviews 1 conducced, 

newspaper artides, and a transcript of Fujimori's televised victory speech on the afrernoon 

of April9, 1995). 

In Chapter VI, I consider how the comedores movement's responses to Fujimori 

rnay constitute radical strategies for engaging with the current socio-econornic and 

political reality in Peru. I look at critiques of the Fujimori regime, of PRONAA, and of 

social policy issues, that cornedores leaders and their aliies in feminist and popular 

organîzaaons have put forwud. Using both primary and secondary sources, 1 discuss 

some of the counter-hegernonic possibitities and Limitations embodied by the comedores 

movement, and suggest possible areas of further research. 

The counter-hegemonic possibilities exemplitïed by comehres c o n m t  starkly 

with the "authontarian core" (Petras and Vieux, 1994: 5) of the Fujimori regirne. As 

Maxwell Cameron points out, while the Fujirnori govemment hris a democratic face, the 

"other face of the regime is a secretive and compt govemment within the govemment 

that operates above the Iaw and does not wish to be held accountable for its actions" 

(1996: 1). Fujimori's a ~ t o - ~ o l ~ e , ~ ~  his legal arnnescy for dl military personnel who 

participated in the war against Sendero Lunninoso (Ibid: 4). and his propensity to rule by 

decree (Petras and Vieux, 1994: 8). al1 suggest that he is deeply contemptful of formal 

democracy. 

*O On April5, 1992 Fujimori orchestrated a coup against the Peruvian Congres and 
judiciary. For a period of several months after what has been described as a "self-coup" 
(or auto-golpe), Fujimori suspended a i l  civil liberties, arrested some of his most prominent 
opponents, and governed the country by decree. 



Arrighi descnbes the upper echelons of capitalisrn - the boardrooms of 

businessmen, politicians and presidents - a s  the darkest of the "shadowy zones" of 

capitalist history (Arrighi, 1994: 34). He characterizes this layer as especially "hard to see 

because of the actuai invisibility or the complexity of the activities that constitute it" 

(Ibid). Wnting, as he sees it, in m age characterized by the disarticulation both of 

piuralistic poiitics and of industrial capitalism, Arrighi challenges scholars to try and light 

the blind diey that is "the top Cioor of the house of made" (Ibid: 25): 

Today - when world capitalisrn seems to be prospering, not by 
thnisting its mots more deeply into the Iower Iayers of 
material life and market economy, but by pulling them out - 
is as good a time as any to ... explore the real home of 
capitalism ... (Ibid). 

On the cusp of a historical juncture when Peru's few remairhg nationalist economic 

structures are being rudely uneanhed by the tools of a topdown neohberal revolution 

initiated by Fujimori in 1990, Amghi's challenge must be taken up. 



Chapter II: Social Policy and Clientelism 

in EIistorical Perspective 



The establishment of Lima's tlrst large popdar districts - then caiIed barriadas - in the 

1940s (Sanchez: 25) was mtamount Co ri series of tidai waves that forever dtered the 

city's lankape.  The arriva1 and settlement of large nurnbers of low-income indigenous 

people in Lima over the past 50 yem has had an irrevocable impact on rhe character of 

the Penivian capitai. Extending out î'rorn the Plara de Armus in front OC the Presidential 

PaIace, Lima's grand old avenues. bodevads and squares have been ctaimed by the tens of 

housands of cholu? who use h e m  as informal markets and meeting places. Foiiowing 

these same routes out to the suburbs, the monuments of Peru's colonial history fade away 

in the distance, and vas, self-buiit (Burt, 1995: 19) working-class cornrnunities come into 

Established through hard work. cooperation and reciprocity, the pueblos jbvenes 

of Lima are living monuments to popular ambitions for broader sociai and politicai 

democracy in ~eru." Set up in defiance of the Perunan state and real estate speculaton 

(Riofno: 78), they have always been fierceiy contestai Some of the most signiîicant 

political batties in m e n t  Peruvian history have, in fact, been waged between barnm&- 

based social and political organXzations - including the cornedores populares movement - 

and the Peruvian state. These battles have tended to coincide with structurai or 

hegemonic crises that have brought the concerns of bamiada residents into direct conilict 

with govemments attempting to defend eZite business interests andlor their own political 

--- - 

In this instance, the rem cholo is used to identify the erhnicaliy-mixed migrants who 
have come (mostly from the highIands) to settle in Lima in m e n t  decades. Fonnerly used 
pejoratively to describe campesinos (peasants) of indigenous or mixed Spanish-Andean 
origin, the term has gained new popularity as a signifier of unity amongst Peruvians whose 
prirnary aiiegance is to indigenous, Andean culture. 

" For furrher information about how Lima's pueblos jdvenes have become syrnbolic of 
Peru's potential capacity for democratic self-govemance, see Burt and Espejo (1995). 
They write: "Though they have not yet managed to create a new democratic socid order, 
the residents of V i a  El Salvador in Lima did lransform a squatter settlement in a vast and 
inhospitable desert into a liveable community of nearIy 300,000 peopIeM (19). 



power. It has been during such disruptive conjunctures that the complex machinations of 

Pernis fundarnenolly conservative. authoritrvian smte have been most apparent. in the 

words of James Scott, it is at such moments that "the cumin is parted" (1985: 329). 

As Stokes describes, the largescale land invasions that began in the late 1940s 

constinired breaches of the "fundamental niles in a highly elitist society" (1995: 24). 

These invasions, much more so than the limited housing actions which had occurred in the 

previous de cade^,^ were both a fiteral and a metaphonc transgression of ethnic and class- 

based noms and laws bat  had upheld Pem's traditional neo-colonial social structure. 

Indeed, much of the land clairned in the Lima area by settIrrs in the 1940s and 1950s was 

actually owned by a small handful of famiiy dynasties (Shchez: 49) and protected by laws 

which "favoured land speculation" (Ibid: 50). So even though the settlers' "audacity" was 

not deemed to be an immediate threat 10 the "broader social or political order", it 

demonstrated that large numbers of low-incorne, indigenous Peruvians were prepared to 

cast off their customary deference and make demands on government (Ibid). In other 

words, the invaciers chalienged their subalteni position within the existing socio-econornic 

hierarchy and rerninded the custodians of the state that political rule in Pem had to be 

nego tiated. 

The experience of the land invasions, and the communities' initial struggies to gain 

legal tide to land, foreshadowed an explosion of grassrools neighbourhood organizing that 

has shaped political discourse at the municipal 'and national levels nght up to the present 

day. As Stokes writes, this kind cf organizing was radical in that it used social and kinship 

relations as the bases of political solidarity: 

... the Penrvian expenence suggests that the loci of 
political socialization other than the work place - schools 
and shantytown organizations - c m  play a more important 

pp--- 

As Degregori, et al, wrote: "Metropolitan Lima acquired its current physiognomy in the 
1st four decades" (1986: 20) 



role in moulding and even msforming politicai 
consciousness rhan the directly work-related experience of 
the urban poor (1995: 98). 

Here, S cokes calis for a senous re-considention of the traditional Marxist assumption that 

poiiticization takes place t 3s t  and foremost in the workplace. The npid expansion of the 

so-called informal economy (de Soto, 1989) which has translated into a profound re- 

definition of the relations of production in Pem, underscores the imponance of looking at  

barriada-based organizations as some of the most important political groupings in the 

country. It is in the conrext of the land invasions and the political configurations they 

esablished that community groups like the comedores ascended to prominence in national 

politics. 

Cenual to any consideration of the current relationship between comedores 

popuhres and the state is an understanding of the fundamental tension between autonomy 

(audaci ty ) and clientelism (de fer ence) that has defïned barriada-s tate relations for so many 

years. As Degregori, et al, describe in their excellent study of the banfada of San Martin 

de Porres, the political importance of baninda organizations has been recognized by the 

Peruvian state for decades: 

Since their emergence, the 'barriadas' [of Lima] have 
capnired the attention of the state and of privare 
institutions, who irnmediately tried to coopt them through 
asistencialismo" (1 986: 194). 

Economically and socially d e r a b l e ,  yet politically influentid, barneah residents, and the 

organizations they have created, have been seen by Pemvian leaders as potentid threats, 

on the one hand, and as political opportunities, on the other. 

As 1 shall demonstrate, since the 1940s the presence of the state in the barriadas 

of Lima has inspired resentment and violence, as well as praise and profound ambivalence, 

" "Desde su aparicibn. las 'barria&sl llarnaron la atencibn del Estado e institueiones 
privadas, que en un primer mmento trataron de cooptarlas a través del 
asistencialismo " . 



amongst barniada residents and groups. State organisms, such as  PRONAA and its 

predecessors, have been seen as benevolent institutions, by some, and as intnisive 

extensions of essentially undemocratic regimes, by others. Understanding the history of 

srate intervention in banfada lZe is important because, as Mallon writes. diis 

understanding will illuminate the manifold hegernonic patterns and processes being 

repiicated tociay: 

As the products of conFlicts and confrontations, 
institutions have embedded in them the sediments of earlier 
suuggles. Uncovering these helps us understand not ody the 
history of how they were formed, but also their present 
character and future potential(1994: 69). 

In this light, the development of clientelistic policies by the Fujimori regime retlecrs 

hegernonic struggles that can be mced back to govemment responses to the settlement of 

the h t  large shantytowns in and amund Lima 

A glance at Penivian history since the late 1940s will reveai that numerous 

Pemvian leaders have tried - with varyîng degrees of success - to defer social unrest 

precipitated by smictural crises by intimidating opponents, and by establishing clientelistic 

ties between the state and barriada residents? Identitied by some of the rnost important 

observers of recent Pemvian political and economic hi~tory*~ as a crisis of political and 

economic cohesion and stability in an era of rapid change, the current situation refiects, in 

high relief, long-standing clientelistic and authontarian trends in Penivian history. Thus, 

the purpose of the historicaUtheoretical survey 1 undertake in this chapter is two-fold: to 

look at the origins of what amounts to a hegemonic crisis in contemporq Peru, and to 

- -- 

" Needess to Say, clientelistic politics have been practised in the Peruvian countryside as 
well (especially in recent years, since the rise of Sendero Luminoso threatened to wrest 
entire highland regions from state conaol). While rural politics are crucial to Fujimori's 
overall political strategy, they are beyond the scope of this thesis. 

26 Hernando de Soto (1989); Carlos Bolofia Behr (1993); M d a  Elena Moyano (1993); 
Julio Coder (1994); Susan Stokes (1995); and Rosemq Thorpe (1995). 



establish a basis for discussing the curent regime's authoritarïan and clientelist responses 

to this crisis. 

My inquIry b e g h  with a brief descriptive précis of the-"traditional despotkm" 

(Moore, 1966: 416) that existed in Peru during the reign of General Manuel O d n j  1 then 

compare and contrast the Odria regime with the "corporatist" regime of General Juan 

Velasco Alvarado, who cloaked.his statist projet under a veil of popular, socialist reforms 

(Petras, 1994: 4). Using the Odria and Velasco cases to establish historical precedence, 1 

then consider the "transition to democncy" which occurred hi 1980, and the subsequent 

failure of the Peruvian state ( t h ,  under Belaunde and, most dramatically. under Garcia) 

to articuiate and prornoce sustainable democratic policies. The focus of this section is the 

regime headed by Al& Garcia: Peru's first m e  "neo-authoritarian" president, who blended 

traditional autocratie and clientelistic politicai tactics with heterodox, nationalist economic 

policies. Being carefuI to highhght the structural continuities that have aüowed Peru's 

authorirarian state to endure through the first ten years of post-transitionary, civilian rule, I 

rum my attention (in the following chapter) towards the penod begining in 1990 4 t h  the 

electiun of Alberto Fujirnori. 

The Oligarchie State 

One of the striking things about Peruvian political practice in the 1990s is the extent to 

which it resembles the politicai practice of nearly fifty years earliei dunng the reign of 

General Manuel Odna. During his tenure (1948- l956), Odrfa personified the Peruvian 

state and al1 of its contradictions. The "Happy General" - as he was known, because of 

the lavish parties he threw for like-minded dictators like Nicaragua's Anastasio "Tacho" 

Somoza - helped to bring "remarkabIe" economic growth to Peru (Poole and Renique, 

1992: 112). Between 1950 and 1955, US investrnent in Peru doubled (from US$145 

million to US305 million) and national indusuial investment increased by 76 percent 

(1bi4. 



Lilie Fujimori, Odria undertook direct, oftentimes coercive, actions to ensure his 

economic achievements wouid not be stalled or derailed by political opponents. In this 

context, it is crucial to recopize how m e d  military rnight and centraiized power 

stxucmres provided authoncarian continuity through to the 1 s t  years of what is frequently 

referred to as the "oiigarchic" (Ibid: 102) era of Pemvian poiitics. As Thorpe explains in a 

recent report pubiished by the Inter American Development Bank: 

... the endurance of this [oligarchie] system until the 1960s 
rested upon its abiliy to be highly exclusive. Political 
power was hqvily centralised in Lima, and in the executive, 
typicaily in the person of the President This was 
reinforced by extensive penods of military d e  combined 
with the weak development of social and political movements 
at least until the 1970s (1995: 4). 

In 1952, Odria introduced the Law of Domestic Security (Vargas, 1993: 283), a measure 

which effectively banned the activities of both the labour-supported Alianza Popular 

Revolucianan'a ,4mericaria7' (APRA) party and the Pemvian Communist Farcy (PCP). 

Not coincidentally, both the APRA and the PCP had been amongst the fmt groups to 

point out how few Peruvians acniaily benefited from the rapid economic expansion that 

was occurring, and a good nuniber of both parties' militants were either imptisoned or 

forced into exile2' (Collier, 1975: 134). 

Much like Fujimori, General Odria used state resources to create clientelistic social 

programs designed to pacify the potentially volatile - but generally peaceful - barniada 

communities. In response to the organized land invasions that occurred in Lima dunng his 

" The Arnerican Popular Revolutionary Ailiance. 

28 As Poole and Renique note (1992: 1 IO), the APRA had a history of contlict with 
For goveniing parties and leaders, especially those most closely allied with the miiitary. 

instance, in 1932 APRA leaders from the northern city of Trujillo launched an ill-fated 
armed insurrection which resuited in many deaths on both sides, and the execution of 
hunderds of APRA militants. 



presidency, Odna concluded - aller some initial he~itation'~ - that incorporation. rather 

chan brute force and marginalkation. could be an effective and prudent straregy for 

responding to the demands being placed on his govemment (Stokes, 1995: 26). 

Provocative though they were. Land invasions were judged by Odria to be latent threats to 

the stabiiity of his regime, at worst, and political opponunities, at best. As David Collier 

writes: "Odria actively promoted the formation of new settlements. He also made 

extensive use of settlements as a source of political support" (1975: 135). While never 

wanting to fully acquiesce to squatters' demands, Odria decided it would be wiser to try 

and aven serious protracted confrontations by settling disputes through negotiation and 

offering squatters nominal assistance. 

Hoping to take advantage of the social cohesion that existed in these communities 

to mobilize support for his govemment, Odria began using state resources and social 

programs more systematically to appease and contain baniada residents. Once a 

barri& wwas established, its residents tended to remain tighùy-knit and united in their use 

of various Iegal foms of lobbying and protest to gain land titles and to be comected to 

metropolitan utility grids. So, in the name of political stability, promises were made and, 

in some cases, provisional land Utles were negotiated between the squatters and the Odria 

regime (lbid). Then, several years into his presidency, Odria set up institutions which, 

much like PRONAA today, stressed face-to-face relations benveen state officiais and 

29 Odria never appeared genuinely sympathetic to squatters' demands. and it is essential to 

remember that demonstrations of govemment lenience were usually prefaced by sttempted 

evictions. As Stokes points out, Odria viewed the squatters. tkst  and foremost, as 

nuisances: "[Odrfa was] sensitive to landowners' and urban developers' indignant c& for 

the defense of private property, and rarely did a squatter invasion fail to provoke at least 

an effort at eviction" (1995: 25-26). 



barriada residents.jO As Stokes comments: "...urban lower-class politics in the oligarchie 

state penod was the politics of clientelism" (1995: 22). 

Besides doling out food and clothing to demonstrate govemment largesse, the 

Genenl pnised the banfa& as asadmirable examples of "self-help" (Stokes, 1995: 26). 

As Stokes points out, die Odna govemment celebrated some land invasions, naming 

barr iah  after national heroes and persons associated with his govemment He dso tried 

to associate them with the urban capitalist values OF hard work home ownership and 

individuai self-re Lance: 

Odria actually encouraged land invasions. Conservative 
policy rnakers tried to cultivate an ideology of squatter 
"self help": squatters should be granted s m d  plots if they 
could prove through hard work and initiative that they 
deserved to be home owners (1995: 26). 

In some key ways, the values of Lima's new senlers meshed well with the official 

govemment line. Understandably, most settlers aspired to be included, rather than 

excluded, and were heartened by the recognition they received tiom the state. 

Odria's recognition and support of Lima's barriadas prompted one long-time 

raident of San M M  de Porres to declare: "Thanks to Odria, we have San Martin de 

~or res !"~ '  (Degregori, et al, 1986: 135). Such declaiations of praise for Odtia - and the 

"traditional despotism" (Moore. 1966: 416) he embodied - must be understood as 

cornplex. It is mie that through the act of hvading and securing lands in and around 

Lima, many people succeeded in mpturing certain patterns of deference to the state. 

However, prominent residual trends of paternal govemance that can be traced back to the 

colonial era persisted, as did the fundamend power imbalance between the settlers and 

the state. As Degregori, et al, point out, the GeneraI's populariw arnongst settlers was 

' O  The first large barriadas set up in Lima were the result of land invasion dong the Wmac 
river in what is the San Martin de Porres district today (Degregori. et al, 1986: 22). 

'' " i Gracias a O d h  tenemos San Marnir de Porres!" 



derived in part tiom his abiIity CO play the role of the buen parrbn: the suict-yet- 

benevolent colonial-style landlord who relied upon a ma& of hiemchical and moral 

relationships to maintain his position: 

Traditiondiy. amongst the Andean peasantry there existed 
the image of the "seiior gobierno": a personitied state, iike 
an aii-powerful, but absent, distant and inaccessible 
boss3" 1986: 135). 

hdeed, in Moore's ternis, Odria's ability "to perform a variety of tasks" and "supervise 

activities essential to the working of the whole society" (1966: 416) aliowed hirn to 

govern pragrnaticaily, yet omniscientiy and mercituily. 

Appearances notwithstanding, O d h  was mortal. Following a national wave of 

strikes in 1955, and a brief, though violent, anti-government uprising in the southem city 

of Arequipa in the same year, Odn'a's hold on power ebbed, dowing a surreptitiously 

assembled coalition of APRA militants and opportunistic mernbers of the General's own 

govermnent to ensure that he was thrown out of office (Poole and Renique, 1992: 112). 

Although discredited by most of his peers, and a good portion of the citizenry, 

Odria remained popular amongst barriada residents. Only six years after his fail, Odria 

launched a surprisingly weii orchestrated - though unsuccessM - campaign for the 

presidency. Likening thernselves to Argentinean populists Juan and Evita Peron, Odria 

and his wife Maria Delgado swept into Lima's workg-class neighbourhoods, b e a ~ g  

"clothing and trinkets" in an effort to win votes (Stokes, 1995: 22). Odria ended up 

winning 36 per cent of the popular vote in the barneadas (a tally 50 percent higher than 

that won by the labour-supported APRA) (Ibid). Ris popu1a.r appeal in the barriadas 

reflects, as Coiiier points out, the fact that during the 1950s, demographic change (i.e. the 

settlement OF the barriadas) precipitated a shift away from traditional class-based politics 

'' "Tradicionalmente. enue el cnmpesinado andino habia prevalecido la imagen del 
'senor gobierno': un Estado personificado como p a h n  todopoder~so pero ausentista, 
lejano, inaccesibk". 



(Collier. 1975: 135). By affecthg a populist stance and implementing clientelistic policies 

which appealed directiy to non-unionized banfada residents, Odria managed to undermine 

the APRA and the large unions, which h d  fonnerly been considered legitimate 

representatives of the working classes. And, as Coilier writes: "This feature of 

government poiicy would appear again under the military govenunent which came to 

power in 1968" (Ibid). 

The Corporate State 

The one great anorndy in twentieth c e n w  Peruvian history was the bloodless coup d'erat 

that brought self-proclaimed socialist General Juan Velasco Alvarado into power on 

October 3, 1968. The Velasco era - characterized pnmady by corporatisr politics and 

nationalist economics - should be undentood, not merely as an exception, but as a 

transitional period that narked the end of traditional oligarchie despotism and the birth of 

a new political culture based on ideologicaüy-driven conflict (Paquette: 402) and popular 

participation. By coupling traditional military, autocratie and clientelistic strategies with a 

socialist doctrine, Velasco conceived of a new Pem in which disenfranchised peoples, 

especially bam'ada residents, could be full participants. He was. however, careful to 

ensure that popular participation in Peruvian society wouid be delimited by a vast state- 

run bureaucracy. 

Velasco's ostensibly socialkt reforms were supported enthusiastically by many 

low-income Peruvians. However, some low-incorne Peruvians - especially members of 

various organized labour, social and political movements - saw Velasco's reforrns as 

manipulative attempts to control independent political organizing. Ye t another group of 

(mostly wealthy, conservative) Peruvians were outnged by Velasco's policies, and fought 

against them until the General was overthrown in 1975 by a mutinous clique of right-wing 

military officers (North, 198 1: 103). During bis seven year tenure, Velasco simultaneously 

orchestrated unprecedented popular mobilization (through govemment programs), 



provoked the radicalization of many independent barnada-based community groups and 

trade unions. and incited a reactionary backlash. 

When Velasco assurned the m a d e  of President, Peru's landed aristocracy was all 

but defunct, profits genented from- Peru's once booming rnining interests were at a low 

ebb, and another wave of urban sealement - the laqest in Peru's entire history up to that 

point, dunng which the b a r r i a h  more than tripled in size - was undeway (Collier, 1975: 

129). The sum of these facts arnounted to the most si@ïcant period of hegernonic and 

structural change in more than twenty years, and created a window of oppormnity for the 

relatively unknown Genenl Velasco and his cornrades-in-arms to s ep  into. Velasco had 

identined what would be the fvst oppominity in Peruvian history to displace the country's 

colonial economic system and promote a more nationalist, import-substitution framework 

(Dore and Weeks. 1996: 13). Sirnultaneously, organized labour, campesino and urban 

squatters' groups had mobilized in an effort to advance their own aims. The mere fact that 

Velasco chose to overihrow Fernando Belahde Terry's faltering right-wing govemment 

in 1968 demonstrates not only the perceived w e h e s s  and inepniess of the oligarchy, but 

Velasco's desire to shut out the burgeoning popular rnovements as well. 

Two limited, but potentially contagious, Cuban-styled highland rebellions Oed by 

Hugo Blanco in 1962, and Hector Béjar in 1965) were, according to some obsewers 

(North, 198 1: 42). the signals that fïrst c d e d  the military's attention to the volatility of the 

political situation in Peru. As General Jost Graham Hurtado, one of President Velasco's 

top advisors, admitted in 1972: "It was the guerdlas who rang the bel1 that-awakened the 

military to the reality of the country" (Ibid). What sealed Velasco's decision to act was the 

Belaiinde govemment's contemptuous neglect of the profound problems that Blanco and 

Bejar's rebellions had brought to light.'3 Firstly, Belahde's failure to collect US$ la 

33 According to Thorpe: "By the 1960s, all studies agree in placing Peru among the 
world's most skewed income dismbutions" (1995: 9). By 1963, the poorest 40 percent of 
Pemvians made 8.8 per cent of all personal income eamed in the country. Peru's modem 



million in unpaid taxes from the foreign-owned International Petroleum Company 

prompteci a viscerd nationalist backlash (Poole and Renique, 1992: 115). Moreover, 

Belaiinde's failure to deliver promised agmiian reforms, his imposition of wage ceilings, 

and his anti-union acsvities, al1 threatened. as Poole and Renique point out, to "heighten 

social tensions and radicalise the populür movement" (Ibid). 

Confronting this situation, Velasco surmised - as OdRa had before him - that the 

most powerful weapon at his disposal was not necessarily the army he commanded, but 

the state resources he could use to develop clientelistic projects. Velasco beiieved the best 

way ro disarm the radical lefr was to Legislate an end to class conflict By demanding that 

Pemvians r d y  around sute-sponsored social programs, Velasco sought to CO-opt the 

independent efforts of Peru's organized popular movements and unions. However, unlike 

Odria's patchwork, reac tive policies, Velasco's policies were extensive and proactive. As 

Joe Foweraker argues: 

The reforming rnilitary government in Peru (1968-75) 
successfully coopted urban social movements in h a  by 
setting up paralel organizations. bringing neighbourhood 
associations into public administration, and sponsoring 
self-help housing (1995: 65). 

In these ways, Velasco attempted to reorder the social and political reIations in the 

country in such a way that would make all Peruvians (especially the poor) more de pend en^ 

upon, and answerable to, the state. 

Under Velasco's direction, the Peruvian state also expanded to fa in the t-mures 

left by the economic shifts occurring in Pen. Notably, Vel&ols government presided 

over some of the most dramatic land and market reforms ever seen in any Latin Amencan 

country (North, 198 1: 71, and nationalized many of Peru's most profitable resource-based 

industries, including minin$ and fisheries. During the Velasco years: 

indusaial sector, producing more han 60 per cent of the country's GDP, employed only 
23 percent of the active labour force (Ibid). 



S tate intervention to porno te uidusüialization and social 
programs increased spectacululy: public ownership swelled 
from 1 1 to 26 per cent of value added [Gross Nationai 
Product] while the shve of foreign capital tell from 21 to 
8 per cent (Cameron and North, 1995: 14). 

Velasco's reforms made Peru a pariah in international investment circles for a nurnber of 

years, and have since been identifed by neolibenl advocates as the cause of many of 

Peru's current economic problems. Misguided or not. Velasco established a high-water 

mark for sute ownership of industry and agriculture in Latin America. 

Economic reforms nonvithstanding, it is the growth in the number and scope of 

social functions performed by the Velasco regime that are of greatest interest in this study. 

Hand in hand with the nationalization of industries, the creation of sme-nui cooperatives, 

and the nominal recognition of indigenous peoples' ancestral rights to land, Language and 

culture, came the invention of new coneols, frameworks and limits. Employing the 

Peasant Communities Statute of 1970, Velasco attempted to restructure some 2,337 

indigenous comrnunities as fanning coo peratives, disreg arding " traditional comrnunity 

structures such as the oyllu" (Bourque and Palmer, 1975: 190). Though ody partiaily 

successful, this was the tirst signifcant state-sponsored attempt - since, perhaps, the 

Toledo reforms in the 16th century - to impose an extensive rnarrix of definitions and rules 

on the lives of the country's marginalized peoples. 

The key difference betwen Velasco's refoms and virtually dl previous efforts at 

manipulating social relations in Peru is the effective way in which he ernployed the 

prevailing language of dernocractic, progressive change to justiQ his policies. The 

National Offce of Young T o m s  (Oficina Nacional de Pueblos Jdvenes), created by 

Velasco in 197 1, ministered over the baptism of Lima's bamiudas as working class 

pueblos jbvenes, a semantic change which subsumed them under the official "popdar" 

creed of the regime (Degregori, et al, 1986: 126). While ostensibly created to deliver 

s e ~ c e s ,  the Oficina served, above all else, to help extend the tentacles of the state into 



the poorest districts of the c a p i d  (and other Peruvian cities). As Degregori, et al point 

out, the Oficina heIped to organize comrnunities on a block-by-block basis and senerated 

a paradoxicai dynamic: "On the one hand encouraging popular organizing, on the other, 

insisting that it occur within the parameters established by the stateU3' (Ibid). By aïigning 

the ofticid discourse of the state with that of the popular sectors, Velasco took Odria's 

stntegy of recognizing community-based organizations one step further. 

More so than the Oficina - whose interferences in barneah llitè seemed somewhat 

symboiic by cornparison - the most pervasive and manipulative social institution created by 

the Velasco regime was the National System of Social Mobilization (SINAMOS), created 

in lune, 197 1 as "an umbrelia organization for a number of government-created trade 

unions, neighbourhood associations, and peasant federations" (Poole and Renique, 1992: 

1 18). SINAMOS offxials acted as envoys of the central government - in locus parenri. as 

it were - charged with the task of reorganizing existing socio-political smctures and 

guaranteeing the implementation of the first wave of reforms and nationaIizations. Af'ter 

its creation in 1971, SINAMOS officers rnoved quickly into posts around Peru in what 

some authors (Collier, 1975: 155) have described as blatantly aggressive moves against 

independent organizing - especiaIly that k i n g  done by the Comrnunists, the General 

Codederation of Peruvian Workers (Confederacibn General de Trabajadores del Peni) 

(CGTP), and the teachers' and miners' unions (Poole and Renique, 1992: 1 19). 

In Lima, SINAMOS' activities were focused on redething and institutionalizing 

the goveniment's rdationships with neighbourhood organizations: 

In temaking squatter associations and their links to the 
state the government's aiîns were, as Henry Dietz has noted, 
"simultaneously (and paradoxically) the encouragement and 
the control of local, autonomous decision-making" (Stokes, 
1995: 37). 

35 Il ...p or un lado impulsa la orgnnizacibn popular; pur otro, pretende que transcurra 
estrictarnente por dentro de los p a r h t r o s  establecidos por el Esrado". 



Not suipnsin@y. feelings of "widespread resentment" (Poole and Renique, 1992: 118) 

eventually deveioped towvds Velasco amongst many politicdly-organized sectors of 

Penivian society (especidly in the union and urban squatter movements) who saw 

SINAMOS as state-sponsored political subterfuge. A s  North comments: "The political 

process of the Velasco years. in summary, was dehed  by a constant expansion of the 

codïicts rhroughout the society, and an increasing alienation of al1 fractions of civil society 

with respect to the Revolutionuy Govemment" (198 1: 27). 

In February, 1975, a small group of mgry protesters took advanrage of a police 

strike to bum down the cenual office of SINAMOS in Lima (Stokes, 1995: 44). The 

offces were never rebuilt, and the program was dl but discontinueci.'* Six months after 

this event, Velasco was replaced by the more conservative, less nationdistic, Generd 

Francisco Morales Bemtidez General Morales wasted no time dismantling some of the 

key institutional foundations of the Velasco state. Much to the delight of Peru's bniised 

national bourgeoisie, Morales committed himseif to a liberal approach to economics, and, 

in 1979, passed a new constitution which enshrined free market principles. "But," as 

Stokes writes, "the legacy of Velasco, his championhg of participation ... was to produce a 

level of social mobilization that would help bring an end to military rule itself' (Ibid). 

In spite of Velasco's authoritarian leadership style. and his record of centralized 

decision-making, some bamia& residents look back on the 1968-1975 period with some 

degree of fondness (Ibid: 40). In carrying out their study in San Martin de Porres in the 

late 1980s, for instance, Degregori, et al, recorded one woman's musings on the Velasco 

military junta: 

... contribute, he said, not with money, but with your 

'' Interestingly, while SINAMOS wits dismantled, some of its projects and links continued 
to operate for years thereafter. In a few documented cases, offices of COPRODOES (The 
Cornmittee to Promote Development) - a SINAMOS-affiliate - remained active until 1990 
(Stokes, 1995: 41). 



presence. with your s u p p o ~  with work for your people, your 
disuict, your neighbourhood ... Its me, 1 liked this and 1 
Wed juan Velasco because he was with everyone (1986: 
20 1 ).36 

interview excerpt, ~eledonia" - a long-time resident of San Martin who met 

Velasco once during an infornial meeting at the oftïce of a SINAMOS affiliate in the 

district - remembers the General as a "generous" man, and Iaments die fact that his 

immediate successors showed c ~ m p ~ t i v e l y  litde concem for the pueblos jbvenes. 

The nostalgie feelings of people like Celedonia should be understood as ri& with 

the same kinds of arnbiguities and tensions that charactenzed relations between poor 

Peruvians and the state during the Odria era  Fondness for Velasco should definitely not 

be read as expressions of unconditional or blind support for statist patemdism. Rather. 

considering the massive, diffcult changes diat Peruvians have endured in the past few 

decades, such feelings should be seen, primady, as reflections of contemporary 

grievances, as well as relntivist conceptions of the govemment support - conditional 

though it rnight have k e n  - that was lest with the end of Velasquism. After dl, Velasco. 

who has been vilined by the curren t regime, and its neoiiberai supporters, is rernem bered 

for havhg supported sorne of the goals of the organized left in Pem, and for having dealt a 

symbolic blow to the ancien regime of landlords and oligarchs. 

However. the political preiensions of the Peruvian state under Velasco were, in the 

final analysis, disproportionately large compared with its capacity and W n g n e s s  to 

develop sustainable economic markets, and its willingness to respond to the growing 

demands of banfa& organizations. While touting socidkt principles, Velasco maintained 

a highly-centrdized asymrnerricd power structure that reinforced the pil1ars of Perds 

"Aporten, decia, no con dinero, con su presencia, con el apoyo, con el tmbajar por su 
pueblo, pur su dism-to, por su bam-o ... Es verdad y a mi me gustaba Juan Velasco porque 
estaba con todos". 

3 7 No last name is given by the authos. 



authoritarian aidition. Within a context ofeconomic uncertainties and social upheaval, 

Velasco created a vast, yet inefficient and werikly-articulated corporaust strtte that, ody 

temporarily, provided Peru with leadership and a sense of direction. 

Transition to Demociacy 

Comparatively disinterested in conuolling the pace and direction of community-level 

development, General Francisco Morales Bermudez chose instead to fight sporadic, 

pitched battles against cornmunity socio-political groups, o f f e ~ g  them occasional 

concessions. This sharp retum to reactionary politics hardened and deepened cIzs 

divisions - as artïculared by left-wing parties and unions that had cut their teeh during the 

Velasco regirne - and resentment towards the state grew. "The lived experience of those 

intense years contributed in a decisive way to sed a let'tist orientation and a ndicd, 

dernocratic and nationalist identity [in the banï'adas]"38 (Degregori, et al, 1986: 201). In 

fact, by the latter haif of the 1970s, left-wing politics - embodied by the newly convened 

United Left (Izquierda Unida) CiZI) and a rny-riad of popular social movements, including 

the cornedores - had gained prominence in the pueblos jdvenes of Lima 

Setting a precedent that would be repeated in the 1980s, and again under Fujimori 

at the beginning of the current period, Morales began his politicai tenure by instituthg a 

series of anti-inflationary measures and wage controls that signiiïcantly lowered real 

incomes. In pursuing efforts designed to court international financial institutions 

(especially the IMF), curb infiahon, h i e  the rising debt, and bolster the confidence of big 

business, Morales outraged the organized sectors of Pemvian society (Poole and Renique, 

1992: 121). And so began a push-and-shove cycle of reactionary governmental reform, 

popular protest, and counter-reform that would last until the mid 1980s. 

38 '*h experiencia vivida en esos MOS inremos contibuye de manera decisiva a selfar 
una orientacih izquierdisra y una identidad radical, democrbtica y nacionalista". 



In 1977, 1978, and 1979 massive39 national strilces were rnobilized by a bmad 

coalition of unions and social movemenrs. These strikes stand as some of the largest 

urban uprisings ever in Peruvian history. And as various scholars have noted. barriada- 

based movements played important roles in ensuring they had an impact. Stokes points 

out. moreover, how community-based actions in suppon of the strikes also raised the 

poiitical protïles of community activists in Lima's pueblos jdvenes: 

When neighbourhood cornmittees, women's clu bs, youth groups, 
parish members, or even sports clubs from poor districts [of 
Lima] set up barricades to keep buses off the roads durkg 
the national suikes, their activities received much 
attention in the national press (1995: 46). 

At least initially, Morales responded to anti-govemment actions, riots and strikes with 

cudèws, union-busting rneasures and the suppression of independent news media (Ibid). 

However, ultimately "unable to halt the rnornenm of unrest", he was forced to consider 

pragmatic solutions, and take steps towards establishing fornial democratic poiitical 

structures in Peru (Poole and Renique, 1992: 121). 

The first sipificant step towards fonnal dernocracy taken by the Morales regime 

was the establishment of a Constituent Assernbly in 1978, which was followed by the 

rewritirq of the Peruvian Constitution in 1979, and presidentiat elections in 1980. The 

1979 Constitution refiected the tensions of the political age during which it was conceived. 

Tt contained provisions which guaranteed workers' rights, alongside provisions which 

expanded the executive's right to govern by decm on a number of key issues. In practice, 

the Constitution was used to justify neoiiberai reforms much more so than it was uskd to 

defend workers' nghts. According to Thorpe: "The renewed social contract implied by the 

1979 Constitution becarne virtually an empty letter" (1995: 6). 

3g Nearly 1.4 million Peruvian workers panicipated in the national strike in 1978 (Stokes. 
1995: 45). 



For many Peruviuis, the transition to formal democ~acy had corne too Inte. and 

ot'fered Little promise. That said, a number of political parties and groups saw the 

transition as an opportunisr to advance their panism agendas. So, as radical political 

groupings amcted more adherents, and more rnainsmam parties jockeyed for power. 

acute tensions thnt had existed in the 6am.uda.s since the early 1950s came to the fore. As 

Degregori. et al, write: "During this new phase. independence and clientelism clashed in a 

more direct f 'a~hion"'~ (1986: 203). In effect, the two tendencies existing in the barnadas. 

which Velasco had attempted to exploit simdtaneously through the agents of his 

"socialist"/corpomtisttstate, cleaved in ciramatic fashion. 

This bifurcation was seen by some (such as Sendero Luminoso leaders, who 

launched their w u  against the state on election day, 1980) as an opportunity to foment 

revolutionary enthusiasrn, and by others - such as the National Confederation of Business 

Institutions in Peru (Confederacibn Nacional de Imtituciones Empesanales Privadas), 

formed in 1979 - as an oppominity to push fornard a tiee-market agenda (Stokes, 1995: 

48). The resulting polarization pitted radical le fi wing groupings Wre Sendero Luminoso 

against more moderate parties like the United Left (who, in Senderots estimation, were the 

Trojan horses of a Velasco-swle "bureaucratie" capitalism). Meanwhile, the radical " new 

tight" - represented by the Confederacihz and, Iater, by Mario Vargas Llosa's Freedom 

Movement - closed r&, and Perds traditional political parties, the Popdar Action 

(Accihz Popular) and the APRA, prepared for an electoral campaign. 

Neo-authoritarianism 

As had been the case under Morales, during Popular Action President Fernando Belaiinde 

Terry's second administration (1980- 1985) community organizations were largely ignored, 

pro-business reforms promoted. and Pem's armed forces strengthened. As Poole and 

-- 

'O "En esta nueva etapa, independencia y clienteiismo chocm de manera m i s  abierta". 



Renique write, although Belahde had promised a million new jobs. economic growth and 

politicd stability, he evennidly "left behind a country ncked by economic instabiliry, 

political violence, and a militvy apparatus si@icmtly strengthened by the counter- 

insurgency carnpaigns" (1992: 126). Garda ûnd the APRA. by convasr.. sought to update 

Velasco's suategies, and to work with both popular movements and traditional unions - as 

well as the m e d  forces - to advance their go&. 

Long before the Accibn Populnrk electod defeat, APRA activisrs were trying to 

replicate the grassroots organiring smtegies that cornedores and other groups were using. 

The APRA - whose traditionai bases of support had been organized labour - recognized a 

uemendous untapped potential in the large numbers of new immigrants who populated 

Lima's rnushrooming young towns. As Carol Graham points out in her study of social 

policy in the Garcia era, by the rnid 1980s 25 per cent of all Peruvians iived in Lima's low- 

incorne neighbourhoods, and they represented a formidable political force:" 

The recognized failure of decades of govenunent poiicy to 
address the needs of this rapidly growing population, as 
well as the sporadic atternpts to CO-opt its political 
suppon most likely provided incentives for the APRA team 
to focus on the urban marginalised population (199 1: 97). 

The APRA strategy proved, at the very least, to be a successful way of wuuiing votes. 

Marshalling its considerable resources to establish pmy-run cornedores and cultural 

groups, they actuaily succeeded in sweeping Lima's twelve poorest districts in the 1985 

presidential ~ a r n p i ~ n ~ ~  (Ibid). 

Elected into power by ;in enormous mandate that left more conservative candidates 

reeling, Garcia committed himsell' to national advancement through "social democracy" 
- - - 

4L As Graham notes, the population of Pem had also doubled between the 1950s - when 
the first barriadas were settled - and the mid 1980s (1991: 92). 

42 The APRA-affiliated Cornedores del Pueblo, nin out of so-called Mothers' Clubs, wiU 
be explored in greater depth in the following chapter, as a more direct point of cornparison 
to PRONML 



(Poole and Renique, 1992: 137). As described in his book. A Differenr Furure, Garcia 

pledged to find innovative solutions to Peru's most pressing and threritening problems, 

including the looming debt crisis and the Sendero Luminoso insurgency (Ibid). The failure 

of Garcia's heterodox interventionist approach to government and economics eventually 

forced him out of power. But not before he had constructed a vast web of social 

programs which strongiy reintorced clientelistic ties between ordinary Peruvians and the 

state. 

As 1 discuss in detail in the next chapter, the Accibn Popular had also med to 

organize party-sponsored cornedores and other community-based groups, but their elirist 

track record and their comparative lack of grassroots organizing experience made their 

efforts pale in comparison with those of the APRA. The APRA was, after dl, Peru's 

oldest mainstream political Party, and had a decades-long history of organizing (Ibid: 

109). For their part, the United Left med to work directly with existing popular groups 

and independent cornedores organizers, warning limerios that "Cornedores APRA-AP: 

facil nparecen, facil de~a~arecen"~' (Graham, 199 1: 99). But, they too lacked the 

resources, numbers and historical relationships needed to compete with the APRA 

machine. In spite of holding considerable power in municipal councils, inchding the 

mayoraity of Lima, the United Lefi were unable to make much of an impact during 

presidential elections. 

Once in power, the APRA expanded its clientelistic networks to shore-up its high 

level of support. The most noteworthy of these networks was run by the vast Temporary 

Income Support Prograrn (Programa de Apoyo de Ingreso Temporal) (PAïï) (Ibid: 91). 

ïhrough the PAIT, half a million Peruvians were enlisted to undertake communal public 

works projects for minimal payment (sometimes in food). While the Garcia regime never 

tried to fundamentally alter the socio-political structure in Pen, the PAlT program took 

" "Populu Action and APRA Comedores: Easily Appear, Easily Disnppedl. 

38 



on massive proportions unlike anything seen since SINAMOS was discontinued. 

Modelied boih on SINAMOS, and on the Minimum Employment Propam (Programa de 

Empleo M i n h )  instinxtea by Augusto Pinochet in Chile (lbid: 128). the PALT had litde 

to do with "sociai democracy" and more to do with partisan political ends. As Graham 

notes in her study of P m  acaviues in Limr 

[The P m  highligh ts the sectarian and undemocratic traits 
of the party that proved to be baniers to its capacity to 
govem both at the municipal and central govemmental levels 
(Ibid 9 1-92). 

Employing some 500,000 people (the rnajonty of them women) (Ibid: 102), PAIT projects 

- which included "mbbish collection, dorestation, painting walls and fences, building 

sanitfttion facilities ..." (Ibid: 100) - served as  stand-ins for r d ,  sustainable social andor 

job-creation programs. 

The fact that the PAIT employed mosùy women (76 per cent) is of particular 

importance to this study because it suggests that the APRA government recognized 

women as a mgnificm political constituency, a.pd wornen's organizations as a significant 

political force (lbid: 102). As Graham notes, the oppominity to eam wages, however 

low, was not easily passed up by women, who were the "poorest among the poor" (ibid: 

103). This, in turn, irnpacted upon a variety of women's groups: 

The PAlT proved to be a benefit for many families, but also 
acted as a disruptive force ... The P.m also disrupted many 
existing cornmunity organizations, such as the mothers' clubs 
and communal kitchens (Ibid). 

According to Graham, of those women who participated in the P m ,  roughly half had 

been active in wornen's organizations. "Of those, about haif remained in their prograns, 

going to kitchens after the PAIT work, or to the Glass of Mik ( V m  de ~ e c h e ) ~  before 

" The Vaso de Leche cornmittees, established by Lima's United Left mayor Alfonso 
Barrantes in 1985, were state-sponsored, cornunity-run programs designed to combat 
malnutrition in children (Poole and Renique, 1992: 92). 



work" (Ibid: 113). The impact of the PAIT on women's groups was significant, and 

fueled a direct cornpetition between the APRA and rhe independent cornedores popdores 

movement which C O ~ M U ~ S  to this day (discussed in Chapter m). 

Garcia's eventud fall from grace - due primvily to economic mismanagement and 

accusations of conuption - marked the emergence of a serious cnsis in Peruvian politics. 

Young, chvismatic and progressive, Garcia had swept into office like a p t  of wind 

(Poole and Renique, 1992: 127). He was. to that point. the most popular president in 

Peruvian history. He went on to enjoy a honeymoon period with the electorate during his 

fist  year, producing economic growth (8.5 per cent), encouraging an increase both in 

private invesunent (23.5 per cent) and real wages (40 per cent), and lowering intlation (by 

more han 50 per cent) (Ibid: 128). By the end of his five-year terni. however, Garcia had 

lost the voters' confidence completely. Atier a severe economic crisis hit Peru, Garcia's 

clientelistic, partisan social programs were made transparent.. And. perhaps Most 

signiticantly, Garda's failures foreshadowed the collapse of public confidence in Perds .. 
incipient democracy. 

Democratic Façade 

For penerations, Peru's democratic institutions have served as a façade, concealing a 

massive authoritanan ediike, weakly articulated social programs and a fragile econornic 

system. Borrowing a phrase from E. P. Thompson. MaUon describes the Pemvian system 

as a "great arch" that fails to connect political and ideological superstructures to ordinary 

citizens' lives. Cornparkg Peru to Mexico, which has been dominated so completety by 

the niling Institutional Revolutionary Party (Partido Revolucionario Instimcional), she 

writes: "In Peru, solid construction of the 'great arch' stopped somewhere around halfway, 

and the resr of the structure was composed of veneer" (1994: 106). 

Argentha, Chile, Uruguay, BnPl and Peru (to name just tlve examples) have ail 

experienced "transitions to dernocracy" in the p u t  IWO decades that have left class and 



military smctures virrually untouched. Commenthg on the rise of what they r e m  "neo- 

authoritarianism" in Latin Amencan counuies such as Peru. Pevas and Vieux write: 

The transition from rnilitary to civilian regimes has brought 
the introduction of electoral processes, the establishment 
of elected parliamenü or congresses, and, in some cases, 
pater  individual freedom. but these regimes have continued 
to function within an authoritarian framework and to pursue 
policies totally at variance with dernocntic procedures 
(1994: 4). 

Many political  observer^^^ have written about the deged "transition to democracy " in 

Latin America, and how rnilitary coercion and unilaterai decision-making continue to 

characterize national politics throughout rhe region? 

The irony of the new authoritarimism in L ~ M  America is, according to O'DonneU, 

the wehess  of the political parties and public institutions (such as the judiciq  and the 

legislanire) that are meant to ensure democrritic governance (1993: 73). In the Pemvian 

case, the state apparatus is particularly weak (Ibid: 71) and incapable of interpolatïng or 

engaging marginal populations (such as barnmada residents) hegemonically. It is precisely 

because of this weakness that successive Pemvian govemments, from Odna to Garcia, 

have tried to aven crises through clientelist social policies and authonta,rian tactics. 

- -- - - - - 

45 O'DomeU (1993); Maiioy and Seligson (1988); and Petras, et ai (1983, 1994). 

In March of 1996, President Carlos Menem of Argentina claimed sweeping powers over 
economic matters in an attempt to push through an adjustment package not udike 
Fujimori's (SemiU: 56). In other counuies, President Ernesto Samper (Colombia) has also 
claimed "emergency" powers over the economy, General Augusto Pinochet (Chile) 
continues to head the amed forces, and military personnel in Guatemala and Mexico 
continue to enjoy impunity in spite of weU-pubiicized human nghts abuses. 



Chapter DI: PRONAA and 

the Cornedores Populares of Lima 



In his polemical endorsement of neolibed refom. Cambio de Ru& (Change of 

Course). former Penivian finance minister Carlos Bolona Behr posits tnat Peru's long 

history of economic stagnation. continuous, except for intermirtent boom-but cycles. has 

been perpetuated primarily by the indiscretions of big govemment (Bolofia 1993: 1): 

Ours is the history of the triwnph of politics over 
economics. Politics has k e n  abIe to meddle in economic 
a f f .  through the progressive concentration of power in 
the han& of govenunent and through a serfes of measures 
which [govemmeiits] undertake for their use and expansion47 
(Ibid: 9). 

Employing this ntionale, Bolona helped Alberto Fujimori design and impiement one of the 

most orthodox "free-market" stmctural adjusment programs hitheno seen in the Americas 

(Gonzales, 1993: 56). The so-caed Fujishock (Poole and Renique, 1992: 150) 

precipitated a two-year period (1990- 1992) of social and political insecurity in Peru during 

which economic restmcturing took precedence over a l l  other considerations. At the end 

of this pend, however, Fujimoxi had to confront the political consequences of what he 

had done. By 1992, opposition to the president's policies (expressed by diverse groups, 

including political parties, guerrilla insurgericies, and cornmuniry organizations) threatened 

to retard the process he had initiated in 1990 (Mauceri, 1995: 7). Ironically, Fujimori 

would end up consolidating the powers of the state (most conspicuously during his 1992 

auto-golpe and through the 1993 Constitution), and practising the kind of old-fashioned 

politics so maligned by Boloiïa, in order to defend the economic prerogatives of his 

nediberal agenda 

The tirst thing Fujimon set out to do in the months following his 1992 self-coup 

was to design a new Constitution that would define Pem's economic future in neolibed 

47 "b nuestra es la historia del triunfo de fa politica sobre la economia. La politica se 
ha entrometido en los asuntos econdmicos a través de una progresiva concerttracibn de 
poderes en el gobienzo y, con respeto a 61, de una serie de jaloneos por su ~sufiucro y 
extension ". 



tenns, suenmen the powers of the ruling executive. and aUow him to run for re-election 

(Mauceri, 1995: 32). In October of 1993, the new goveming document was ripproved by 

a slim 5 1 per cent of the valid votes casta in a national referendum (Maucerî, 1995: 13). 

And despite a vigorous cross-country campaign (Pikafa. 1994: 13). it was rejected 

decisively in L 1 of Pem's 25 D e p m e n t s  (Cotler, 1994: 6). In the tkd analysis. these 

results seemed ro demonsuate that a sizeable percentage of Peruvians wanted to check 

Fujimorifs political power (Mauceri, 1995: 13). StiU, the Constitution was praised by the 

business community - "pnvate investors were heartened by the improved political situation 

as weU as the new constitution's endorsement of the economic Liberalization process" 

(Lasagabaster, 1994: 5) - and served notice that Fujimori was going to eschew naked 

authoritarianism in favour of more pragmatic strategies. 

Of the hegemonic struggles waged during the laner half of Fujimori's t-mt term, 

one of the most remarkabie - for what it reveals about the contradictions of neoliberal 

economic reform, and the president's desire to boost his sagging popularity - was that 

which pitted the state against the cornedores movement. The purpose of this chapter is to 

discuss the emergence and proliferation of the cornedores populares movement since the 

late 1970s. within the context of hegemonic processes and power stmggles that have been 

played out in the barnmadar of Lima, focussing especially on the neoliberal em To begin, 

I highlight governent responses to the growth of the cornedores movement during the 

regirnes headed by Fernando Belaiinde (1980-1985) and A h  Garcia (19854990). 1 then 

undertake a detailed exposé of Perds National Food &sistance Rograrn (PRONAA) 

since 1992, carefully charthg specifc residual and emergent trends which connect 

PRONAA to the historical/hepmonic processes examined in the previous chapter. In 

doing so, I Iay bare three centrd issues: the increasing concentration of wealth (due to 

A 35 per cent rate of absenteeism was recorded (considered high in Pem, where voting 
is mandatory), and some 10 per cent of all ballots counted were either left blank or spoiled 
(Cotler, 1994: 6). 



neoiiberal resmcniring). the cenualizûhon of political power (personified by Fujimori), 

and the development of clientelistic social policies in response to a perceived hegemonic 

crisis (exernplitied by PRONAA). 

One of the most important conclusions we c m  dnw from the survey of relations 

between barriah-based groups and the state elabonted in the preceding chapter is that in 

M e s  of economic change and crisis, govenunent officiais have tended to favour short- 

terni clientelistic programs over policies based on notions of social and political rights. 

The conhnued use of clientelistic programs in neoliberal Peni underscores this point and, 

as such. calls into question both the willingness and the capacity of the state to deal 

effectively with the negative effects of its economic policies. Cornmenhg on the endemic 

nature of this problem throughout contemporary, neolibed Latin Amenca, Mexican 

sociologist Carlos M. Vilas writes: 

me] chacteristics of neoliberal social policy severely 
limit its capacity to hilnll a legitimizing function for 
the political system. In fact, socid policy is essentially 
reduced to putting out fïres so that situations of extreme 
social tension do not become larger political problems 
(1996: 18). 

PRONAA typifies the kind of short-sightedness that has precluded the establishment of 

strong social policies and programs in most Latin Amencan countries. As such, there cm 

be linle doubt the Fujimori regime is guilty of repeating the historical propensity Thorpe 

describes as political and economic "cortoplacisrno"" (1995: 8). 

Two recent snidies, hcluding Thorpe's (which was produced by the Social Agenda 

Policy group of the Inter American Development Bank) point to the destabiiiting effects 

that neoliberal policies can have on courgries that are not braced by strong and responsive 

state institutions. Pointing to the recent Mexican peso crisis by way of example, 

Conoplacisrno c m  be translated roughly as "short term planning" or "short- 
sigh tedness" . 



economists at the World Bank issued a wake up cail to L a h  Amencan and Cxïbbean 

govemmenrs in their m e n t  publication h n n  Arnerica Afrer Mexico: Quickening the Pace 

(Burki, 1995: 1). As the title of this document suggests, analysts at the WorId Bank are 

calling for a retrenchment, rather than a recall, of neoliberalism. Their admonicion that "a 

strong state is a prerequisite for a strong economy" (Ibid: 6 )  comes through quite 

expiicitIy as a recommendation that Latin America's neolibed regimes stay the course. 

The authors counsei rhat "deregdation and privatization will have to be furthered and 

deepened" and diat "a trade regime charactenzed by openness to tbe r a t  of the wodd 

must be kept in place" (Ibid: 11). Still, the World Bank'docurnenc retlects a genuine 

concem that the twin demons of political and economic instability may be revived if the 

negative side-eftécts of neoliberai adjustments, narnely " poverty and inequalities" (Ibid: 1). 

are not curtaiied or at least mitigated by effective social programs (Ibid: 5). 

A k r  implementing the first stages of his neoliberal r e s t r u c t u ~ g  program, it 

appeared that Fujimori had no intention of providing assistance to those who were 

advemly affected by the stnictural adjustment, and had no plan to help mate jobs. As 

such, the president and his advisors presided over their neoliberal shock program with 

"complacency, self-congratulation and a sense of triumph" characteristic of other pro- 

neoliberal Latin Arnerican leaders at the tirne (Ibid: 1). However, unlike Mexico - a 

country once described by Penivian Nobel iaureate Mario Vargas Llasa as the "perfect 

dictatorship" - Pem was on the brink of a real socio-political cataclysm when Fujirnori 

came to power in 1990 (Lasagabaster, 1994: 4). With no equivaient to Mexico's 

hegemonic PRI govemment keeping the country glued together, Peru's future was being 

defined by rampant hyperintlation in excess of 7,000 per cent that threatened to destroy 

the economy, and by a radical Maoist insurgency that threatened to ovenhrow the state. 

Given Fujimori's initial neglect of social concerns in such an extreme context, it was 

inevitable that his neoiibed revolution would require naked abuses of power (such as the 



intkmous auto-golpe of 1992) and tramparent attempts to manage social relations through 

clientelistic programs (such as PRONAA). 

In his efforts to repair the damage done by the Garcia regirne and court 

international creditors, Fujirnon began bis tenure by reducingmdor elirninating tariffs. 
*' I 

import taxes, price subsidies and wage conuols, auctioning off national industries to 

foreign investors, and renegotiating Peru's foreign debt. The macroeconomic 

consequences of the so-called Fujishock - including dramatic increases in economic 

growth (measured in terms of GDP) and Foreign investment, and a steady decline in the 

rate of inf'lation - were hailed by the international media as rnira~ilious.~~ However, the 

real human costs of propelling what the Economist dubbed "the world's fastest growing 

economy" were in many ways c a t a ~ t r o ~ h i c . ~ ~  The negative effens of massive iay-offs in 

the public sector, cuts to transfers to local govemments, hikes in interest rates, and deep 
. . 

gouges made in the m a  of social spending w& 14s publicized thao Fujimori's alleged 

triumphs. By 1993 real wages had failen to one third of what they had b e n  in 1988, the 

unemployment/underemployment rate was about 80 percent (Cuba, 1995: 12), and hall' of 

all lirneiios were living in a state of indigence described by Catherine McClintock as 

"critical poverty" (1993: 113):~ B y  1994 the rate of poverty in Peru was holding steady at 

roughly 5 1 per cent" 

See the Inter-American Developmenr Bank "Economic and Social Progress in Latin 
America Report: 1993" (October 1993) and the-Economist "Reforming Latin America" 
(November 26-December 2,1994) for more information, and Surki, Shahid Javed and 
Sebastian Edwards "Latin Arnenca After Mexico: Quickening the Pace" The World Bank 
(June 1995). for direct references to the very positive way in which the Fujishock was 
received by the international business community. 

51 At the end of 1994, the Economist estimated Perds annual econornic growth rate 
(measured in tems of Gross Domestic Product) at 12.5 percent (November 26-December 
2, 1994). 

52 Of the total nurnber of people living in poverty in Lima today, a sizeable percentage 
constitute what Vilas identities as the "new poor" - the survivors of government 



Simple statistics on income and poveny rates in Peru are usefui, if inherently 

hadeqwte, guidelines in analyzing the impact of neoliberal economic refom on the iives 

of the u h a n  poor. As Susan Lobo points out in her detailed study of life in the barr iah  

of Lima. most p o b u r e s '  income is irre@îr and cornes from many different sources 

(1982: 46-48). Although published in 1982, Lobo's study is instructive for observers of 

contemporary politics in Lima After dl, the structural adjustment administered by 

Fujimori in 1990 ody  increased the level of economic hecurity amongst low-incorne 

limeiios. Massive lay-offs - including the dismissal of 150,000 public employees (Poole 

and Renique, 1992: 152) - disrupted the few enclaves of secure wage labour that existed 

in 1990. In 1989, roughly one out of every hvo iirneiios worked, at least part-time, in 

what social scientists refer to as the informal sector, and impromptu public markets - 

oumumbered official, regulated markets by a factor of five-ro-one (de Soto, 1989: 65). 

By rhe mid 1990s, the percentage of limenos who derived some income from work in die 

informal economy was doser to 90 per cent (Cuba, 1995: 12). and unreguiated markets 

have grown to a grand scale." 

Fujimori's team of spin doctors - including ofticials like BoloÎïa - celebrate the 

entrcpreneurialism of Peru's informoles under the rubric of neoliberalism, wMe so many 

- 

downsizing, rural coilapse, industrial deregulation and the privatization of state-owned 
companies in the past few years (Vidas, 1996: 16). 

53 According to the Wodd Bank, taken from the web site 
~ . w o r l d b a n k o r g / h  t d e x  tdr/offrep/lac/perus. hm>. 

" The market Street J i n  Gamana in central Lima is home to 7 . 0  small businesses 
(including manufacniring and mail) and employs nearly 40.000 people (Adriansén, 1993: 
30). 



Peruvians earn a living s e h g  cough draps, band-aids and razors at street corners and on 

Ci ty  buses from dawn to dusk From candy to magazines. to transistor radios, to 

televisions, to automobiles: this is the capitalist teleology chmpioned by neoliberalism's 

supporters. However. at the end of the day, "self-reliarice" means a palrn-full of coins and 

a ride back to the puebios jdvenes for an increasing number of liMos. There is no 

realistic chance that the average ambulante (street vendor) who spends their day hawking 

cheap, disposable consumer goods will ever be able to invest theu incorne in lucrative 

sales ventures. Yet, this is precisely the kind of so-called 'market solution' beùig prornoted 

by neoliberal pundits like Boloiia. 

The more than five thousand cornedores popuhres which were established during 

the early 1990s (Avensur: 10) is equally eloquent testimony to the jarring impact Fujimori 

and Bolofia's structural adjustment program had on many low-income Penivians. As 
. - .  

Thorpe commenu, "this has been a sideeffect ins0fa.r as it has in large part been a 

response to the relative absence of the state" (1995: 8). In 1980, at the end of the 

nationalist rnilitary era, there were a mere handful of cornedores in a l l  of Lima Following 

eight yean of relatively moderate economic liberalization, there were some 1,500 

autonornously-run cornedores popuhres in the city (lbid). By 199 1 the number of 

cornedores in Lima had increased to 2,000 (Mansiila, 1992: 33). Just two years after that, 

the figure had more than tripled (Avensur, 1993: 10). Sheer nurnbers, combined with 

strong leadership from the Comedores Federation of Lima and Callao, the National 

Commission of Comedores Popuiares and support from feminist organizations, has 



msformed these neighbourhood groups into the largest grassroots urbm socio-political 

movement in Peruvian history. 

The Cornedores Populares 

The number of women who work in a given comedar ranges from 10 to 150,'~ and as 

rnany as 500 people may eat the foods prepared at any one comedor on a particular day. 

While each comedor has its own history and distinctive character, there are certain 

characteristics common to al1 of them. AU comedares are volunteer-run organizations 

which provide almuem (lunch, the largest and mosc important meal of the day in Peru) to 

vohnteers and their families, as weil as to other cornmunity members, at a low cost, tive 

or six days per week Meals, including soup, a main course, and occasionally dessert, are 

prepared in large quantities and sold for 50 cénnms to 1.5 nuevos soles (approximately 

25 to 75 cents US) per senring. Generally speaking, peopIe bring pots or plastic 

containers to the cornedores in the early afternoon and either take their meals home or to 

k i r  place of work Meals are eaten right away, or are saved for family members who do 

not r e m  from work until the evening. Limited seating or space is aIso sometirnes 

available for people to eat on-site.16 

55 Keeping in mind that numbers vary quite dramaticaiiy, in die pueblo joven of 
Condevilla, there are an average of 30 socias, or members, per comedor (Avensur, 1993: 
151. 

56 At some comedores, especiaily those located closer to downtown Lima, people with no 
formal link or affiliation to the comedor make up a sizeable proportion of the clientele. At 
some of these comedores, there are even sandwich boards on the sidewaik in front of them 
advertising the "olmuerzo" of the day. 



Cornedores are community-oriented institutions which focus ptimariIy on the daiiy 

numtional needs of their members' h i l i e s .  Membership is, generally spealchg, 

conditional on the fi,&-bent of volunteer work requirernents (which Vary according to the 

needs of each comedar), and on the rnembers' attendance of group meetings and 

workshops (Avensur, 1993: 13). According to a study conducted by a social work 

student in the pueblo joven of Condevilla in the early 1990s - from which we can 

extrapolate certain broad tendencies - the vast rnajority of corndur members choose to 

get involved because of "economic problems" (ibid 14). In this survey of some 50 

comedores, 58 per cent of respondents said that they had no major barriers to 

participation, although 35 per cent cited work and unsupporave male parmers as 

hindrances (Ibid: 15). Respondents iisted solidaricy, food, friendship, meetings and skills 

training57 (in that order) as the things they Ued best about workhg in comedores (Ibid: 

16). The negative aspects described by the women polled in the survey inciuded the 

failure of some members to live up to their responsibilities, a reIative Iack of organization 

and solidarity among members at some comedores, and what they describe as "bad 

relations between the directors and the bases" (Ibid: 23). 

Just as divisions and rivalries may develop between comedures in a given district 

(Salazar, 1993: 9). divisions have been known O develop w i t b  individual comedores 

(Avensur, 1993: 23). The way in which socias and dirigentas (directors) relate to one 

another seems to depend largely on the leadership style of a given dirigenta or board of 

directors (iunta direcriva) (Ibid: 24). Consequently, a variety of political tendencies - 



ranging tiom the democntic to the autocratie - may exist in a given cornedur concurrentiy. 

In some comedores, undemocntic tendencies rnay reinforce the passivity of members vis- 

&vis the juta directivu, and militate against the development of counter-hegernonic 

opposi tional poiïtics. As Avensur observes: "It is possible that comedores which hnction 

in this manner oniy end up feeding the hungry"" (Ibid 27). In other cases. however, 

cornedores members develop strong atEIIiities with one another which translate into 

poli ticd solidarhy. 

The picture thit emerges from these selected observations is that of organizations 

that are highly functional, yet subject to problems and intemal contradictions that are fairly 

common in Peruvian society. Thus, as I stated in Chapter 1, whiie comedores may not 

necessarily constinite "priveleged spaces" of radical political praxis, they are politicdy 

charged spaces fkom which concrete sûategies for chmging Peruvian society emerge. 

Understandably, the political goals of the cornedores movement have been defmed 

primarily by the very real economic problems which their members confront everyday. In 

practical te=, pressuring govemrnent to provide sustainable, non-partisan systerns of 

support to low-income families ha b e n  the principal objective of the comedores 

movement since the mid 1980s. 

1 

Cornedores vs. the S tate 

Through their various political ac tivities - w hic h have included partici pating in pro test 

marches, lobbying, conducting educational programs, and supporting left-wing and 

" "Es posible que los comedoresfuncionen en ta1 mnera  que cumplen solamente con la 
finalidad de dar de corner al humbriento". 



krninist rno~ernents'~ - comedores organizers and members have challenged both the logic 

of neoliberalism and the persistence of clientekm in Pem. And, because of their 

organizational successes, cornedores have aiways been subject to govenunent scrutiny and 

ammp ts at CO-optation and manipulation. 

The relationship between the corndores movement and the state has always k e n  

defmed by a strong tension between autonomy and clientelism. And, as one group of 

authors cont-m, this pattern corresponds to hg-standing tensions in Peruvian history: 

... the contradiction between clientekm and autonomy is 
at the very heart of those state organisms that have been 
responsible for relathg to popular sectorsm (Degregori. 
et al, 1986: 140). 

As Lobo documents in her detailed study of life in the barriadas of Lima, state 

intervention into the lives of low-incorne bam& raidents invariably has poiitical 

implications (1982: 31). Frorn the wholesale resettiement of pobladores into state- 

sponsored, planned communities, to the delivery of food to the cornciores, goverment 

programs have always been conditional. Whether the conditions are explicit (as in the 

case of state housing projects which redefine living arrangements) or rnerely implied (as in 

59 In response to anti-governent activities, agents of Peru's anti-terrorïst police, have 
accused comedores leaders of collaboraring with Sendero and Tupac A m r u  guerrillas, 
and have had them locked up. Amongst the most high-profde cases of comedores leaders 
persecuted by the Fujimori regime under this pretence are Santosa L a p e  Béjar, GiIda 
Tineo and Maria Luisa Salvatiena (all from San. Juan de Lurigancho in the eastern 
outskirts of Lima) (Burt, 1994: 30). Ironicaily, comedores leaders have also been 
targened by Sendero, who have employed tactics of intimidation to make inroads. 

60 il ... la contradiccidn entre clientelism y autonornia Ilega al corazbn mismo de los 
organism esmtales encargados de relacionarse con bs secrares populares". 



the case of foodsniffs and cooking pots dishibuted by government agencies to cornedores 

during election campai_m), they have dways existed (Valenmela, 1995: 3 1). 

The history of comdores-state relations dates back to 1980, when President 

Fernando Belahde Terry created a number of so-caiied Family Kitchens (Cocinas 

Familiares), under the auspices of the National OftIce for Food Aid (ONAA, established 

in 1977). Run by Belahde's wife, VioIea Correa, the Family Kitchens replicated the 

basic structures of the few autonomous conredores populares that existed at the tirne, and 

served as the executofs of govenunent and international charity (Salazar, 1993: 7). Not 

coincidentally, the Kitchens were created a mere two years after the very fist  selt'aetined 

comedorpopular aur~~estionario~~ was established by a group of women in the pueblo 

joven of El Planeta (Mansilla, 1992: 17). 

The establishment of the com&r "Aurora Vivar" in El Planeta in 1978 is a 

benchrnatk which symbolizes the genesis of the contemporary comdares popuhres 

movement. Prior to this, the handful of comehres - sometimes referred to as ollas 

comunes (common pots) or clubes de naadres (mothers' clubs) - that existed in Lima 

ten&d to be isoiated fiom one another and relatively apolitical. Most were also tied 

directiy to the Catholic Church andor to various levels of govemment, and had not 

developed independent political identities (Andreas, 1989: 14). By the end of the 1970s, 

however, a number of clubes de madres had become more politicized through a graduai 

process of exposure to liberation theology and feminism. As Carol Andreas comrnents, 

In the 1970s, some Mothers' Clubs escaped the bounds of 

61 Autogesridn (self-management), is defined in the Statutes of the Cornedores Federation 
of Lima and Caiiao (quoted in MansiUa's Appendix) as "...the caplicity of organizations to 
administer and generate resources with autonomy" (1992: 2). 



asistencialismo and became centres for grassroots 
organizing efforts aided by progressive nuns and 
intluenced by the Popular Church rnovement and feminism 
(Ibid: 14). 

Andreas points out that the organizational support provided to the corndores by 

progressive Catholic and ferninist gmups helped see mmy comedores pupulares through 

their "initial political crises" and encouraged them to punue organized political 

engagement with the state and other community-based groups (Ibid: 18). 

In the 2Jpueblos jdvenes that make up the district of San Martin de Porres, for 

instance, cornedores organizers were also influenced by Alremativu, a 1ocaIly-based 

"Popular Education and Research Institute" that bas provided hinds, equipment and 

educational support to comedores6' since its establishment in 1978 (Huamiin, personal 

interview, 1995). In San Manin, as in other areas of Lima, the political orientation of the 

comedores movement was also p d y  influenced by various political parties, especidy the 

United Left (Salazar, 1993: 66). As 1 discussed in Chapter II, the relationships between 

fernet, lefüst and popular organizations and the cornedores were part of a broad process 

of popular mobilization that took place in various sectors around Peru at the end of the 

1970s. In the context of such achvity, Belahde's Farnily Kitchens can be seen as outposts 

of the state in a multi-faceted community-based banle for political hegemony in the 

hamadas. 

While Belaiinde's Family Kitchens anticipated the work of Garcia's state-nin 

Cornedores del Pueblo (People's Dining Halls) by severai years, they were never as 

" While Alternariva staff and volunteers have been involved primarily in sup porting the 
work of cornedores autogestionarios, they do work with a broad spectrum of comrnunity- 
based groups, not ail of which espouse progressive or ferninist ideals. 



influentid or as widely dispersed as the latter (Bmïg. 199 1: 9). Beginning in the e x l y  

L980s, hundreds of Comedores del Puebla, run out of APRA-aît'iated Mothers' Clubs, 

set up shop throughout Lima (Mamilla, 1992: 14). APRA strategists knew of the 

uemendous benefit their parcy could gain in terms of e lec tod support by replicating the 

networks of the existing cornedores movement. By k ing  able to reach a sirnilady large 

and well-organized conshtuency, and by using communal work and food as the media of 

their political propaganda, the APRA party wodd surely expand its grassroors support 

(Altemanva, 19913: 3). Testimony to the success of this progrm was the fact that in the 

1985 elections, 50 per cent of Garda's electoral support in Lima came from the capital's 

most impoverished districts (Cameron, 199 1: 198). 

According to the first group of women to attend a national g a t h e ~ g  of comedores 

activists in 1986, Garcia's Comedores del Pueblo constituted a cmde attempt at 

undemining the embryonic political work king dune in many poliàcally-independent 

cornedores (Salazar, 1993: 37). Cornedores organizers maintained then, as they do now, 

that comedores should be respected as autonomous, non-partisan grassroots groupings 

that represent the inierests of low-incorne women and cornmunities. Towards this end, 

following the f m t  National Meeting of Cornedores Populares in July of 1986, they sent an 

open letter to Resident Garcia (from which the followîng is excerpted): 

The socalled Farnily Kitchens and the recently created 
Corndores del Pueblo, which have used the organized 
autonornous comedores as their model, are king prornoted 
by the state as elernents of its social policies. This 
situation symbolizes a lack of recognition of legitimate 
interlocutors, by the govemrnent and the.existing state 



org*sms, and has provoked, in many cases, divisions and  confrontation^^^ 
(MansiIla. 1992: 41). 

The "divisions and confrontations" aiiuded to in the lerfer refer ta the organizationd and 

political sptits that had developed between comedares autogesrionarios and di other 

comedores at that tirne. The Ietter - which was prefaced, "We, of the Comedores 

Populares Autogesrionarios, Say the Following ..." - publicly identitied the stakes and 

boundaries in this new site of struggle with the state, and anempted, for the tirst rime, ro 

lay bare the ciientelistic political machinations and props hidden behind Garcia's populist 

government. 

Since 1986, when the National Commission of Conredores Populares was tirst 

convened, the leaders of the cornedores movement have maintained the conviction that 

national social poIicy must be planned in consultation with grassroots groups. The 

Cornmission's insistence that the governent do so by formdy recognizing and 

supporthg the wodc done by comedores popuhres volunteers dates back to September 

1988, when they joined other groups in protesting President Garcia's devaluation of the 

Pemvian currency and his imposition of wage controls (Alternativa, 1991a: 8). The shock 

felt in Pem as a result of Garcia's f i a i  decisions prompted rios and protests in Lima. and 

served as a key political stepping Stone for the emerging comedores populares movement. 

Their landmark "Protest with a Proposal, Without a ~ e s p o r s e " ~ ~  - launched in 1989 to 

63 "Las denominadas Cocinas Familiares y Comedores del Pueblo. de reciente creacion, 
han tomado como mode10 las organizaciones de Cornedores aut6noms, siendo 
promvidos desde el Estado como parte de sus politicas sociales. Esta situacion ha 
significado un desconocimiento por parte del gobierno, un desconocimiento de las 
organizaciones existentes, legitimos interlocutores, provaando en muchos casos 
divisiones y enfrentamientos". 

64 "Protesta con propuesta, sin respuesta". - 



demand direct government subsidies to aII comedores, regardless of their affiliation - was 

the movement's f i t  major campaign to secure government support for their work (Ibid: 

81- 

In direct response to the growing concerns and demands articuIated by the 

cornedores rnovernent, the Garcia regime established the Direct Assistance Program 

(PAD) in 1989. which was supposed to provide an impartial institutional stnicture to 

oversee aU food aid programs in Peru (El Peruano February 5. 1992: 19)- In practice, 

however, the PAD gave preferential treament to the Comedores del Pueblo, and fostered 

"cornpetition between poor peopie" for government funds (Barrig, 199 1: 9). 

By chis tirne, the APRA goverment was one of four distinct political groups vying 

for political influence through the comedores. The United Left (IU) municipal 

government had aIready set up a Comedores Popuhres Support Office to run programs 

designed to bring together comedores organizers h m  around the city (Mansilla, 1992: 

14). Simuitaneously, Sendero Lurninoso g u e d a  activists began making inroads within 

some individual cornedores (dthough this phenomenon is extrernely difIicuIt to document) 

(Ancireas, 1989: 18). The fourth group with an interest in using the comedores movement 

for political ends was the Dernocratic Front (FREDEMO), the political movement led by 

then presidential candidate Mario Vargas Llosa. Through its socid assistance wing, the 

Prograrn for Social Support (Programa de Apoyo Social), FREDEMO created a vuiety 

of cornmunity-based pmjects, inchding soup kitchens (Vargas, 1993: 163). Run in a 

classic clientelistic, gendered style by the candidate's wife Patricis the Prograrn for Socid 

Aid turned out to be as ephemerai as Vargas Llosa's candidacy. 



The Fujimon Years 

In the midst of so much conspicuous charity-mongering, Fujimori's triumph at the polis in 

1990 cm be seen - at least in part - as the result of millions of protest votes against 

underhanded, politics-as-usual in perd5 In his t k t  Yeu in office. however. Fujimori 

perpetuated a long-sranding tradition of minimal social spending in Pem (Portocarrero, 

199 1: 60) by reducing spending on social services and prognms to 1.5 per cent of Peni's 

Gross Domestic Prodixct (Cooperacibn, 1994b). Through cuts to health, education, and 

agriculniral loans, Fujimori reduced total social spending to Iess than one third of what it 

had ken ten years earlier (Ibid). 

While Fujimon certainly accelerated the process. a precipitous decline in social 

spending can acnially be dated back to 1986. According to the Fujimori govemment's 

own calculations, between 1986 and 1992, social spending dropped from more than $3 

billion US to less than $750 million US per year (Presidencia, 1995: 24). These figures, 

which account for all monies spent on education, health, and basic judiciary services, as 

well as food aid, reflect both the state's inability and reluctance to commit funds to socid 

investment over time. During the late 1980s (under Garcia), corruption, debt, currency 

and political crises caused social spending to plummet Beginning in 1990 (under 
I 

Fujimon), this acute anti-social tendency was quickened and justified in accordance with 

65 Fujimorits two electoral victories (1990 i d  1995) discussed in p a t e r  detail in the 
Chapter IV. 



The Fujùnori goverrunent's approach to social spending was exernplified, at the 

beginning, by its Social Emergency Program (PES). a collection of inadequate stopgap 

measures which were oniy partially implemented Of the total amount of fun& ailocated 

by Fujimori for social progrms in 1990, some $50 million US were spent on the PES, 

which directed capital towards the "Vasa de Leche" program and supplies towards some 

selected cornedores populares (Banco Central, 1993: 47). The $50 million spent by the 

PES in 1990 (and the $60 million spent by it in 199 1) represented a mere 20 per cent of 

what its directors were budgeted to dispense, a fact which reflects the biases of its 

principal architect, neolibed advocate Javier Abugattas (Eh, 1992: 54). Abugattas 

intended the PES as a cushion that would soften, but not catch, the fall many low-income 

Penivians would inevitably experience during the fmt years of the structural adjusmient 

(Ibid). And, as Abugattas confms, while the PES was specifically designed to aid the 

poorest of the poor (especially those living in rural areas and in the pueblos jdvenes), it 

was never intended to redress social and econornic inequalities (Ibid: 55). 

In Cambio de Rumbo, Boioiia justifies such short-term social planning in Peru on 

the basis that long-tem prograrns reduce the effectiveness of neoliberal reforms and inhibit 

the free market He writes; "The objective is to reduce state intervention in social sectors, 

because instead of producing the expected positive results, it has created d i s t o m o ~ s " ~ ~  

(1993: 79). Bolofials desire to do away with what he calls the "benefactor" state (Ibid) 

was echoed by Abugattas during the two interviews I conducted with him in 1995. 

During the course of these interviews. Abugauas described PRONAA as "confusion" and 

66 "El objetivo es reducir la intervencidn del Es& en los sectores sociales, y a que ella 
no ha rendido Zosfrutos esperados. sino m.& bien ha creado distorsiones". 



mhtained that the Fujhon regime intends to do away with social programs, and 

other such "&onions" of the free market economy. altogether. When pressed, 

Abugam admitted that emergency relief programs may s u  have a role to play in Pem, 

but that they should be phased o u t  It is his contention that the need for social progrms 

should decline in direct proportion to raw economic growth. During the second interview 

(July 14, 1995). Abugatras sketched a rough graph showing two divergent lines: one 

labelled 'poverty' plunging down towards the lx' axis, and the other marked 'growdi' rising 

steadily into the suatosphere of possibility. In an article written in 1994, Abugattas argues 

that the government's role LI such a scenano should be nominal: to facilitate "sustainable 

economic growrh" through rational, responsible fiscal poiicy (l994a: 1). 

The belief ùiat a Liberalised marketplace would naturally compensate average 

Penrvians through the creation of pnvate sector wealth and jobs has proven to be dubious. 

As Eliana Chavez of the Centre for Studies in Development and ~a r t i c i~a t ion~ '  highlights, 

the initiai risks taken by the Fujimori government did not pmduce the eickle-down miracle 

its supporters claimed it would, and were not offset by the PES. In the anthology Pobreza 

y Politicas Sociales en el Peni (Poverty and Social Policies in Pem), Chavez writes: "The 

social compensation initiatives developed during Fujimori's rule have not produced any 

resultst'" (199 1: 240). In her study. Chivez skilfully points out that the PES was not only 

insufficiently funded, but dl-conceived. In designing and irnplementing the PES, 

67 Centro de Estudios para el Desarrollo y la Participacidn. 

" "Las iniciativas de compensacibn social desurrolladas durante la gestibn de Fujimori 
no han dada ningin result~du". 



Abugattas and Fujirnori "did not take previous expenences into a c c o u n ~ " ~ ~  and, as a resuit, 

created a top-down program as ùicoherent as it was insufticiently b d e d  (Ibid). Chavez 

points out that the PES is analogous to Chile's Minimum Employment Program and 

Boiivia's Emergency Social   und." both of which were created by authontarian nediberai 

govemments to cover up the negauve effects of their macroeconomic programs. 

PRONAA: a Return to Clientelism 

It was no coincidence 'that the Fujimori reghe dramaticaliy augmented social spending 

afrer the constitutional referendum. hdeed, the president's fear that his popular support 

might be tenuous over the long term (with an eye to running for re-election in 1995) was 

the main reason behind his new approach to social spending. Thus, in recognition of some 

of the demands of Peru's weil-organized grassroots social movements (including the 

cornedores movement), Fujirnori increased sucial spending in dramatic increments in each 

of the foilowing three years. Revenues earned from privatization, as weii as monies made 

available through IDB and World Bank Ioans specifically designated for social projects, 

fuelled this trend (Cooperacibn, 1995: 7-8). 

first major clientelistic initiative of the Fujimori governent - the Social 

Development and Compensation Fund (FONCODES) - was created in 299 1. However, 

FONCODES - which concems itself primarily with infrastnictural projects (schools, 

sewage systems, etc.) - operated at a fraction of its capacity until after the auto-golpe and 

69 "...no se han tenido en cuenta experienciasprevias". 

'O Programa de Empleo Minimo and Fondu Social de Emergencia. 



referendum (Burt, 1996: 34). Between January and September of 1992, for instance, 

FONCODES spent a paltry 33 percent of its total budget (Elias. 1992: 22). in the 

atiemarh of Fujimori's rekrendum, however, FONCODES spending increrised 

exponentidly. Between Janusuy and May of 1993, FONCODES spent $125 maion US - 

"$38 million more than it had spent in all of 1992". according IO JO Marie Burt (1996: 34). 

And as Ihe 1995 etections approached, FONCODES' activities becme increasingly 

strategic and proPagandistic." and were ofren accompanied by formal ceremonies 

presided over by Resident Fujimori himself. As Alremanva director Joseha HuamAn 

cornrnents, "Foncodes is a new version of the clientelistic state. It reinforces the extrerne 

personalism of this govenunent and the idea that Fujimori is the staie" (Burt, 1996: 35). 

Arnongst the new social programs srrengthened by Fujimori was the Pemvian 

National Food .4ssistaofe Pmgram (PRONM), a &entelistic, centridly-adrninistered 

institution that would compliment the president's populist rhetoric leading up to the 1995 

elections. Through PRONAA (and other, similar programs), Fujirnori replicated the same 

patterns of old-fashioned state patemalism he had pledged to defeat thmugh kchnocratic 

innovation, neoliberalism and a thorough cleansing of Pem's notoriously conupt and 

ineffective political establishment 

The clientelistic modus operandi of PRONAA was clearly lllustrared on the 

occasion of an interview 1 conducted with Rodolfo Mufiante, PRONAA's gregarious, 

" FONCODES, which is known to by-pass requesrs frorn regional govemments (Thorpe, 
1995: 26), is based on a highly-centdized. "demand-driven" mode1 (Burt, 1996: 35). 
That is to Say, locally-based groups apply to FONCODES for funding and, if their petition 
is accepted, money is channeiied directly to them- For more information an FONCODES 
and its activities, see Burt (19961, Thorpe (19961, Cooperacibn (March 1995) and 
FONCODES (1995). 



shirt-sleewd Director." That aftemoon. we were joined in Mufianse's office by a group of 

women representing h d f  a dozen comedores populares from Villa El Salvador (a large 

pueblo joven in the southem expanse of Lima). 

"El sefior is so good to us. .. like a father,'ln declared one of the wornen matter-of- 

factly. "Corne on," retorted a red-faced Mufiante with an awkward chuckle and a wink in 

my direction, "you don't believe t l~atl ' .~~ Muiiana seemed much more uncornfortable than 

any of the women, who had dropped by to thank him for helping them set up a @ica 

(souvenir) shop in Lima's international airport that would raise money for comedores in 

their district, 

It is u&eIy the comellor oganizers who dropped by that afternoon actually view 

Mufiante as a father-figure, but their choice of words speaks volumes about the way 

politics are often negotiated in Pem. For many of the thousands of cornedores activisu 

who, with increasing frequency, require some govenunent aid to keep their organizations 

afioat, appeasing state officiais is fairly r ~ ~ t i n e .  Perfectly aware of the precarious fmancial 

situations of most comedores, the leaders of Lima's organized comedores movement 

maintain that no one should have to ask for govemment hand outs, that the state has a 

responsibility to provide no-strings-attached support to ail comedores." This said, the 

wornen who head the comedores movernent also know that unless government programs - 

" Mmante has since been replaced as PRONAA Director. 

73 "El sefior es tan bueno con nosotras. .. corn un padre". 

'.' "Por fmor. .. No creen eso" (July 14, 1995). . 

'* In 1992 a law was passed by the Peruvian Congress requiring the state to subsidize the 
work of ail comedores. The lobbying efforts that helped push the so-called "Cornedores 
Law" through is discussed in "Conozcamos Nuestra Ley: Solo Asi Podremos Difundirla y 
Defenderla" (1991), a pamphlet put out by Altemotiva, a popular education and research 
institute in San Martin de Po= in Lima. 



such as those adrninistered by PRONAA - fom part of a broader, far-sighted universal 

social poiicy piatform, they will never amount to more than asiszencialismo. 

When PRONAA was created in February 1992, its rational, technacratic mission 

statement was pubiished in the officiai govemment d d y  newspaper El Peruano. 

Identifying PRONAA as a means of sustaining the unhished work of the provisional 

Emergency Relief Rogram (PES) over an indefinite penod of t h e ,  the declaration read 

".At is necessaq to continue with these services in apermanent and rarional mamer, in 

accordance with a severe austenty program in public spendingW" (1992: 19). Signed by 

the president - as well as the two highest ranking ofîïcials in the government executive. the 

President of the Council of Minismes, AIfonso de los Heros Pérez-AbeIa, and the Finance 

Minister, Carlos Bolofla - Supreme Decree 020-92-PCM described the responsibilities of 

PRONAA in clear and concise language: to administer all govenunent food aid prograrns 

and campaigns and to develop new programs, when necessary, to combat indigence in 

Peru (Ibid). PRONAA was to replace ONAA and PAD (both of which still existed on the 

books at that point), and would be governed by the Council of Ministries (Ibid). 

Created primarily as the administrator of food aid, and as an interface between the 

state and the comedores populares, PRONAA epitomizes the new, neoauthoritarian, 

neoliberal clientelism bat exists in contemporary Pem. By handing out food to 

comedores every once in a while, and by demonstrating the full extent of government 

largesse during crucial politicai junctures (such as election campaigns), PRONAA has 

attempted to win and maintain popular support for the Fujimori regime amongst 

comedores socias and their families. By celebrating the comedores as great symbols of 

entrepreneurial self-help and know-how, PRONAA has also attempted - both explicitiy 

and irnplicity - to exert some kind of ideological control over the people who work in 

76 "Es necesario continuar con estos servicios de nanera permenre, rocional y, de 
acuerdo a un severo programa de ausreridad en el gasto publico". 



them.17 And, by rnaintaining PRONAA through highly centralized governmenc structures, 

the Fujimon government continues CO demonstrate its apparent contempt for democwtic 

processes. Tix short, PRONAA engages in the kind of top-dom, short-term "poverty 

management" that will do nothing CO change or signiIicantly mitigate the stmctural bases 

of poverty in Peru. 

At the end of 1992, responsibility for PRONAA was transferred to the Ministry of 

the Presidency (MIPRE), a kind of mega-Ministry which streamlined the t-iancing and 

govemance of social spending in Peru. Conceived by the APRA in April of 1985, the 

MIPRE had hnctioned for seved  years as one of the main public relations engines of 

Alan Garcia's populist regime. Using funds allocated to the MIPRE, Garcia built the 

colossal National Museum in Lima and presided over the constmction of an aborted 

elevated cornmuter train projecc whose concrete pyIons stand in south-east Lima as a 

permanent monument to Garcia's fa i lm.  Desctibed in one recent govemment 

publication as a "monster of the state"" (Es tah  Pemm,  1994: 18), the MIPRE was 

unceremoniously closed down in 1990 and presumed dead. Revived in May of 1992, the 

MIPRE has b e n  recast within a neoliberal ideological frarnework. In the context of 

deregdation and downsizing, the MTPRE is now rneant to facilitate the "modernization" of 

the Peruvian state, through "the optic of sustainable developrnent" and "rationd and 

focused  endin in^"'^ (Ibiri). Tt was, accordkg to Fujimori and his advisors, the ideal 

institutional home oPPRON& and ail other'pmgrams designed to offset the ternporary 

shock of structurai adjustment, because it could keep these programs on a short fiscal 

leash (Ibid 18). 

l7 The ideological infiuence wielded by PRONAA is, as 1 discuss later in this chaptet and 
again in Chapter VI, difficult to gauge. Like Odria's celebration of the barriadas, 
PRONAA's celebration of the cornedores has been nominal and lirnited to symbolic acts. 

't...mnsm~ del Estado". 

"...modernizaci6nn.. Opticu del desarroflo su~renruble ... gasto racional y focalirado". 



However, in reviving the MIPRE, Fujhori has succeeded in awakening a monster. 

In Ike with several other authoritarian innovations inuoduced by Fujimori in 1992. the 

MlPRE assimilated the powers of severai lesser minisuies and claimed nearly 10 per cent 

of the national budget (Ibid 3). Much of the jurisdictional powers previously located in 

the Minisuies of Housing, Transport and Education have been transfemed into the M P R E  

(Thorpe, 1995: 23). Within the MIPRE are concenmted ten social, inîkastructural and 

regional "development" programs, each of which is "rnanaged directly by the minister of 

the Presidencia" (Ibid). Conuaq to the government's stated goals, these progrms have 

been run in a manner which privileges politics over rational economic considerations 

(Cooperacibn, 1995: 7). Though it no longer exists "to satkfy Aprista fanta~ies"'~ 

(E~tado Peruano, 1994: 3) such as the elevated train project, its principal mandate has 

b e n  to react to shifting social political demands through the delivery of emergency aid 

and services. 

Initially charged with delivering "Emergency Aid Programs" and prornoting 

infrastructural projects, PRONAA's current activities can be classifed into two main areas: 

direct food aid and work-for-food programs ( E k ,  1992: 21). In section 1.3 of 

PRONAAs first substantive Managerial Report (Infonne de Gestion: 1993-1995), the 

organization's objectives, which directly correspond to these two areas of work, are 

described in the following way: 

a. To elevate the numtional and sustenance levels of 
the population Living in extreme poverty. 

b. Tu generate productive and permanent ernployment that 
allows for the improvernent of levels of incorne of 
populations Iiving in extreme poveq  (1995: 2).81 

81 I* a. Elevar el nivel alimentario y nunicional de !a poblacibn en extrema pobreza. b. 

Generar empleo producrivu y permanente que perrnita mejorar los niveles de ingreso de 
la poblacbn en emema pobreza". 

- 



The organiz;itionls current stated objectives retlect a shift away from infrasmcmral 

projects, and a more direct focus on the administration of various food aid programs. 

Wh& a mral of nine sub-projects - including the delivery of meals to people suffering from 

nibexulosis, and the provision of food to pregnam mothers, among others - are run by 

PRONAA, comedores-related ventures are among the organization's most well-known. 

And because they affect independently organized community-based groups, PRONAA's 

cornedores projects are its most politically signifcant and controversiai actïvities (Giullen, 

1992: 34). 

Since 1992, PRONAA has provided direct fuiancial subsidies to approximately 

2,400 of the more than 7,000 comedores in Lima (Infonne de Gest ih ,  1995). Caiculating 

the cost of an average meal consumed in a comeèur to be worth 25 céntimos (12 cents 

US) - an estimate equal to about one half of what cornedores organizers say an average 

meal cos6 - PRONAA claims to pay for up to 178,486 me& per day (Cuentas, 1994a: 

18). Since its inception, PRONAA has also distributed a wi& variery of food (including 

rice, corn fleur, oil and wheat) and materials (such as pots, stoves, etc.) to thousands of 

comedores. According to its own figures, P R O W  disuibuted 130,216,060 nuevos 

soles (equivalent to roughiy $65 million US) w0rt.h of food in 1995 done. Its figures dso  

show that, from 1992 to 1995, the total amount of food distributed by PRONAA 

increased between 18 and 25 per cent annually. However, there is no simple means of 

calculating what percentage of the m u a l  total of food aid distributed by PRONAA went 

to corndores autogestionarios, and what percentage was distxjbuted through the work- 

for-food programs or other means (Ibid). 

In one of its few public documents, PRONM identifes its primary purpose as 

"Delivering food aid to the most nutritionally Milnerable and highest risk groups [in 

Peruvian so~iety]"~~ ( I n f o m  de Gestidn, 1995: 1). Thus, much like the PES, PRONANS 

" "Brindar Asistencia Alimentana a los gmpos poblacionales de mayor vulnerabilidnd 
nunicional". 



primary mandate is what Abugattas refers to as "damage c ~ n t r o l " ~ ~  (personal interview, 

July 14, 1995). %y targerring specifk populations deemed to be "high riskt*, PRONAA 

ofncids reinforce a philanthropie view of social s e ~ c e s .  The issue of "damage control" - 

. discussed in some depth in Chapter N - stands in stark contrasr to PRONAA's daim that 

one of their goals is to "go be yond asistencialismo"" (Ibid). Indeed, most of PRONU'S 

activities - particularly its "work for food" programs, which recall the apristu PAIT - clash 

sharply with this claim. With hinds and donations in-kind from the Amencan International 

Development Agency (AD)  (Informe de Gestih, 1995: IO), the European Communiry 

and other international and national sources, PRONAA's chief vocation is the distribution 

of food aid to target populations. Neither the comedores, which appear at the top of 

PRONAA1s list of receptoras (beneficiaries) (Ibid: 3), nor any other grassroots group of 

Pemvians play an active role in determining PRONM policy. 

The acthities of PRONAA are govemed and monitored by no less than seven 

administrative cornmittees, offices and other coordinathg and advising bodies (Ibid: 1-2). 

Moreover, PRONAA has dozens of joint projects that it nins with Peruvian businesses 

(which are contracted to supervise work-for food. programs), non-profit groups (which 

attend to children, the sick and the elderly), schools, govemment ministnes, and others 

(Ibid: 10). PRONAA also runs programs with rnultilateral lending institutions, 

transnational NGOs, and foreign govemments (Ibid). Nevertheless, PRONAAis decisions 

are made primarily by its executive officers, who " fo mulate, implement, supervise and 

e v a l ~ a t e " ~ ~  the objectives and actions of PRONU,  subject to the approval of the Minister 

of the MIPRE (Ibid). 

l'control de dano". 

85 ". .. ir maiF alld del asistencialismo " . 
85 il  .. . fomlur ,  ejecutar, supervisur y evaluar" . 



According to Rosa Landavery, the current director of the National Commission of 

Comedores Populares, PRONAA is indeed both a politicdly-driven and an 

undemocraticdly-run institution. PLÇ Landavery States: "PRONAA is a governmenc 

institution. that Ïs quite clearly directed by the office of the President of the ~ e p u b l i c " ~ ~  

(Miloslavich, 1995: 26-27). Asked whether she - as the representative of Peru's nexly 

10,000 autonomously-run, afttiated comedores - had ever been able to access the 

directors of PRONAA to discuss the issue of food aid, Landavery replies that whiIe 

PRONAA officiais have made overtures to contact some of the district-level 

representatives of the Federation, none of these efforts have produced sustained dialogue 

(Ibid: 27). 

As Landavery points out, the gap between comedores movement organizers and 

PRONAA officiais conmdicts the spirit of the so-called Comedores Law which was 

passed a few rnonths after the inauguration of PRONAA. The very t-kt article of Law 

25307 (which went into effect on July 18, 1992) recognizes, in no uncertain terms, the 

important social functions perfonned by the comedores populares and other popular 

women's organizations, and declares the state's cornmitment to support these functions: 

[The State] declares the work of the Mothers' Clubs, Vaso 
de ieche Cornmittees and Comedores Populares 
Aurogestionarios ... and other grassroots social 
organizations to be a national pnocity.87 

Elaborated in the ensuing twelve articles of the law are pledges to create a special support 

program for grctssroots, comrnunity organizations, and to provide all comedores 

(regardless of their affiliation) with a subsidy equivalent to 65 per cent of the value of the 

food rations distributed by thern (Ibid). Article 5 of the law also outlines the government's 

- -- 

86 ... el PRONAA es una institucitjn mris del gobierno, que esrd rnanejado muy 
claramente desde la Presidencia de la Repiiblica". 

87 " Ley Numero 25307." El Peruano (July 18, 1992). 



pledp to support the work of socid organizations (such as the Cornedores Federation. or 

groups such as Altemariva) which work direcrly with comedores (Ibid). 

As mmdated in the Cornedores Law, PRONAA has itseif undertaken some 

training and education projects in selected comedores (Informe de Gestibn, 1995). Most 

notably, through such projects, PRONAA has Iaunched programs designed to promote the 

development of srnall for-protit businesses out of comedores. In one PRONAA 

publication, the goal of these projects is described in the following way: "to increase levels 

of income, work and small business a~tivities".'~ Through a srnall number of cornedores 

(rnost of which are not aftviliated with the Natiocal Commission or the Lima Federation), 

PRONAA officiais have run accounting and marketing workshops. The most obvious 

results of this work include the PRONAA gift shops that exist in the depanure gates of 

several airports in Peru (including Lima's international airport). In 1995, PRONAA 

boasted of a total of 68 small businesses nuining under the auspices of P R O N U  

throughout rnetropolitan Lima And while most of these - which produce a limited variety 

of goods, from school d o m s  to hancikrafts - are stül dependent on P R O N U  fun& for 

their operation, Muiiante indicated that PRONAA's intention is to eventually facilirate 

their e n m e  into the marketplaces9 (personal i n t e ~ e w ,  1995). 

Rosa Espinal dismisses the possibility that PRONAA can transform the comedores 

into viable srnail businesses (personal interview; 1996). Besides the fact that comedores 

have always been run as not-for-profit cooperatives, Espinal insists that the market is 

simply too tight, and cornedores membeis' personal fmances too unpredictable, for the 

cornedores to even consider ~ i n g  a profit Her view is validated by a 1994 study which 

88 " ... mejorar los niveles de ingreso, trabajo y actividades microempresariales" 
(Promocidn Microemp rese rial, 1 995). 

" PRONAA's PromociOn Microetnpresarial (SmaU Business Promotion) program has 
become more important since this study was conducted in 1995, but that information is 
beyond the cunent scope of this thesis. 



shows that cornedores members' reliance on food aid has uicreased substantidly since the 

Fujishock and even more so since the advent of PRONAA. According to data collected 

by F0VIDQo in 1994 the average comedor was reliant upon extemal aid and subsidies to 

cover 23.2 per cent of i~ totai costs (Cuentas, 1994a: 17). Not only is the price of a meai 

served at a comedor subsidized by ouuide donations, but, because of cash shortages 

arnong mernbers, and the irreplarity with which PRONAA and other agencies deliver 

food, cornedor organizers rarely have the option of planning long-term budgets which are 

prerequisite elements of any business plan (Ibid: 18). 

The exigenci& of the neoliberd economy have inspired an unprecedented number 

of Penivian women to corne together and share the costs of running comedores. If 

unchecked, these pressures dso preclude the possibility that comedures will soon be able 

to adopt cornpetitive, for-profit principles in the manner advocated by PRONAA. Indeed, 

the constant economic dBiculties faced by the women who run cornedores provide the 

government with leverage with which to try and undennine the organized cornedores 

movement. The fact that government material support to cornedores has increased thus 

reflects both the continuing political prominence of the comedores movement, and the 

relative economic precariousness of individual comedores socias. At the same tirne, the 

fact that the pledge of a 65 per cent state subsidy to each and every comedor remains 

unhiKi1led reflects the governrnent's desire to rerain tight control over the distribution of 

food and funds to the comedores. 

How the cornedores defend their relative independence and new-found political 

strength hinges, in the short mn, on the credibility of the Fujimori regime, and its 

wiLlingness to recognize and confront the structural deficiencies of its neoliberal, neo- 

90 Fomento de la Vida (Promotion of Life) (FOVIDA) is a Lima-based non-govemental 
research and educational organization that works closely with the leadership of the 
comedores movement, 



authorirarian fouridation!' if the Fujimori governmenr continues on itS cunent paih. more 

direcc codonration between comedores and the state is inevitable. if the regime lnvices 

cornedores organizers to participace in social policy planning more actively, then an ethic 

of negotiation wili emerpe. Either way, the neoiiberal economic mode1 must be 

questioned more hndamentally than it has been thus far. 

Nediberal Panacea 

Deep inside the windowless offices of the Ministry of Economics and Finance, Javier 

Abugartas, a senior adnsor to Fujimori on social policy issues, snicken when he h e m  

mention of PRONAA (personal interview, July 14,1995). To Abugattas, Mufiante is a 

political anachroaism. While conceding that PRONAA may have a limited role to play 

during what he sees as a difficult, but necessary, period of adjustment to neoliberalism, 

Abugattas warns against the kind of clientelistic, short-sighted policy planning that 

PRONAA representr. However, u n k  many non-govemmenrai critics of PRONAA, 

Abugattas does not anticipate the need for a social safev net. Quite the opposite 

according to Abugattas, social security will be provided in the marketplace, and socid 

programs can be phased out in direct proportion to economic growth over the next decade 

or SO. 

In a document published in July of 1994, Abugattas (then serving as an advisor to 

the Prime Minisrer of the Peruvian Congress) outiined the rationale for the establishment 

of programs such 3s PRONAA. In it he appears to contradict his own neoliberal 

philosophy. He writes, 

While private national and fore'ip invesment will allow 
for the generating of higher employment levels for the 
PEA @%onomicaUy Active Population], it is false to 

" The future of the comedores movement as such. is discussed in the finai chapter 
(Chapter VI). 



assume that the work places created wiii be sufticient to 
satisfL the &man& of the population. As a consequence, 
the current deîïcit in terrns of basic needs will tend to 
maintain itself over a long period of theg2  (I994a: 1)- 

Abugattas' aclcnowledgement of the shortcomings of neolibenlisrn has not yet transiated 

itself' into a t-hn cornmiunent to long term socid prognms. As 1 discussed in Chapter 1, 

severai years of record-setting economic growth rates (calculated in terms of GDP). 

the Peruvian govemment has corne to redise that employment figures are not going up, 

and that the proportion of the population living in Foverty is not going down signiticantly. 

Still, during the interviews 1 conducted with Abugattas, the spurious notion rhat private 

investment inevitably translates into jobs for those occupying the lowest echelons of 

society was very much in evidence. 

Fujhori's transparent neoliberai, neoauthontarian political manipulations have 

gaivanized some of his critics (uicluding those in the cornedores rnovement), yet none have 

been able to mount a viable grassroots counter-hegemonic movement that threatens to 

change the current neoliberd course. IronicaiIy, the few sustained efforts to unseat 

Fujimori (such as the electorai challenge mounted by former L N  Secretary-General Iavier 

Pérez de Cueiiar in 1995) have emerged from the ranks of the tiraditional bourgeoisie. 

Mario Vargas Llosa, the prodigai son of traditional limiio society who, in 1990, rallied 

Peruvian conservatives behind his campaign for the presidency, remains one of Fujimori's 

most petulant and prolific critics. In the epilogue to his autobiography, Vargas Llosa 

offered the foiiowing bitter, incisive critique of Penivian politics under Fujimori: 

The rhapsodies of the regime ... speak of a new stage in 
the history of Peru, of a social renewal, of the end of 
political parties made up of bureaucratized and encysted 
hierarchies, blind and deaf to the "real country," and of 
the refreshing leading role k ing played in civic 1ife by 

91 " A h  cuando la inversion privmh, nacional y cmanjera, pennita generar mayores 
niveles de empleo para la PEA, es irreal mumir que las plazas de mabajo creadas seran 
suficientes para satisfacer las demandas de la poblacibn". 



the people, who now comrnunicace directly with the leader, 
without the distorting mediation of the compt politicai 
class. Isn't this the old refrain, the eternd 
monotonous singsong of ail the antidemocratic currenu of 
modem history? 

There is nothing new under the sun, except, perhaps, the 
fact that the reborn author i~nan harangue is now closer 
to L'ascisrn than to Communism, and c m  count on more e s s  
and h e m  than the old dictatorships. Is this something 
that should make us rejoice, or uistead feel terrifed as 
we face the future (1993: 531)? 

Vargas Llosa's words elegantly sumrnarize some of the more crucial elements of the 

argument 1 have put forward thus fu. Yet his words also reflect the naiveté of a person 

who has either failed to (or refused to) recognize the inevitability of authoritananism in 

contemporary, neoliberal Pem. The former presidential candidate who once pronounced 

the mantras of neoliberalism seems oblivious to the fact that authontarian politics have 

been renewed and strengthened wherever the neoliberal economic mode1 has been applied 

in Latin America As such, Vargas Llosa's commentary c m  serve as an excellent segue as 

we tuni our anention toward Fujimori's re-election in 1995, and the hegemonic processes 

which continue to the present day. 



Chapter TV: Re-electing a Caudillo 



Fujimons re-election on Apnl9, 1995 marks a clear vicrary for the proponents of 

neoliberalism in Peru. The signiiïcance of the popular support Fujimori received at the 

polls - 65.1 percent of the total electorate (Expeso A p d  IO, 1995: A5) - is, however. 

widely contested (Kay, 1995). Peruvian scholar Manuel Castille rightly suggests chat the 

1995 eleçtion results are significant primarily because of what they disclose about "the 

way in which the state relates to s o ~ i e t ~ " ' > ~  in Pem (1995: 10). Addressing this very issue 

before an international press corps at Lima's Hotel Crillbn on the afternoon of his 

historical triumph, Fujïmon ot'fèred the following explmation: 

The Peruvian people have re-elected Alberto Fujimori. 1 
believe they have chosen the path of order, disciphe 
and progress. It is the only road which will allow us to 
move forward as a counuyg4 (Fujimori. 1995). 

Fujimons assessrnent is, at least, partiy right. Between 1990 and 1995, Peruvians (and 

Iow-income Penivians in particular) put two of their greatest preoccupations - the 

instability and chaos created by Sendero and hypenntlation - b e h d  them. As Béjar 

comments, "~emvians] support Fujirnori because they fear inllation and desite seabiIity 

and t~-an~uility"~' (1993: 18). 

The political compromise and economic austerity that Fujim~ri demanded of the 

Pemvian people in the name of combatting these problems were, in many voters' minds, 

93 "La manera en que el  Estado se relaciona con la sociedad". 

94 "El pueblo del Peni ha reelegido a Albertu Fujimri. Creo que han elegido el carnino 
del orden, de la disciplina y del progreso. Es el tinico carnino que va perminr salir 
adelante el par's". 

'' "...simpatizan con Fujimri parque temen h inflacibn y quieren estabilidud y 
tranquilidad'. 



offset by substantiai gains (Wloslavich. personal interview, 1995). Still, it is striking that. 

in spite of the "amplisirno re~~aldo"~~ (Fujimori. 1995) he received at the polls. Fujirnori's 

recdciuant tempement has not meliowed. Instead of resting on this cushion of 

legitirnacy, Fujimori appears to have gown more strident. Why is it bat in A p d  of 1995, 

the vast majority of Peruvirtn voters chose to re-elect an unrepentant caudilla? Do the 

results of the 1995 elections constitute, as Fujimori insinuates, a mandate to carry on 

implernenting neoliberai reforms through authoritarian means? 

In this chapter,' I argue that Fujimori's rise to power and re-election were facilinted 

by four main factors: the reigning in of hyperinîlation, the pacification of Sendero 

Luminoso. the fall of Peruts traditionai political class, and the development of a neoiïberal 

consensus amongst the current generation of Pemvian politicians. Support for Fujimori 

was, in this context, based on fear of instability, the disarticulation of pIuralist pofitics. and 

on the inability of any e x i s ~ g  political party or grouping to broach a viable aiternative 

mode1 that addressed popdar concerns. Thus, 1 conclude that Fujimori's re-election in 

1995 does not constitute a "hegemonic outcorne". Neither does it portend the 

consolidation of such an outcome in the imminent future. 

The purpose of this chapter is to critically examine Fujimori's electoral victory in 

1995 in light of the ongoing shZt to neoliberalism and the persistence of clientelististic 

reiations between low-income communities (and community groups) and the state. 

Fujimori's 1995 re-election was not - as some authors have suggested (Bruce, 1995: 25) - 

an instance of political hoodwinking by a populist pitch-man who roarned the country 



peddling Calse promises to low-income voters. On the conuary. the Fujimori phenornenon 

emerged in response a very real crises in Peru. Fujimori prornised order where there was 

war, authoricy at a time when ùiere were no legitimate leaders, discipline in a society 

plagued by econornic chaos, and the potential for progress midst fears of regression. 

In order to contexmalize the 1995 electoral results, 1 examine Fujimori's record of 

authontarian govemance (before and after April. 1995) in some detail. explain the 

concomitant demise of traditional paity politics and the nse of neolibenlism in Pen since 

the transition to democracy in 1980, and assess the significance of Fujimons victories over 

hype~tlation and Sendero. Ultimately (in the following two chapters), I assert that in the 

absence of democratic institutions such as participatory social programs, the relative 

stability ba t  Fujimori has achieved will be ephemeral. 

One of the main reasons why it is imperative to provide some contexmal 

expianation for Fujimori's reelection is precisley because the 1995 electoral campaign was 

so remarkably insubstantid. Rather than talk openly about the shift to neoliberaiism 

during the campaign, Fujimori stressed the idea of direct democracy by travelling to the far 

corners of the country to demonsuate what he refers to as his "permanent contact with the 

people"g7 (Fujhori, 1995). Besides employing well-worn clichés about his personal 

capacity to deLiver services to communities (Bruce, 1995: 25), Fujimori maintained that 

because he is not a member of a traditional political party. he is more empathetic to the 

"asprirationst' (aspirociones) (Fujimori. 1995) of ordinary people. As acting President and 

commander of the armed forces, Fujirnori also used Perds border confiict with Ecuador as 

- -- - -- 

97 "...el contact0 permanente con el pueblo". 



a national& platforni from which to demonstrate his leadership qualities (Brook, 1995: 

A4). uideed, while a.ü of the major presidential candidates favoured nedibenlism. none 

debated its substantive themes. As Peiuvian scholar Eduardo Ballon suggested at the 

time, "[Peruvian] poiitics have been convened h o  theaue. There are gestures. there is 

performance, but there is no d isco~rse"~~ (personal interview, 1995). 

At fint glance, President Fujimon seems to be an anachronism, more akin to popuht 

autocrats like Manuel Odda than to his main electoral opponent in 1995, Javier Pérez de 

Cuellar (Burga, 1995: 21). Fujimori's audiontarian and militaristic proclivities prornpred 

Peruvian writer Sinesio Lopez Jiménez to comment: 

. . .the actual transition [to formal dernocrac y J has been 
M î e d ,  but, the way in which the forces of 
authoritarianism have triumphed, its outcome will not 
necessarily be a democratic regime, but a new 
authoritarian regime re-legitimated by the electoral 
process. Mutatis mutandi, Fujimori will be a kind of 
Odria for the '90sg9 (1994: 6-7). 

As Odna did before him, Fujimori bas stmck a populist authontarian pose, using his 

position to appear both iron-willed and munificent Taking a longer look however, it 

becomes clear that Fujimori stands apart from both his current opponents and his 

" "La polirica se ha convertido en m a  'seanalidad'. Hay gesros, hay performance, pçro 
no hay discurso " . 

99 II ... la actual transicich habrih culminado, pero, en la medida en que habnkn triunfado 

lasfuerzas autoritarias, su desenlace no seria necesariamente un régimen democr6tico 
sino que p o d h  ser un nuevo régimen autoritario relegitimado por el proceso electoral. 
Mutatis mutandi, Fujimri senh una especie de Odria de 20s 90". 



predecessors. Fujimon - who. in 1995, won the Iargest landslide in Peruvian history, and 

whose party won 65 of 120 seats in the congressl" - is one of the most powerful and 

most popular Peruvian presidents to emerge in decades. His resernblance to Odrh is as 

ironic as it is s-g because of the k t  that his autocratie rule, unlike Odria's, has been 

legirimated through open, free and fair elections. 

Despite accusations of fnudlO' which brietly cast a shadow on die electoral 

process, Fujirnori's re-election victory was convincing (Bruce, 1995: 23). With most of 

his support concentnted in the pueblos jovenes, Fujimori won 63.5 per cent of the 

popuiar vote in metropoiitan Lima (nearly triple what his rival, Pérez de Cuellar - whose 

support came maidy from middle class districts - won) (Expreso April 10, 1996: A4). 

Fujimori won similady decisive majorities in every deparunent in the country, except for 

the northern Amazonian region of Loreto, where 47.9 percent of votes were cast in his 

favour (compared to 33.5 per cent c a s  for Pérez de Cuellar). The poor showing by Peru's 

traditional parties - the APRA won 4.2 percent of the popular vote and 8 congressional 

seats, while the Popular Action won 2.4 pet cent and 4 seats and ihe United Left won less 

than I percent and 2 sears (Ïbid) - signalied the end of what Fujimori condernns as d e  by 

"partyocracy" (Fujimori, 1995). Thus, the final tally in favour of Fujimori - ten percentage 

points higher than what it had been five years earlier (Cameron, 199 1: 304) - vindicated 

the president's long-standing clairns to popular support for his government. 

'O0 Erpreso April 1.0, 1995 (A5). 

'O1 In an open letter deiivered to the president the day before the vote, a group of nine 
opposition politicians, including Pérez de Cueilar, demanded a suspension of the elections. 
They were reacting to the revelation of a plot to print up as many as 500,000 votes in 
favour of Fujimori (Lauer, 1995: 5). 



Fujimori's L995 campaign sIogan. "El Perti no Puede Parar! La Reconsn-uccih 

Nacional Debe ~ontinuar!"'~' was a resonant and effective device, in part because it was 

the only positive messase aired during the weeks leading up to the April clection date. In 

the absence of any forward-looking alternatives - Pérez de Cuellar ran a campaign of 

compiaint. t'ocussing on large and cornplex problems such as  hunger and unemployment - 

Fujimori's promise of a uickie-down miracle and relative smbiGty was a Eairly easy selL 

Edith Rojas, a mother of [en from one of Lima's poorer districts, explrtined why shr voted 

for Fujimori in the f'olIowing way: "1 suppon him because 1 am poor and because he will 

give us help".'03 Expounding upon that point stie reveded: "Fujimori has done away with 

terrorisrn and with the Congress. Now, for the elections he sent Our Club de Madres 

i n  104 [comedor] bags of wbeat, milk soya and oil . Rojas' decision to vote for Fujirnori 

reflects popuiar expectations that the man who broke the back of the Sendero Luminoso 

insurgency and who curbed the excesses of the politid class can also, eventuaiiy, deiiver 

economic relief. 

Authoritarian Continuity 

IF, as Mallon affinns, "those in power ... mle through a combination of coercion and 

consent" (1994: 70), then Fujimori is a ruler cast in a classical rnold. As O'Donnell vaites, 

1 02 "Peru Cannot Stop! National Reconsmction Must Continue!" 

103 t i  Lu apoyo porque soy pobre y él va a dar ayuda" (Valenmela, 1995: 30). 

'O4 "Fujimori ha terminado con el terrorism y el Congreso. Al Club de Madres, ahora 
para las elecciones, ha mundado sacns de big0, Zeche, soya y aceire" (Ibid). 



States are cornplex, inherently authorirarian smctures, and necessarily perform some 

coercive hnctions which formalize and maintain socio-econornic contradictions: 

The state is ... a group of socid relationships that 
establish order in a determined territory, and finally 
supports it with a centrai coercive parantee. Many of 
these relations are formalized through a legai system 
that is overseen and backed up by the state'" (1993: 
62). 

Although O'DonnelI rekrs here to al2 States, it is clear that in Peru the social relations he 

describes are more @id, and the coercion he alludes to more conspicuous. The 

significance of Fujimori's reelection, like the dynamics of clientelism, rnust therefore be 

understood within the context of Peru's highly authontarian staie structure and political 

traditions, and the uireat of instability which continues to loorn over Peruvian politics. 

Since 1990, Fujimon has relied on coercion, incIuding support from the m e d  

forces in the banle against Sendero, to maintain political order in Peru. As one author 

observed: "The comerstone of Fujimori's state reconstruction coalition was the Peruvian 

rnilitary" (Mauceri, 1995: 20). Fujimori's reliance on army support has been especially 

obvious since his auto-gobe of April 5. 1992. On that day, Fujimon broadcast a message 

on Pemvian television dedaring the establishment of an "emergency government of 

national reconstmction" and the suspension of the constitution (McClintock, 1993: 159). 

Safely ensconced in army headquarters, behind a phalanx of soldiers, Fujimon cited 

inefficiency and incornpetence in Congres, corruption in the judiciary, and unrest caused 

'O5 "El Estah es... un conjunto de relaciones sociales que establece cierto orden en un 
terrirurio determinadu, y finalmente lo respalda con una garantia coercitiva 
centrolizada. Muchas de esas relaciones se fomlizan mediante un sistema ïegal 
provistu y respaldndo por el Estado". 



by Sendero as the main masons behind his actions (Ibid). Thus, he smted: "There was 

nothing else to do"'" (Gonzales. 1993: 5 1). 

Denouncing Sendero Luminoso and castigating opposition poiiticians ro justify the 

auru-golpe proved to be an effective suatem. According to some opinion polls. Fujirnoti 

actually enjoyed grearer "widespread popukity" after the accru-golpe than before it  

(Mauceri, 1995: 7). This apparent b u ~ t  of support (which contrasts with the modest 3 1 

per cent approvai rathg he enjoyed just one year earlier) should, however, be 

contextualized (Poole yid Renique, 1992: 151). Deeply disenchmted with the politicians 

who sat in the Congres and a h i d  of Sendero, many Pemvians, especiaiiy low-uicome 

Peruvians, had reasonable grounds for approving of the coup.Io7 

While the auto-golpe of Apd, 1992 remains the rnost durable symbol of Fujimori's 

authoritarian career, his well known alliances with m e d  forces personnel, especiay 

advisor Vladimir0 Montesinos, cm acmaily be traced back to before the 1990 elections 

(Obando, 1996: 32). In the final throes of his surprising 1990 electoral cûmpaign, 

Fujimori was nearly niined by charges of tax-evasion. At the the ,  it was Montesinos - a 

lawyer who had served as an officer under bath Velasco and Morales before his discharge 

fmm the army upon being accused of corruption and spying for the CIA (Vargas, 1994: 

- -- 

IO6 "No habia otra cosa que hacer". 

I 07 It is important to point out that there is some debate in the existing literature as to  ho^ 

Fujimori's popularity was affected by the auto-gdpe. Mauceri argues that 75 per cent of 
Pemvians approved of the auto-golpe (1995: 7). McClintock, on the other hand, claims 
that Fujimori's popularity dipped from 56 to 41 percent in the imrnediate aftemath of the 
auro-golpe (1993: 117). Either way. what is important to understand is that the socid 
instability and political opposition that had prompteci Fujimori to act continued more or 
less unabated after the coup. 



12) - who helped ensure chat the charges wouid not stick (Clbando, 1996: 32). 

Montesinos went un to assist Fujimori in the restnicturing of the m e d  forces command 

and, two years later, in the execution of the artru-golpe. 

Nocwithstanding his cosy rdationships with ofticers he has promoced to high 

r a u g  positions wirhin the military, Fujimori continues to argue chat his mandate is based 
C 

on direct conuct and uust between himseIf and the "humble" Pemvians he identifies as his 

most ardent supporters (press conference). In this context. the in traduction of direct 

democracy through referenda - specifIed in article 190 of the 1993 Constitution (pisara, 

1994: 10) - was celebrated by Fujimori as a means of broadening ordinary citizens' 

participation in governrnent and circumventing "the mediation of the political class" 

(Cameron, 1996: 4): 

Democracy narurally requires a balance of powers. But 
this balance of powers does not suppose that the 
executive submit to the whims of a legislahm that does 
not let the executive workiO% (Fujimori, 1995). 

Fujimori thus insists that the principle of direct democracy supercedes the checks and 

bdances of the traditional political structure. 

Fujirnori's unwillinpess to subrnit to the alleged whims of the legislanire has been 

practically constant. hdeed, each tirne opposition politicians or groups have attempted to 

use the referendum law to test the Fujimori regime, the president has used his 

congressional majority, in concert with his considerable executive powers, to "emasculate" 

(Cameron, 1996: 4) the very principles he purports to uphold. The most recent example 

- - - - - - - 

" "LA democracia naruralmente supone equilibrio de poderes. Pero ese equilibrio de 
poderes no supone rampoca un sornetim.ento del ejecurivo a los caprichos de un 
legislativo que no deja fincionar el ejecurivo". 



of' such action occurred in September, 1996 when the Pemvian Congress passed a piece of 

legislacion dlowing Fujimori to run for president for a third time (Ibid). Many opposition 

politicians complained the Iegislation countervened the spirit of the 1993 Constitution 

(whch dows  presidents to serve two consecutive terms), and rallied to undo it. In direct 

response CO ri proposed rekrendum on the issue, the representatives of Fujimori's Cambio 

9OAVueva Mayonh (Change 90INew Majority) organization chmged the law to require a 

60 percent ruLing of the Congress for the c a l h g  of any referenda (Ibid). 

Fujimori's arbitrary and naked manipulations of the political system are well 

known, and he is no apologist for his behaviour. He has, for instance, appeared llcluered 

when asked whether he m e n s  hirnself to Chile's notonous General Augusto Pinochet. 

And during the press conference held on the occasion of his re-election, Fujùriori openly 

justitied his past transgressions - including his auto-golpe and his frequent abuses of 

executive powers - in familiar terms. What is the purpose of democratic procedures, he 

asked, if they obsmct the processes of "national reconstruction" that he has set in motion? 

Stining up mernories of April5, 1992, he explained the following: 

Democracy, iimited soley to voting, with injustice, 
without basic services, without oppomnities, is a 
devalued democracy. And not just in Peru. 1 am 
convinced that democracy must renew itself. .. and that 
democracy cannot just be word games played every five 
years'Og (Fujimori, 1995). 

"La democracia hicamente limitada al voto, con injusticia sin servicios bdsicos, sin 
oportunidades, es una democracia que se devalua. Y no solamente en el PerU. Yo esroy 
convencido en el mundo, la democracia tiene que renovarse ... y que la demacracia no 
sea palabras que se juega cada cinco afios". 



couoquial kms, one mi@ say Fujimori believes the ends justify the means. In this 

case, the ends in question are social order (as opposed to social democracy) and economic 

growth (as opposed to economic security or equity). 

In spite of his obvious aversion to dernomtic procedures, Fujimori has cited the 

scope of his re-election in 1995 as evidence bat  the Peruvian people agree with and trust 

his approach. Asserting. just a few hours &ter his reelection. that he and his team of 

hand-picked techocrats are more capable of mnnhg the country than any political pmy, 

We have a democracy that seeks efiiciency, and efkiciency 
is being achieved without political parties. Because 
this partyocracy left the country in &S. 1 am 
convinced that those democracies in which the political 
parties do not respond to the aspirations of the people 
are not democracies. The citizens of those countnes 
will also eliminate political parties and elecr 
completely independent people ... Here we reqwed order 
and discipline and a strong hand against ternorism. What 
this govemment has done is recover the principles of 
authority. It is not authontarianism. It is something 
very different.. Because what Peru needed was exactly 
this. Now the country is calmer. There is pater 
security. And with secwity there are possibilities of 
developrnent and o f  inve~trnent"~ (Fujimori, 1995). 

110 "Tenemos uns democracia que busca eficiencia, y la eficiencia se esta consiguiendo, 
sin pamahs  poliricos. Porque esa panidocracia dejb al pais en ruinas. Yo esroy 
convencido que aquellas demcracias en que los panidos politicos no responden a las 
aspiraciones de los pueblos ... eso no es democracia. Los ciudadanos de esos paises 
también von a eliminar a los partidos politicos y a elegir persona ~ o m p l e ~ m e n t e  
independienres. .. Aqui se requenh orden y disciplina, y muno dura contra el ternorism. 
Lo que he hecho con este gobierno es recuperar [os principios de auroridad No es 
autoritarism. Es una cosa muy distinta. Pero Io que el Peni necesitaba es 
precisamente eso. Ahora el pais esrd nuis tmnpilo,  hay seguridad Y de haber 
seguridad hay posibilidades de desarrollo, y de inversiones". 



The logic of the neolibed. neo-authorîta~ian mode1 is neatly encapsulated in Fujimori's 

smement: eliminate axe-ginding political panies, down-size governmenL increase 

stability dirough the authority of the presidenh and the conditions for economic 

development%vill emerge. His statement dso dnws attention to the prirnary reasons why, 

at the formai politic J level. he has been able to rule vimially uncontested: fear of terrorism 

and economic insecurity. and, as  1 examine in die next section. the collapse of pluralistic 

politics in P e n  

Poiitical Vacuum 

The disarticulation of traditional party politics and the rise of a neoliberal consensus in 

Pem has resulted in an apparent political vacuum. With the disintegration of the United 

Leti, the Popdar Action, the APRA, and other lesser parties, it is widely believed that 

there are no real politicai choices left. As Alvaro Vargas Llosa points out in 1994's The 

M&~ss of Things Peruvian, some of Peru's oldest political parties have given way to 

new "political groupings", like Fujimorils Cambio 90, and "pichiresque presidential 

aspirants like the representative of the Israelis of the Universal Pact" (9). In this scenario, 

the cenual dilemma facing voters in 1995 was less about what kind of change is necessary 

for Peru, and more about who would be most competent and trustworthy to manage the 

process of change already underway. 

In 1990, Fujimori promised Peruvian voters "honor, technology and work", while 

campaign posters described him as "a president like you" (Oliart. 1996: 18). Writing in 

1996, PatriciaOliart notes, "Fujimorils speeches are [still] laced with constant snacks 



against traditional politicians for king uninterested in the tâte of ordinary PemMans" 

(Ibid: 19). Fujimori's daim that he stands outside of the redm of traditional politics is, of 

course, spurious- Nevertheless, his assessmenc of Pem's traditionai political parties - most 

of which have lost their legitimacy as a result of corruption and in-tighting - is more or iess 

accurate. 

Ten years earf er. Peru's social democratic and socialist political parties (the APRA 

and United Lefc respectively) claimed they were the only true representatives of "ordinary 

Pemvians". And togeiher they won 75 percent of the popular vote in the 1985 

presidential elections (Rochabnin, 1996: 23). Tines have changed substantidly in the 

interim. In 1989, the IU expenenced a messy ideologicai debacle that resulted in the 

formation of a new Party, the Socialist Left (IS), and the eventual detéction of former 

Lima Mayor Alfonso Barrantes to the new grouping (Poole and Renique, 1992: 136). The 

APRA - who, between 1985 to 1990, governed Pen for the fîst time in their sixty year 

history (Ibid: 107) - Ied Peru into economic and social chaos, and (as I discussed in the 

previous two chapters) reproduced some of the worst aspects of traditional partisan 

politics. The economic Mure of the APRA under Garcia, which 1 examine in the 

foilowing section, has aiso served as a convenient justification for Fujimori's neoliberal 

policies. 

Capitalist Consensus 

During the current, tumultuous juncture in Pem's econornic history, the trickle-down 

benefits of neoliberal economic restructuring seem far off indeed. Yet, because the 



previous governments' mistakes are so fresh in many Peruvians' mincis. the mirage of hope 

offered by Fujimori, however rransparent it may seem to some observers, has a srong 

allure. In a cecent article, Mauceri cites widespread disenchanunent with tnditionai 

poliucs as one of the primary explanations for Fujirnori's popularity leading up to the. 1990 

elections: 

Foiiowing the perceived failures of popuiism and 
socialism, neoliberal economic thinking gained 
significant ground in the Iate 1980s throughout the 
region and benefited directly from the belief in a lack 
of viable policy alternatives (1995: 19). 

By the time Fujimon came to power, the stiit't to neoliberalisrn was, thus, already in high 

B y mid 1990, Fujimori comrnitted himself to creating one of the most "open" 

economies in the western hernisphere. As Je& Zamora-LeSn, manager of investment 

banking for Peru's largest hancial institution, the Banco de Crédiro, boasted in a recent 

interview: "[Since 1990, Pen] has the most i ibed economy in South America in terms of 

foreign investment and taxation des"  (The Financial Post March 15, 1996: P4). 

International enthusiasm for Fujimori's mode1 c m  best be assessed by noting that foreign 

capital investment in Peni increased 64.9 per cent between 1994 and 2995 (Ibid). 

Through a generous pnvatization prograrn. which oversaw the sale andor liquidation of 

173 of 183 state-run companies over a six year period (Castilfo, 1996: 27). Pem has 

become one of the most privileged destinations for foreign investment capital in the entire 

world (Financiai Post, 1996). 



Fujimori's rekindling of relations with international investment and tinance capital 

was, however, no simple feat As Carol Wise, herse'a staunch critic of Fujimori, 

concedes, when Fujimori came to power he "inherited the unenviable job of rationaking 

the most distorted economy in South America" (19%: 85). In 1990 the country was 

affxcted by an astonishing rate of hyperintlation estimated at 7,600 per cent per annum 

(Glewwe, 199 1 : 34), and a national unemployment/underemployment rate h o v e ~ g  above 

50 per cent (Burki, 1995: 16). At the time of the 1990 elections, neolibed pundits 

blamed these grim stritistics on the legacy of Al5n Garcia's interventionkt economic 

suaregies. 

Chmcterized by Boloiia as "irresponsible" and "compt", Garda's policies have 

been righily, if dispropodonately, bIamed for many of the problems that have plagued 

Perds economy in the 1990s (Glewwe. 1991: 16). StU, there is no question that Garcia's 

dl-advised policies - beginning with his abortive attempt to nationalize the banks, and his 

dechration of a unilateral moratorium on debt repayment (Ibid) - were used b y his 

opponents to justify the radical free market backlash which has ensued. Boloiia, an 

economist who once served as Director of Economics at Hernando de Soto's pro- 

neoliberal ILD,'" does not pull his punches when descnbing Garcia (Poole and Renique, 

1992: 15 1). He upbraids the former President according to the dictates of laissez-faire 

capitaliom: "The politics of strong state intervention, and disregard for intlation and tiscd 

deki t s  produced tremendous chaos, slowed down production, and increased poverty" 

(Glewwe. 199 1: 18). 

11 1 Instiruto Libertad y Dernocracia (Liberty and Democncy Institute). 
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As Conaghan, et ai, exphin, a stem "anti-statist" consensus which had been 

building up mongst sectors of Peru's national bourgeoisie since the late 1970s had a lot of 

.influence in shaping Fujimori's policies ( 1990: 4). At the t h e  of the 1990 elections. pro- 

neoliberd business leaders, and their foreign allies, were well-represen ted b y several 

organizations (most nota bly the Confede ruci& Nacional de Instiiuciones Empresariales 

priva&) IL' and research institutes (such as the ILD) (Wise, 1993: 96). These highly- 

organized special interest groups were founded by people who opposed whai they 

believed to be a tradition of excessive govemment meddling in Peru's economy, 

exemplified during the Velasco era and, more recently, dunng the Garcia years. And 

while most of them supported Vargas Llosa instead of Fujimon during the election 

campaign in 1990, they, ultimately, found the latter remarkably arnenabie to their 

proposais (Boloiia, 1993: ix). 

The impact of neoiïberal economic policies on Peru's political landscape was 

immediate. Not long afkr the 1990 elections, av.ariety of groups - including the 

corndores populares - who had opposed Vargas Llosa's pro-neohberal campaign, rallied 

against the unexpected Fujishock. Still, Fujimon's succesful rapprochement with 

international financial institutions, his eventual defeat of hyperinflation, and his capture of 

Sendero leader Abimael G u m h  helped to take the wind out of his opponenrs' sails. As 

Ballon explains: 

In strict economic ternis, there are more poor people 
today, there is less work ... but there is greater 
stability. So, syrnbolically, psychologically, there is 
room for hope that didn't exist five years ago. The 
economy was off course, the country was in pieces, the 

. . 

112 National Confederation of Private Business Institutions. 



state wasn't functioning, and it looked Iike Sendero 
could win the war against the state"' (persona! 
interview, 1995). 

Given the econornic and poliucd burdens that he had inhented, Fujimori's victories over 

intlation and Sendero had a significant effect on many low-income Peruvians. 

Sutistics demonstrate quite clearly that the bulk of Fujimori's elecroral support in 

1995 carne from low-incorne communities (who had been most vulnemble to inflation), 

and communities that had been hardes hit by the civil war. In the pueblo joven of Villa EI 

Salvador, and in the d e p m e n t  of Ayacucho - both of which had sufkred trernendously 

during the war against Sendero - Fujimori won 70 and 70- 1 per cent of the popular vote, 

respectively (Erpreso, 1995: A4). Another signiîkant, if Iess populous, strata of Peruvian 

society which supported Fujimori was the business e h .  Ball6n explains the 

demographics of Fujimori's popularity in the following way: 

1 think that Fujimori's support cornes from the sectors 
with the highest incornes in the country as much as it 
does from the sectors with the lowest incornes, From the 
nchest and the poorest. The nchest want order, 
security and extraordinary business. The poorest have 
received order, security and the fantasy of success 
through the market. Et is a fantasy that lasts a moment 
and then flies away, as we have seen in other countries 
in the world. But it is a fantasy that has a certain 
amount of weight. For the poor, untilf90, their 
vision of Iife was very short term. You might know what 
you were going to eat today, but never knew what you were 
going to eat tommorow. Now, with Fujimori, let's Say you 
might know that you can eat 11 days out of every month. 
And that is a substantial difference. Sendero has 

l L 3  "En térrninos ecunbmicos esb-ictos. hoy dia hay nuis pobres. Huy menos empleo, pero 
hay nuis estabilidad Entonces simbdlica y psicolbgicamente, hay un espacio para la 
esperanza que nu exisriu hace cinco aiios amis. La economia se derrurnbaba, el pais 
estaba en pedazos, el estado no funcionaba, y el Sendero parecia que podia 
ganar la guerra contra el estado". 



disappeared and these sectors were the most vulnerable to 
Sendero because the rich sectors h d  means of 
proteceing thernselves - private police, and al1 of these 
secunty rneasures. So, the defear of Sendero has been 
felt as a triumph of Fujimori. That says a lot.. IL4 

(personal interview, 1995). 

Whtther it was because rhey believed in the neoliberal fantasy, because they benetitted 

direcdy from foreign investment or privatization or simply because they were gmted a 

modest respire from inflation and war, low-incorne and wealthy voters alike tended - as 1 

have aiready indicated - to express overwhelming support for Fujimori. 

It is both ditzficult and complicated to speculate why so many low-income limefios 

voted for Fujimori in 1995. Anecdotal evidence is die o d y  source of dues available, and 

it would be wrong to assume that low-incorne Peruvians had any one main reason for 

supporting Fujimorï, or not We can conclude that what Fujimori offered the poorer 

people of Lima was, fkst and foremost, stability. As Miloslavich says, 

This process denotes the contradictions of the people who 
voted for Fujimori. Evidently, two factors were 
influentid: the fact of the war, and inflation. It is 
very dificult to debate politics with a citknry that 
is convinced that the most important thing i s  peacelLS 

"' "Yo creo que el apoyo de Fujimori viene tant0 de los sectores con los mayores 
ingresos del pais corn de rnenores ingresos. De. los ricos y de los mis pobres. Los 

ricos desean orden, seguridad y extraordinarios negocios. A los mcis pobres se les 
ha dado orden, segundad y la fmtmiu del éxib a través del mercado - es una fantasia 
que dura un rat0 y que vuela, corn henws visto en otms paises del mundo. Pero es una 
fantasia que tiene cierto peso. Para los mis pobres, hasta el 94 su vision de la vida era 
una vision muy corta. Se podia saber que se ibn a corner hoy dia, pero nunca sabia qué 
va corner manana. Ahora con Fujimon, se sabe que se puede corner I I  diar al mes, 
digamos. Yeso es una diferenci sustantiva. Sendero desaparecib, y estos sectores eran 
los mi s  vulnerables a Sendero, porque los sectores ricos tenian cbmo protegerse - 
policius privados, y todos estos modos de vigilancia y seguridad Entonces, la derrota de 
Sendero se sintid corn un tipo de niunfo para Fujimori. Estos dos elementos son 
suficien tes. Es decir, no es poca cosa... " 



(personal i n t e ~ e w ,  1995). 

Peace, even undeatood narrowly a s  smbibility, cannot be underesthated in a country 

ravaged by some Fifteen years of bnitd civil WU and seemingly irreversible hyperintlation. 

It is for this reason that, as Peruvian scholar Gustave Gomiti argues, "there is a large 

percentage of citizens who, while not sympathizers of Fujimori. believe he is a necessary 

As for the wealthiest citizens in Peru, their enthusiasm for Fujimon c m  be 

explained in similar teds. FolIowing the embarrassing electoral &fear suffered by Mario 

Vargas Llosa in 1990, hopes for a conservative. right-wing revival were suspended. In 

spite of his pretensions to the c o n w  - "We would m a t e  sornething of broader scope 

and more flexible than a political party" (Vargas, 1993: 152) - Vargas Llosa's FREDEMO 

was made up primarily of former Popular Action and Popular Christian Party achvists w ho 

were, indeed, seen as  "aristocratie" (Poole and Renique: 143) and out of touch with most 

Penivian voters. Vargas Llosa's failtue to win the 1990 elections - in spite of "lavish 

spending and US-style media campaigning" (Ibid: 145) - thus convinced the buik of 

wedthy Pemvim to throw their weight behind Fujimori in the yexs which followed. As 

Manuel Castillo points out: "The [Fujimori] govemment didn't have to wait long for 

business to express its support" (1996: 26). 

While support for Fujimori amongst the business elite has been emphatic and 

continuous since 1990, "some Peruvian industriaiists have begun to grumble about high 

l 'l Este proceso mrcb cudes son las connadiccion es de la propia ciudadania que votb 
por Fujimori. Evidentemente, dos factures han influido: el arunto de la guerra, y el 
asunro de la inflacidn ... Es muy dificil debatirpoliticas en una ciudaûùnia que esrd 
convencida que Io mas importante es la par". 



interest rates. the weak domestic market, and dumping by big foreign companies" 

(Catillo, 1996: 25). Industrialists. who benefit the lest from Fujimori's open-door policy 

towards foreign companies (WS on importai goods have been reduced to less than 25 

per cent of what they were in 1990) are undersmdably ambivalent about certain aspects 

of the Fujimori program (Ibid: 27). However, the cautious cornplaints expressed by the 

Association of Exporters and various Chambers of Commerce are unlikely to offset the 

pro-neoliberal pressure exerted by the large resource-based industries (especidy t%hing 

and rnining) and the M F  (Ibid: 30). 

Ballon points out that the largest groups of Pemvians who have consistently 

opposed Fujimori corne from the rniddle classes. There are, according to Ballon, very few 

places in the nediberal, privatized Peruvian economy for civil servants, professionals, 

bureaucrats and intellecnials (personal interview, 1995). For some of the sarne reasons, 

some low-income earners - including state employees. people who have worked for 

national industries, the families of people persecuted by the m e d  forces during the war 

against Sendero, and many politically-organized poblodores and campesinos (peasants) - 

have opposed Fujimori throughout the 1990s. 

Nediberal Risk, Clientelistic Insurance 

Given the economic and political instability which characterized Peru in the late 1980s - 

"Penivians vividly remernber the calamitous results of A i h  Garcia (1985- 1990)" (Castille, 

1996: 26) - Fujimori has gone a long way towards assuaging popular fears. However, 

Fujimons responses to disturbances in the prevailing political and economic systems - 



nmely, popular protests such as those mounted by the cornedores rnovement - have been 

essentiaiiy defensive. Most si_;nif1canfly, Fujimori has revived clientelistic traditions and. 

when n e c e s w ,  d e d  by decree, to try and ensure that his neoliberal project is not 

displaced. 

Upon being re-elected, Fujirnori declared: "The reforms will continue and be 

deepened so Peru can becorne more and more e f f ~ i e n r " ' ~ ~  (press conference). However, 

in descnbing the govement's imperative to continue irnplementing market reforms, 

Abugattas admits that there has been (and will continue to be) a need to ueat the 

casualties of Peru's neoliberal revolution. As 1 discussed in the previous chapter, 

Abugattas insists that while the economy can basicaliy take care of itreif, some "damage 

conrrol" may be required: 

,.,there is a confusion between what is, in m y  view, 
damage control and the promotion and irnprovement of 
incomes - they should be distinct things. Damage conmol 
is more a question of health, and the other a question of 
development"' (personal interview, July 14, 1995). 

As the clientelistic activities of PRONAA highlight, the "damage" ailuded to by Abugattas 

is boch economic and political. By exploring the relationslip between clientelism and 

authoritarianism in contemporary Peru, 1 have located sorne of the mechanisms used by 

the Fujimori regirne to try and maintain stability (quiescence) in low-income communities. 

'16 "Las reformas van a continuar y a profundizarse para que el Peru se vea cada vet 
mcis eficienre". 

IL' "Hay una confusibn entre 10 que, para mi. es control de dano. con promocih y 
mejora de ingresos - deben'an ser cosas distintas. El control de dafio es una 
cuestibn de salud, el otro es nuis de desarrollo". 



Clientehm - understood primarily as a medium of personalist, authoritarian rule - 

is a vaiuabIe concept for contexnializing Fujimori's purported commiunent to direct 

democracy, and his apparent popularity. While the Fujirnori regime's clientelistic 

institutions bemy the acute contradictions that continue to characterize Peruvian society, 

they have also been key cornponents of Fujimon's overail political suategy. In the 

foilowing chapter, I discuss and explore the political repercussions of ciientelisrn (as 

represented by PRONAA) on the cornedores movement, and on Peruvian society, broadIy 

speaking, leading up to and immediately foUowing Fujimori's 1995 re-elecnon. 



Chapter V: Nediberal Social Policy 

as "Damage Control" 



"On the urban front," writes Thorpe, "the cornedores populares have been the outstanding 

fmus of communal organization" (1995: 144). The comedores, whose coopentive mode 

of operation confiicts sipifïcandy with the neoliberal philosophy of the Fujhori  

govemment, have been enthusiastic playen in the negotiation of politicd d e  in Peru since 

the late 1980s. Fujimori's re-election in 1995, preceded as it was by a renewed emphasis 

on govemment social spending which directly impacted upon the comedores, thus 

preapitated intense negotiations and discussions on the issue of social policy amongst 

community-level organhrs, govemment officals and scholars in Peru. Taking into 

account the proliferation of current debates on social policy - in Peru, as elsewhere in the 

rapidly changing global economic system (Arrighi, 1994: 1) - this chapter focuses on the 

political signincance of clientelisrn in Peru leading up to the 1995 elections. 

From the outset, Fujirnori's neoliberal project was advanced and instinited hand-in- 

hand wîth authoritarlianism. The resdts of the 1993 Constitutional referendurn then served 

- ;ts I discussed in Chapter III - as a straw vote, or pou, indicating to Fujirnori that support 

for bis neoliberal regirne was tenuous. The referendum cm be seen as a politicd 

benchmark, after which Fujirnori began using traditional clientelistic means to buoy his 

popular appeal. We cm identify Fujimori's pst-referendum political strategy, in Thorpe's 

words, as a "recourse to personalism" (1995: 8). Thus, Fujimori aspired to the position of 

"transcendant guarantor", or autocrat capable of m g  in the "empty space", or political 

vacuum, created by the failure of formal democracy in Peru since 1980 (Laclau and 

Mouffe, 1985: 186). 

In these ways, the current conjuncture is no b h d  dey. PRONAA - based as it is 

on charity and marginalisation, rather than entitiement and inclusion - belies both the 

conspicuous contradictions of the neoliberal system and the historical deficiencies of 

Peruvian democracy. The transition to democratic govername in 1980 has failed to 

produce enduring peace and economic development in Peru (Thorpe, 1995: 9). Instead, 

Peruvians have experienced what Maiion c a s  a process of "political refragmentation" 



(1994: 7 1) and disarticulation due to irreconcilable contradictions within the political and 

social systems. 

In this chapter 1 argue that clientelistic programs such as PRONAA have been used 

- as Abugattas suggests (personal interview, h l y  14,1995) - primarily to mend the 

political "damage" caused by economic restrucnirùig and authoritanan retrenchment under 

Fujimori. Social programs that go beyond temporary, targeted damage control- 

considered, in the words of Abugattas, to be "distortions" (distorsiones) of the economy 

(Ibid) - are anathema to neoliberalisrn. Abugattas beiieves the activities of the government 

should i d e d y  be lunited to managing the country's hances in a responsible manner: "One 

has to ensure macroeconomic  condition^""^ (~bid). Beyond sound management, 

Abugattas concedes, govemments ought to be prepared to deal with socio-economic and 

political contingencies. The continuhg need for political darnage conirol in Peru thus 

c o n h m  that Fujùnori has, like virtualiy a i l  Pemvian presidents More  tiim, failed to 

"ensure macroeconomic conditions" which allow for equitable growth and, by extension, 

long-tem stability. 

The identification of clientelism - understood prharily (though not exclusively) as 

a medium of manipularion used by the state to defend a certain agenda and power 

structure - is an excellent point of departure from which to begin mapping-out the 

emerging neoiiberal, neo-authoritariin political configuration in Peru. Such an exercise 

will ailow us to begin to "part the curtain" (Scott, 1985: 329) on the Fujimon regirne, and 

further contextualize the 1995 election results. 

1 explore different conceptions of what social policies and programs can and 

should be, with the goal of identifying the inherent hadequacies of neoliberal social policy 

in contemporary Pem. 1 contcast neoiiberal understandings of social policy (elaborated 

primarily by Abugattas) with various critiques of neolibed social policy developed by 

ILS "Uno tiene que aregurar condiciones macroecon~micas". 
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representatives of the Lima-based cornedores movement, their allies irt feminist and other 

non-governmentitl organizations, and academic observers. From these critiques, 1 

extrapolate broader conclusions about the social responsibiiities of the curren t Peruvian 

governmenl Whïie the current regirne fias a "doubie re~~onsibiliy"' l9 (Miloslavich, 

personal interview, 1995) to provide essential social senices and to compensate Peruvians 

for the negative el'ITects of the Fujishock, Abugattas is right in saying that socid programs 

are irreconcilable with neoliberalism. If there is no concerted effort on the part of the state 

ro promote employment or redistribute wealth - as Thorpe says, "the aliocative efficiency 

of the market canna simply be assumed without an adequate instimtiond framework" 

(f  995: xi) - the compensatory impact of social progams such as PRONAA remains 

essentiaily marginal. 

Drawing on interviews, and a variety of primary h t t e n  sources, 1 locate the 

comedores rnovement and PRONAA within the current debate about the importance and 

meaning of social policy in Perm PriUing the main thematic W d s  of this thesis together, 

1 argue that in the absence of meaningful, participatory social programs that maintah 

certain standards of weifare to all Peruvians, PRONAA serves to reinforce structural 

inequaiities, wMe attempting to foil alternatives such as those put forward by the 

comedores movement, "These prograrns are-.." as Vilas wrires "used as patronage tools 

to create and maintain clientelistic relationships" (1996: 22). Utimately, 1 conclude that 

while Fujirnori's authoritarian style of rule (strengthened by his re-eIection in 1995) may 

help to ensure the advance of neolikralism, programs such as PRONAA point to the 

continuing elusiveness of a decisive "hegemonic outcome" in contemporary Pem (Mallon, 

1994: 72). 

"doble responsabilidacf'. 



Democracy and Pdcipation 

In delineating the social policy needs of Pen. Thorpe identifes four key components: 

education, hedth and social security, h o u ~ h g .  and the administration of justice (1995: üi- 

iv). These ares of concem correspond to ibndamental standards that communities must 

Wïi in order that their members may work. h e ,  and govern themselves peacefuily and 

sustainably. Thorpe points out, moreover, that these social functions are best fulîilled by 

suong, local authorities and decenuatized public institutions, in concert with non- 

govemmentd agencies and cornmunity groups (Ibid: 125). Her guidelines are, in this 

sense, mostly practical. However, ernbedded within her argument is an assumption that 

due to the contradictions and incongruities that routinety occur in capitalist economies, 

govemments have a responsibility to provide and manage democratic institutional 

rnechanisms and Frameworks which allow the basic social needs of theu citizens to be 

satisfied. As Alternaiiva director and long t h e  ac hvkt Josefîna Huamh suggests, "a 

direct relationship between the citizen and [political] power is impossible through the 

mediation of a caudiZZo ... you have to rcbuild something in betweenqtL2' (personal 

interview, 1995). 

Bringing the social-democratic imperative to the foregound, the Lima-based 

Fornent0 de la Vida (FOVIDA) institute idenllfes social policies as integral elements of 

macroeconornic policy. They reject the neoliberal concept of a separation between the 

economic and the social, favouring instead a self-conscious conflation of the two. Their 

conception - which bears a svong resemblance to the Keynsian principle of the welfare 

state (Vilas, 1996: 17) - contrasts starkly with Abugattas' damage control: 

Social policies are instruments which serve to create 
adequate living conditions with the goal of providing 
welfare for the population and, in this way, contributing 

lt0 '' Una relacidn directa entre ciudadano y el poder [politico] no es posible a rravés de 
un caudillo ... Hay que reconstmir algo en el medio". 



m the developrnent of the country. Social policies 
shodd fom part of a national development strategy, 
Linked to an economic policy that guarantees employment, 
health, housing, education and other necessities 
(Fornento: 1993."' 

Thus, both FOVIDA and Thorpe agree that social policies m u t  form p m  of a broad 

democratic vision of social developrnent, linked to the realisatiotion of basic, equitable living 

conditions for al1 citizens. As Penivian feminist scholar Amalia Cuba asserts, "it is not 

sufi-cient to stabilize [the e c ~ n o r n ~ ] " ~ ~  if macroeconomic policies do not lead to sustained 

growth and more egalitarian development (1995: 1). 

Thorpe develops her argument in favour of the democratic design and 

administration of social policies quite extensively, highlighting the importance of dialogue 

between the state and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) such as the cornedores 

populares (1995: 141): 

This issue is so sensitive, and so important, that we 
would suggest as a top priority that a s m d  group of 
well respected independent observers be asked to review 
the whole situation and its history, recommend ar. 
acceptable system of evaluation, and consider how 
collaboration with this key sector could be strengthened 
(Ibid: 143). 

'Ihe incidence of "connict" (Ibid: 141) between NGOs and state prograrns is, according to 

Thorpe, symptomatic of histoncal asymmetries between govemment and civil society in 

Pem, as well as a long history of economic mal-development The solution, Thorpe 

concludes, is a matter of political will: "...there has to be a process of consensus building, 

lx "Las politicas sociales son insnumentos que sirven para crear condiciones de vida 
a d e c u a h  afin de lograr el bienestar de la poblaci6n y asi contrîbuir al desarrollo del 
pais. Las poZiIic~~ sociales fonnan parte de una estrategia de Desarroilo Nacional, que 
est6 muy vinculada a una politica econbmica que garantice empieo, saiud, vivienda, 
educacih y otras necesidades". 

'" "...no es suficiente estabiiizarse". 



and in the end oniy che cenrtl governmenc cm initiate and organise that process" (Ibid: 

Thorpe's caretully-worded prescripuons for insûtutional reform in Pem are 

extensive, but in many ways miss the core of the problem: die Fujimori government's 

neoliberal orientation fundamenMy contradkts the consensual political processes that 

could lead to more coherent social policies. As ViIas wntes: 

Neoliberalism considers the growth of poverty to be a 
pathology, nota consequence of the economic system. 
Hence it isolags poverty from the process of capital 
accumulation and econornic development, and reduces the 
solution to designing specitk socid policies (1996: 
16). 

As Ferninist accivist Diana Miloslavich says, the Fujirnoi regime has treaed poverty as a 

marginal issue, and has vircually ignored the community-based organizations that work 

within Perds low-income neighbotrrhoods (personal interview, 1995). instead of 

consulting community groups, NGOs, etc., neoIiberaI social progranis tend to "target" 

(Vii ,  1996: 20) specific beneficiary populations, especiaIly the indigent. Such progams 

therefore overlook the larger structural issues which are among the root causes of the 

current economic crisis. 

That Pem's economy is grossiy inegalitarian is, of course, a historicd tniisrn. 

Described by Thorpe as having one of the most skewed econornies in Latin Arnerica, in 

tems of income distribution, Pem is indeed a mode1 of mal-development (1995: 9). Even 

Abugattas admits that ttie country's "social deficit" (deficit social) is substantial (personal 

interview, 1995). In spite of signiiicant economic growth, the overail rate of poverty in 

Pem (defined in terms of personal income) has remained high since the 1960s, when the 

poorest 40 per cent of Peruvians received a meagre 8.8 per cent of total personal income 

(Thorpe, 1995: 9). In 1970.50 percent of Peruvian households lived in poverty (Ibid: 

t 3 ) ,  compared with 53.6 per cent in 1991 (Ibid: 24). And, according to government 



Ligures cdcdared in 1994,48.3 percent of ail Peruviuis suffer from some f o n  of 

malnutrition (Mapa de Necusidades, 1994: 15 13). While the rate of poverty (especially 

extreme povercy) is much higher in rural yeas than in the tities, the rate of poverty in 

Lima has jumped from 28 per cent to roughly 50 per cent in the p s t  twenty-five years 

(Thorpe, 1995: 13). In three of Lima's most populous pueblos jo'venes - San Mm'n de 

Porres in the north, San Juan de Lurigmcho in the east and Villa El Salvador in the south, 

respectively - 15,41.2 and 48.5 per cent of aU children suffer from malnutrition (Mapa de 

Necesidades, 1 994: 60 1). 

The sharp economic disparities that continue to seperate wealthy and low-incorne 

Peruvians challenge distinctions between economics and politics. These disparities also 

cail into question the nediberal practice of targeting specific populations with material 

assistance, instead of developing universal programs that address the widespread 

deficiencies of the system. As Felipe Portocarrero and Maria Elena Romero argue, "...the 

breadth of the problem [in Pen] demonstrates that.. the dichotomy between focalized 

relief programs aimed at the poorest people and more comprehensive universal social 

policies is a false dilemma"'" (1994: 58). Targeted social programs like PRONAA 

reinforce and jusw inequaties by making need, rather than entitlement, their organizing 

p ~ c i p l e .  And social programs that are divorced both from the concept of social "rights", 

as well as from consensual collaboration with civil society, invariably reinforce patron- 

client relationships. 

The absence of democratic, universal socid programs in contemporary Pem - "one 

of the weakest points of the Fujimori govemment has b e n  its deficient management of 

social policies"124 (Ibid: 7 1) - is, however, not simply a by-product of Fujimori's top-down 

",..la amplitud del problema demuestru que, en cierto senti& la dicotornia entre 
programas focalizados de alivio a los maF pobres y politicas sociales universalistas de 
carticter mis comprehensivo es un falso dilema". 

12' "... uno de los puntos mbs débiles del gobiemo del presidente Fujimori ha sido el 
deficiente manejo de la politicas sociales". 



neolibed revolution. Social policies have k e n  neglected by a long succession of 

Peruvian re-@mes, ail of which have favoured a social management approach over a social 

democncy one. The few services which have been made available to low-incorne 

Peruvians over the years have, by and large, k e n  wsociated with repressive regkaes: 

Historicdly, Peru has not had social policies. as has 
been the gened mode1 in the wortd, or like in the more 
developed countnes of Latin America such as Argentins ... 
There have been many public workers. public 
administration workers, but this has no t meant that there 
has been a state capable of promoting social policies ... 
Rather, there has dways been a state that has never even 
pro vided even basic services'?" (Hum fi. personal 
interview, 1995). 

It is espeady distresshg that, while the number of poor people living in urban areas has 

risen steadily since the 1960s. "the state has barely touched their lives other than as a 

predominanùy repressîve force" (Thorpe; 1995:- 7-~3). Even today, while some 30 

percent of limeiios can be counted amongst the I'new poor" (casuaities of the economic 

adjustments undertaken by Garda in 1988 and by Fujimori in 1990). the governent is 

making no substantive efforts to update and hprove social programs (Ibid: 17). 

The fact that social spending during the fust three years of the Fujishock was 

about one quarter what it had been in 1984-1986 (measured as a percentage of GDP), and 

that the modest social emergency programs created by the regime were only partially 

implernented, reflects the strict logic of neoliberalism being applied in Peru (Ibid: 16). In 

an editorial that appeared shortly before the 1995 elections, a Penivian human rights 

organization openly accused the Fujimori goven&mt of shirking its fundamental social 

lZS "Historicamente, el PerU no ha renido politicas sociales corn ha sido el nwdelo 
generalimdo en el mundo, o corn en los paises de America Latina mris desurrollados 
como Argenrina.. Habido muchos trabajardores piiblicos, trabajadores de la 
administraci& ptiblica, pero eso no quiere decir que no habido un estado capaz de 
ilevar adeiante politicus sociales. .. M i s  bien siempre ha habido un estado que nunca ha 
proveido ni siquiera servicios bdsicos" . 



responsibilities by implementing less expensive, less eftèctive emergency prognms instead 

of comprehensive social policies: 

m e  state] uses an incoirect definition of social 
policy. They confuse social propms with compensation 
programs, or with the alleviation of poverty. That is 
not as it should be, because social policy refers to the 
responsibility of the srate to guarantee, through public 
policies, the basic welfare of the population and the 
righrs we ail have to equality of opportunities as 
citizens and, as such, as equals. 12' 

The band-aid emergency relief programs were, quite shply, not designed to strengthen 

the four componena of social policy identifed by Thoïpe. 

Huaman argues thar Fujimon has "chosen ah economic policy which subordinaw 

ai l  other policies11127 (personal interview, 1995). Dnven by lopsided capital growth rather 

than jobs, the Peruvian economy simply cannot compensate for vast differences between 

people in t e m  of wealrh. "Of the 15.7 million jobs created in all of Latin America in the 

last five years, 13.6 million of those came from the Dow-paying] informal sector" (Vilas, 

1996: 25). Such trends, exacerbated in Pem by the Fujishock, simply cannot be mitigated, 

let alone reversed, by programs like the PES or PRONAA. 

Thus, bldoslavich argues that the current goverment has both a responsibility to 

redismbute income in such a way that supports underemployed and low-income families, 
- 

and a responsibility to reverse some of the effects that its neoliberal policies have had on 

126 ~r ... se &ade una defnicibn incornecta de politica social. Se la confunde con 

programas sociales o con programas competïsatorios de alivio a la pobrezu. Y ello no es 
as( porque la politica social se refiere a la responiabilidnd del Estado de garantizar, a 
través de politicas piiblicas, el bienestar bhico de la poblacih a partir del derecho que 
todos tenemos a la igualidad de oportunidàdes en nuestru condicich de ciudadanos y por 
tanto, de iguales". Informe Anual. "Derechos humanos y sociales en el Peni," Asociacion 
Pro-Derechos Humanos y Centro de Asesoria Labord: 1994. 

12' "Han elegido una poiitica econdmica que se subordina el resto de la poKtica". 



I believe this government has a double responsibility. 
Because 1 think that the economic policy they are 
irnplementing has made the extent of poverty much 
greater.,. the social cos& have been very high to 
achieve the econornic stanstics that exist at the 
moment1" (personal interview, 1995). 

ironically, the Peruvian govemment has also acknowledged this "double responsibificy". 

En a document t3st published in 1993, Abugattas outlines the need to "improve the 

quality"L'9 of permanent social s e ~ c e s  (including educatim, health and basic justice) and 

"improve the r e ~ u l t s " ' ~ ~  of emergency prograrns (including food assistance) (1994: Section 

5). Abugattas' document - which directly foreshadows Thorpe's work - addresses social 

needs, yet remains subject to the limitations of neoliberalism and does not offer any 

practical long-term plan. Indeed, towards the end of the document, it is indicated that alI  

types of "social support"L3' (Ibid: Grafiço 3) should be decreased steadily between 1993 

and the year 2000. Assuming that the Fujimori govemment's macroeconomic policies will 

continue to perpetuate Peru's socio-economic problems and divisions, there c m  be Little 

room to discuss the substantive recommendations put forward by Thorpe, et ai, within a 

neoliberal paradigm. 

Miloslavich also faults PRONAA's design as being a top-down and ami-democratic 

retlection of the entire Fujimori regime. As she says, "It is not an organization that saw as 

If' "Creo que este gobiemo tiene una doble responsabilidad Porque crco que la politica 
econbmica que estan implementando ha hecho que la brecha de pobreza se haga rnucho 
m k  exens a... el costo social ha sido muy alto para lograr esta estadktica econdmica que 
existe en este mrnento". 

lZ9 "mejorar la calidad'. 

130 "mejorar los resultados". 

131 II apoyo social". 



its function die participation of the beneficiary population"13' (personal interview, 1995). 

Huamdn believes that PRONAA1s activities are based on h i l i a r ,  traditional notions of 

clientehm that have b e n  implemented in Pem and other Latin Amencan countries before, 

with similady dubious results: "[PRONU] is not the product of crearive thinking ... that 

we are going to do something specific in Pem, diar we are going ro look at the poverty 

and welfare conditions"'33 (personal interview, 1995). The evidence supporting Huamh's 

contention is compelhg. Examining three well-known Latin Amencan cases - Chile, 

Mexico a d  Bolivia - Agosin and Davis point out that neoliberal reform has never b e n  

accornpanied by cornprehensive social projects designed to mitigate its predictable 

negative impact (1996: 55). On the conuary, structural adjustments have invariably k e n  

associated with authoritarianism, and, in the case of Chile, state terrorism. In Pem, the 

decisive shift to neoliberalism coincided closely with the collapse of political debate and 

the recourse to penonalist rule (Thorpe, -1995: 9). 

In an interview conducted several days pnor to the 1995 elections, Eduardo Ballon 

rightiy compared Fujimori to past Peruvian presidents who demonstrated highly 

personalist styles of political rule: 

Fujimori is a fundarnentally authontarian personality 
with populist characteristics - the populisrn of the old 
politicians who we fought His giftr of cornputers, of 
schools are the gesnires of the old populist logic of 
Latin America (personal in te~ew,  1 9 9 ~ ) . " ~  

'32 "ND es un organismo que hoya previsto en su funcionumienro la participacion de la 
poblacih beneficiaria". 

"3 "[PRONAAI no esfnrto de un pensamiento creativo ... que vumos a hacer m a  cosa 
pam'cular en el Peru, que vamos a mirar lus condiciones de bienestar y la pobrezal'. 

135 " Fujimori es un personaje findamentalmente autoritario con rasgos populistns, dei 

populismo y de los viejos politicos que h e m s  cornburido. Sus regalos de cornputudoras, 
de colegios, son gestos de la vieja ldgica populista de Amirieu Larina". 



Ballon's assedon m u t  be undeatood as signiticant precisely because Fujimori has fded  

to produce the social justice thac he professes to believe in as a fundamental axiom of 

democracy (Fujimori. 1995). In this sense, clientelistic institutions clearly serve as 

political stand-ins for inclusive, participatory social prognms that correspond to the 

fundamend rights articulated and promoted by groups such as the organized comedores 

movement. 

Ideologkal Undertones 

Understanding popular support for Fujimori in Light of his political strategies is crucial, not 

because it is possible to quantify the impact that clientelism had in terms of voting, but 

because of the way in which Fujimori clairns to renounce traditional politics. Despite the 

alleged retreat of ideology, the battle that has been waged at the community Ievel between 

the comedores movement and PRONAA is steeped in political discourse. Indeed, as 

Mallon says, attempts to foster particular "hegemonic outcornes", such as neoliberalisrn, 

are necessarily developed in the context of poLiticûl/ideologicd sûuggles: 

If the concepts of hepmony and counter-hegemony are 
always interlaced, each hegemonic impulse involves a 
counter-hegemonic impulse. Hegemony cannot exist or be 
reproduced without the constant, though partial, 
incorporation of counier-hegemony (1994: . .  7 1). 

: - 

Belahde's Farnily Kitchens, Garcia's C'omedores del Pueblo and PRONAA were ail 
L 

developed as attempts to incorporate and diffuse the counter-hegemonic possibilities 

embodied &I the cornedores movernent. And these programs directly reflect, in each case, 

the anti-democratic political trends of the era in which they were developed. In the 

current em, the advance of neoliberal ideology, strengthened by the re-eiection of Alberto 

Fujimori, is reflected quite ciearly in the activities of PRONAA. 

Since the lare 1980s, the comedores movement has represented a real, if latent, 

challenge to the logic of capitdist cornpetition and individualisrn. As Rosa Espinal has 



asserted, "Individualism is growing stronger- The comedores are a way of maintaining 

solidzuity"'35 (personal interview. 1996). The corndores not only embody the spirit of 

cooperation that has existed in Lima's low-income cornmunities for decades, they also 

represent a vibrant fom of politicai organization that moves away from the bankrupt 

partyocracy maligned by Fujirnori. In hcf unlike their former aiiies in the United Left 

Party, the comedores movement has expanded and flourished in the fractious Fujirnori era. 

As such, according to Stokes, the comedores, and the umbreiia organizations which 

represent thern, consunite new socio-political formations that suggest models for the 

democratization of so&ery, broadiy speaking (1995: 98). 

The lack of political will and 'creative thinking' in social policy planning in the 

Peruvian case is syrnptomatic of a process of political disarticulation (discussed in Chapter 

which has been used to jus* neglect of state responsibilities in the social arena. 

Though doubtful that any tumaround is on the horizon, comedores leaders continue to 

press for fundamental changes in the way the state rehtes to low-incorne cornmunities and 

to Peruvian society as a whole. 

But, as the traditional political system unravels, and as econornic insecurity 

endures, the women who work in the comedores movement h d  theniselves tighting for 

the survival of their organizations, and their broader social and political goals seem far off 

indeed. As BdCin suggests, the current processes of politicai entropy have, despite the 

amplitude and coherence of the comedores movement, made it diffIcult for many 

Peruvians to respond proactively to the cumnt changes: 

In some ways this transition cornes from society, and 
there is the possibility of articulating these interests, 
the possibility of developing a national mission. It is 
a slow process because this is a rather authoritarian 
society, rather corporatist It is a society that is 

13' "El Uldividuolismo mi creciendo. Los comeodres son una m e r a  de munrener la 
solidandad'. 





The egalitarian imaginary represenred - if not always embodiedI3' - by the 

cornedores pupulares movement h;rs k e n  shaped and delineated. in Ixge pan, by the 

movement's relationship to the Peruvian state. As Stokes. Andreas and others have 

pointed out, the ownership of the means of production does not suictly derme the new 

political consciousness of Lima's VÜSL Iargely underemployed population. As such, the 

cornedores movement's goals have been det-ied, above al1 else. by its relationship to an 

authontarian, central state. Gaining land title, basic social seMces and ot!er "xights" Erom 

the state have long been the driWig forces of political organizhg in the pueblos jdvenes. 

The failed promises of format democracy in Peru. which have precipitated a 

massive crisis of confidence in politics, have reinforced tradi tional, seemuigly 

anachronistic, ties beween the state and low-income Peruvians. The development of 

clientelistic social programs such as PRONAA has, in tum, institutionalized these ties. 

Being fundamentally reactive, state intervention in public Me is, as Laclau and Moufte 

comment. typically used for the purposes of vigilance, regdation and demarcation: 

Given the bureaucratie character of state intervention, 
this creation of 'public spaces' is canied out not in 
the form of a true democratization, but through the 
imposition of new foms  of subordination (1985: 162-163). 

As Escobar comments, in the current era, the poor have been subject to "new 

meachanisms of control" geared towards the "management" of poverty, rather than its 

elhination or erosion (1995: 22). That these new mechanisms recall traditional 

clientelistic dynamics is a reminder that the Fujimori regme's neoliberal revolution has 

helped to reverse the modest democratic gains made in Peru since 1980. 

As a consequence of recent changes in state-sponsored "social management" 

(Ibid), the means by which many politically organized Iow-incorne Peruvians, such as 

those in the cornedores movement, seek to transfom society have indeed been decentered. 

13' This critical theme, introduced in Chapter III, is revisited in Chapter VI. 
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The fall of miditional pohticd parties is particulad y signiIh.n t in this regard becaux the 

initial growth of the cornedores movement paraIIeled the rise of pluralist debate in 

Peruvian politics and the transition to fomal democracy. Cornedores rnovement leaders 

now tind themselves focusing on specitïc local politicai batdes aqd campaips, such ûs 

pressuring the government to fultJ the ternis of the Cornedores Law. Nonetheless, their 

stmggles with the Fujirnon regime. and PRONAA specifcaily. retlect the broader 

hegemonic processes identified by Lclau, Mo& and Escobar. 



Chapter VI: Economic Malaise and Prescriptions 



"A malaise is abroad in Latin America," (15) begins a ment  Economisr editorid 

(November 30, 1996). Another article in the sarne issue claims: "In recent monchs. the 

golden boys of economic reform--Messrs Menem [of Argentinal and Fujimori--have seen 

their popularity p lumet"  (Ibid: 30). The authors go on to cite a Latinobarherro polI 

that found fewer than 30 percent of Latin Americans "satistied with the funct io~ng of 

democracy" in the continent (Ibid). In a recent i n t e ~ e w  in La Repriblica newpaper in 

Pem (lanuary 5,  1997), economist Oscar Ugarteche declares: "Neoliberal enthusiasm in 

Latin America has passed"'39 (Rojas, 1997: El).  Citing the December, 1996 seinire of the 

Japanese arnbassador's residence in San Lsidro, Lima, by Tupac h a n i  (MRTA) guerrillas, 

Ugarteche wams of the dangers of ignonng Peru's substantial underclass: "Because it is 

obvious that you cannot have economic recovery on the bais  of excluding the mass of 

society " 'jO (Ibid). 

As observers watch neoliberal Latin America - within which Fujimori's Peru is 

identified as a trend-setter - start to corne unglued, they are calling out for tenacity and 

conservative reform. The Economist editors' prescription for curing what they refer to as 

a growing "backlash" against neoliberal economic restmcniring is exactly the same as that 

pmffered by the World Bank and IDB (discussed in Chapter IIï): 

A populist reversal of Latin America's course is far from 
immhent, but the malaise is real. It should put 
governments and politicians k d e r  notice: they must 
complete their macroeconornic revolution, and complement 
it with speedy microeconomic and institutional reform, or 
Rsk seeing their hard-won gains eroded by cynicism and 
discontent (Economist Nzvember 30, 1996: 16). 

The demand for a "microeconomic and institutional" (Ibid) quick fix may lead to greater 

short-term investment in social programs. However, if these programs are designed using 

139 "Pasado el entusiasma neoliberal en América Latina". 

'" "Porque es evidente que no se puede m e r  una recuperacibn econbmica sobre la base 
de excluir al p e s o  de la sociedad". 



the same narrow optic that the neoiiberal architects of PRONAA used. they will not have 

l a s h g  positive effects. On the conuary, the obfuscation of stnictud inequalities through 

marginal social programs will only serve to prolong popular "cynicism and disciintenc" 

(Ibid) indefitely. 

The explosion that first alerted the world to the pitfalls of neoliberal economics ùi 

Latin America was the currency crisis that rocked Mexico on December 20. 1994 (Burki, 

1995: 25). The warnuig did not go unoticed in Peru, where, on the eve of the 1995 

elections, journalists and opposition politicians (Reyes, 1995: 32; P&ara, 1994: 36) voiced 

cautious concem that Fujimori's economic policies rnight produce a similar crisis. "if we 

continue dong this road ... 1 can assure you that in two years we will have tequila 

transformed into pis~o,"141 warned Guido Pemano, then vice-presidential candidate for 

P&ez de Cuellar's Union por el Peni ('Union for Peru) (Reyes, 1995: 34). Coming from a 

pro-neoiiberal poiitician, this warning reveals a degree of disquiet amongst Peruvian 

leaders that has yet to translate into changes in economic or social poiicy. And whiIe rhe 

"pisco effect" has not yet stmck, the MRTA hostage crisis does serve as a sobering 

reminder of the problems which may lie ahead. 

In the Mexican case, a cIear warning whistle had actually been blown twelve 

months pnor to the devaluation of the peso, when, during the smaü hours of New Year's 

Day, 1994, the ZapBtista National Liberation A m y  (EZLN) claimed possession of a 

handful of municipalities in Chiapas (Bany, 1995: 3). The Zapatistas identüied the 

Mexican governrnent's failure to redress socio-economic problems in Chiapas that were 

being exacerbated by new, orthodox neoliberal poIicies, as the reason behind their 

rebeliion. They pointed out, in particular, that by dismantiing e j i h  land reforms through a 

change in the Mexican constitution in 1992, the PR1 government had reversed an 

141 "Si continuamos en esta ruta.. yo le aseguro que en dos aiios t enems  el tequila 
convemTtIdo en pisco". 



important victory of the 1910-20 revolutionary period, and. in so doing, had upset the 

relative peace that had prevailed ever since (Ibid: 12). 

Tke negiecr and betrayal of low-incorne populations in the name of neoliberal 

reform, and the recourse to various t o m s  of traditional paternalistic politics, is not a 

phenornenon isolated to Mexico. Peru. or Latin America for that matter. As Laclau and 

Mouffe, and others, point out, with the nse of neoliberalisrn, we are witnessing a global 

drift aivay from social democratic principles, and a renirn to conservative politicai and 

cultural forms: 

We are thus wimessing the emergence of a new hegemonic 
projecb that of liberal-conservative discourse, which 
seeks to articulate the neo-liberal defense of the free 
aarket econorny with the profoundly anti-egalitarian 
cultural and social tradltionalism of conservativism 
(Laclau and MouKe, 1985: 175). 

Consexvativism in Pem has long been associated with coercion, including overt military 

de. Coercion has, however, rarely led to h s ~ g  order in Pem. For this reason, military 

and other authoritarian formulae are invariably complemented by clientelistic strategies. 

One would have to Say that clientelism and authoritarianisrn are in fact ewo sides of the 

same coin. The Penivian case thus exhibits, in high relief, the conservative cultural and 

political features of the "new hegemonic project" (Ibid) frequently referred to as 

The conservativism of the Peruvian govemment must be distinguished, but not 

divorced, from the apparent conservativisrn of Pexuvian vo ters. Conservative poli tical 

smtegies - including clientelism - have been used by every Peruvian govemment this 

century, without exception. Even ostensibly socialist and social-democratic regimes, such 

as those led by Velasco and Garda, respectively, have employed clientelistic strategies. 

However, conservative political trends in Penivian society have never been articulated 

hegemonically. Not even the re-election of Fujirnori, a known caudillo, should be 



interpteted as such- As 1 have demunstrated. anti-democratic and authocitarian trends in 

Peru have invariably existed alongside strains of audacity and rebelliousness, such as those 

exhibited by the cornedores rnovement. In chis lighç clientelism. understood as a political 

s a q g ,  is one way in which die Pemvian goverment has atrempted to exploit the 

conservativisrn that has surfaced in response to the insecurities of the current hegemonic 

crisis, and to thwart oppositional alternatives. 

As political scient& and social policy observer Juan Robies comrnents, ctienteiism 

in neoliberal Peru has been expressed through social programs (such as PRONAA) which 

simultaneously challenge and scorn community-based organizations that may be seen as 

fonts of oppositional poiitics: "[The goverment] is confronted by and distanced from 

popular organizingV'j' (1994: 25). By opting to support a handfui of poorly organized, 

uncoordinated programs (including FONCODES and PRONAA) which favour 

asymmemcal decision-making and the uneven, sporadic allocation of funds for specific 

purposes, the Fujimori govenunent has chosen ciienteiism (Ibiri)- And as Robles points 

out, this choice is by no means arbiirary: on the contrary, it refIects the orthodox 

neoliberal philosophy &at the Fujimoti regime so forcefully embraced during its h t  term 

in power. And if spending on social programs has increased since Fujimori's auto-golpe 

and subsequent referendum, it is largely strategic: "They have recentiy expanded socid 

programs, three years Iate, on the eve of the e l e~ t ions" '~~  (Ibid). 

PRONAA is a prototypically clientelistic institution, and an important tool in the 

struggle for the hearts and minds of low-income urban Penrvians. In fom and purpose, 

PRONAA most cIosely cesembles the Ends of clienteIistic social programs that have been 

impIemented since the Iate 1940s, when urban socio-political movements began putting 

143 "Recién aumenm los programas sociales tres afios después. en visperas de las 
eleccionesta . 



demands on the cenual government AS British ~~h01a.r Joe Foweraker aclcnowledges, the 

shih to an urban-tocused politics in Pen, as elsewhere in Latin America, has ttansformed 

the political environment irrevocabIy: "The major iifeworldshifi from nrral to urban and 

industrial socie y... placed.the majority of Latin Americans in a completeIy dif'ferent social 

and political environment" (1995: 5). The new environment has become a breeding 

ground for social and political movements, the Iargest and best h o w n  arnong h e m  being 

the cornedores rnovernem It is for these reasons that 1 tocus on comedores-state relations 

as the locus of a political stniggle between the proponents of socid rights and democracy, 

and the champions of neoliberalism. 

The cunent politicai struggle beween the Penivian state and the cornedores 

movernent has taken shape in the context of a major hegemonic crisis, the disarticdation 

of ideologicd debate, the decline of traditional political parties, and the ensuing re-election 

of a neoiiberal, authoritarian presiden~ The fist signs of such major political changes in 

Pem actualiy appeared in 1989, when radio personality Ricardo Belmont was elected 

mayor of Lima as an independent candidate (Poole and Renique, 1992: 136). FoUowing 

his tenue as mayor, Belmont was one of four major candidates who ran against Fujimon 

in 1995, only one of whom (Mercedes Cabandias of the APRA) was supported by a 

recognized politicai party. 

At the municipal Ievel of governmenG as at he  national Ievel, the process of' 

politicd disarticulation has continued. In October of 1996, six months after Fujimori's 

victory, anocher independent candidate, Alberto Andrade, was elected mayor of Lima. 

Andrade's victory over Jaime Yoshiyama, Fujimori's hand-picked mayoral candidate for 

Cambio 90AVueva Mayoriü, did represent a symbolic protest against Fujimori's 

authoritarian tendencies. However, Andrade is an unrepentant free-market advocate and 

law-and-order man, whose views are very much in step with those of Fujimori. 

Additionally, Fujimori responded to the electoral rebuke by appointing Yoshiyama to head 

the Ministry of the Presidency, prompcing Lima-based researcher Mtirtin Beaumont to 



quip: "Now Yoshiyarna has more money &an al1 of the mayors in Peru put together" 

(personal interview, 1995). Thus, while it is me ,  as El Comercio editor Francisco M i d  

Quesada writes, that the people of' Lima elected Andrade as ri message to Fujirnori that 

"power must be shared, not concen~ated" '~  (November 13, 1995: A2), the strength of 

that message was muted by Andrade's ail-too familiar pro-neolibed, neo-authoritarian 

stance, and by Fujirnori's rebuttal. 

Fujimori's recent decision to seek a third term in oflice underscores his willingness 

to manipulate democratic formal procedures to retain political power (Cameron, 1995: 2). 

As Peruvian political scienust Javier Iguiniz said at a forum of popular movement activists 

a few days prior to the 1995 elections, social spending in Peru is perceived by the 

govemment to be a political means to an end and is not based on a conception of social 

rights: "people are perceived to be instruments of development, but not valuable in and of 

thernsel~es"'~~ (1995: 6).  Iguuiiz insists a governent that sees its social role as 

analogous to that of a fuefighter sirnply cannot facilitate democratic development (Ibid). 

To ïliustrate this po in~  I g d z  says that contemporary Peruvian social and economic 

poücies are based Iargely on the Chilean model, whic h was conceived b y a neoliberai 

military regime. In both cases, he says, clientelistic institutions emphasizing direct ues 

benveen govemment officiais and targeted €mefifiaries were developed to "win over the 

poorest of the poor and isolate organized peoples [from the general population]" 146 (Ibid: 

9) - 
According t.0 Iguifiiz and others, Fujimon projects the image of hirnseif as the 

ernbodiment of the state: 

14.1 "El poder debe repartirse y no puede concennarse". 

'45 "..,las personas son vistas corno irrsmmentos del desarrollo, pero no corn valiosas en 
si mismcts". 

(445 Il ...g anarse a los mris pobres para aislar a los organizados". 



1 believe that unfortunately when we think of the sute 
we think of Aian Garcia or of Fujimori, and this makes me 
think of what one very important French king once said: 
'1 am the stateoi4' (Ibid: 27). 

Instead of believulg themselves to be part of the state, many Peruvians do feel 

marginalized, even excluded, and subject to the whims of' the govemment in power. 

Fujimori's arbiuary abuses of the system (such as niling by decree) and atternpis to 

circumvent existing procedures (such as thwarting oppositional political initiatives) 

strongly reinforce this perception. From 1990 to 1995, the Wnial absence of a political 

and economic alternative to Fujirnori's neoliberal neo-authorimian regime, either in the 

Congress or in other traditional political fora has created a permissive atmosphere in 

Pem. Yet while the failures and the trespasses of the Fujimori regime may have been 

forgiven by those who have sought some measure of order and econornic security, it is 

becoming clearer that even these relatively modest gains may be temporary. 

The fading promises of Fujimori's neoliberal, technocratie revolution have been 

forceNly and asmtely cntiqued by the leaders of the cornedores populares rnovement 

throughout the Fujimori e rz  When asked what she would demand of the Penivian 

govemment, Rosa Landavery responded: 

1 would demand ... that the budget of the [Comedores] Law 
be put into effect.. and that the popular sectors not 
only apply to receive, but also to enter into a position 
of management, administration and budgeting of all of 
resources that corne, that they give out, that they 
receive, that they allocate at the level of different 
sectors'" (Miloslavîch, 1995: 28). 

'" "Creo que desgraciadamente cuando pensums en el Estado pensums en Alun 
Garcia y en Fujimori, me hace acordar un poco a 10 que un rey froncés rnuy importante 
decia: 'el Estado soy yo "' . 
'" "Demnndanh.. que el presupuesto de la Ley realmente entre en vigencirr.. y que los 
sectores populares no solamente son instancia de recibir, sino también de ben en fior 
desde la instancia de gestion, administrucibn y fiscalizacih de rodas los recursos que 
vengan, que se den, que se reciban, que se cornpanan a nivei de los diferenres sectores". 



Given the renewed interest in social programs and policies ha& represenratives of 

mainsmam institutions such as the World Bank, the h e r  American Development Bank 

and the Economisr are expressing, the leaders of the comedores movement and theù 

various allies are in a relatively snong position to help clarify the current crisis, and ro 

suggest some radical snategies for combatting the negative effects of neoiiberaiism, as 

well as  Fujimori's personalist style of rde. 

Building Strategies, Building Alliances 

The women who originally helped to b ~ g  cornedores together in large associations - in 

the late 1980s - were, as 1 discussed in Chapter III, aided in their project by feminists 

working in non-governmental activist groups. The rdationship between feminist and other 

organizations - such as Centro de la Mujer Peruana Fiora Tristh (Flora Tristan Peruvian 

Women's Centre), Altemativa and the Federacibn Popular de Mujeres de Villa el 

Salvador (the Popular Women's Federation of Villa El Salvador) (FEPOMUVES) - and 

the cornedores remains close to this day. As Andreas points out, the organizational 

support provided to the comedores by women's groups helped see the camedores through 

their "initial political crises" and encouraged them to move on to new levels of organized 

political engagement (18). 

Groups such as FEPOMUVES worked parcicularly closely with comedores Ieaders 

in Viiia El Salvador. Man'a Elena Moyano, who served one tenu as FEPOMUVES 

secretary and two as its president (in 1980, '86 and '88 respectively), was unquestionably 

the highest profile comedor leader in the country when she was assassinated by Sendero 



Luminus0 militants in 1992. Recognizing that the com~dores in her district - the t'irst of 

which had been established in 1984 - were created primarily to help combat the irnmediate 

subsistence needs of the cornmuniry, she, nevertheles, warned: "We cannot get out of this 

crisis by solely tïlling the stomachs of our children"'" (Moyano. 1993: 34). Moyano's 

attempt to directly link-up the work that women did in the cornedures to a broader 

political project resonated for many citizens of Vüla Ei Salvador, where she was elected 

vice-mayor in 1989. 

The leaders of many comedores populares in Lima have k e n  keen interlocutors 

with the Fujimori regime for some ten years now, and some have evcn gained national 

(and international) prominence as outspoken opposition leaders in Peru's troubled 

d e m o ~ r a c ~ . ' ~ ~  Thus, according to Stokes. the cornedores (and the umbreila organizations 

which represent them) constitute important new s d  formations that suggest models for 

the dernocratization of Pemvian society, broadly speaking. The hope for a more 

dernocratic, more egalitarian society may indeed be embodied within co-operative 

institutions like the comedores. However, it would be wrong - as Stokes cautions (199 la: 

273), and as the 1995 election results iHusmte - to assume that any one vision of a new 

society is held in cornmon by a i i  comeabres volunteers, let alone by ail inhabitants of 

Lima's pueblos jbvenes. 

149 "Con sdo llenar el e s t h g o  de nuestras hijos no varnos a poder salir de esta crisis" 
(emphasis added). 

'" Moyano gained internationai attention duMg her crusade against the Fujishock in the 
early 1990s, and received posthumous praise from journalists and political observers from 
a round the world (Moyano, 1993: 15). 



If. as Stokes observed. equally soong suains of "resistance and acquiesence" (Ibid: 

270) can e& side-by-side within low-incorne communues, then sirnilar juxtapositions 

may &O exist within individual cornedores populares. In cornedores where deference to 

directors and outside non-governmentd and community leaders are especially pronounced, 

it is necessdy more diff7cult to build a cooperative political vision and bu is  for action. 

As Avensur comments, the persistance of passivity amongst cornedores socias is one of 

the movement's greatest challenges: 

in the group and inside each person there may be manifest 
tendencies opposed to change, attitudes and fears of 
change that generate anxiecy and which give way to facts 
w hich appear Like representations of the put: dirigen tas 
that assume authontanan attitudes, women who prefer to 
subrnit to a new type of conformity and not to recognize 
their nghts and at the same time their responsibilities 
to conaibute to their ~ r ~ a n i z a t i o n ' ~ ~  (1993: 17). 

Corndores populares, as Avensur, Ancireas, Stokes and others describe, were conceived 

as organizations which empower low-incorne women through collective work and, in so 

doing, overcome the politics of authoritarianisrn and deference: "The organizations should 

not be seen soley as the engine of demands and claims, but also as the promoter of a new 

order"lS2 (fiid: 41). The possibility that an alternative vision of Peruvian politics and 

15' "En el grupo y al interior de cada persona se ponen de m i f i e s t o  tendencias opuesm 
al carnbio, attitudes y remores fiente a LO nuevo que genera ansiedad y que dan lugar a 
hechos que aparecen corn representantes de 10 viejo: dirigentus que asumen actimdes 
autoritarias, sefioras que pueden sumirse ... en un nuevo tipo de confortni'smo al no 
reconocer su derecho y al mismo tiempo su respmsabilidad de aportar en su 
organizacibn " . 

lS2 "...las orgmizaciones no de ben ser vistas se10  CO^ vehiculizadores de reclamos y 
reivindicaciones, sino corn gestoras de un nuevo orden". 



society may gesnte within the comedores movement is. however, also mitigated by the 

endurance of clientelistism and the enmnchment of neoliberalism. 

In the current con- of political disarticulation and the decline of pluralistic pary 

politics. the efforts of comedores movement organizers to build sustainable alternatives 

has become more d i f f i c u l ~ ' ~ ~  As Stokes writes. the persistence of clientelisrn, in 

panicular, is discouraging: 

A suategy for dominant groups to maintain their position 
of superiority ... [clientelism] stresses face-to-face 
ties with goveriment officiais ... characterized by 
suains of deference and fatalism (1995: 14). 

While deference and fatalism have been constant feanires of Pemvian politics, they have 

never been truly hegemonic. In the current conjuncture, their persistence does not 

necessarity reflect the dominance of a particular paradigrn. Radier, many of Peru's direst 

social and economic problems have reinforced both straïns of passivity and, in the case of 

the more militant activists wiuiin the cornedores movemenf suains of defiance. As the 

Economist editors concede: "Discontent s p ~ g s  from huge social needs" (1996: 15). The 

corneriores movement will surely play an important role in deteminhg whether popular 

discontent can be translated into renewed political activism. 

The cornedores movement has been vely active in the promotion of different ways 

of understanding, transforming and subverting the current cnsis. Perhaps most 

signifcantly, comedores movement leaders have developed ties between smd-scale nuai 

agncultural producers and urbm-based comedores activists (Miloslavich, 1995: 26). As 

lS3 Though very critical of the IU, Mana Elena Moyano ran fro public oftïce as an IU 
candidate. 



such, accorduig to Landavery. the cornedores movement is seeking to becorne seif- 

sufficient, and to throw the yoke of govemment programs off its s houlders. Airedy there 

are cmu?dores-dfiated wholesale warehouses (cennos de acopio) in various low-incorne 

districts in Lima, from which produce and O ther supplies are sold and distributed to 

individuid comedores. By expanding upon this concept to include the active participation 

of farmen from neighbouring a g i c d t u n l  regions. the leaders of the cornedores movement 

hope to strengthen their collective position. This strategy recognizes the inherent 

constraints of the mdiüonal marketplace, the limitations of Iobbying govemment, and die 

extraordinary potential of a network that involves more than 100.000 women. 

The vitality of the cornedores movement will be, 1 believe, an important barorneter 

of the health of Peruvian democracy. In this sense, I defie democracy not just as chat 

articulatecl by official political and state instinitions, but dso as that ernbodied in social 

movements and civil organizations. Ironically, PRONAA may not be a direct threat to the 

integity of the comedores movement precisely because iü clientelistic modus operandi are 

so transparent. PRONAA is, however, indicative of the very senous threat posed by 

neoliberalism. The primary economic benefits of the neoliberal policies being enforced in 

Pem have been the end of hyperinflation and a rernarkably high rate of economic growth. 

Sirndtaneously, Peruvian society has been polarized, the rate of underemployment has 

increased dramaticdly, and Fujimon has consistently undermined Peru's dernocratic 

institutions to silence his cntics (Cameron, 1996: 10). In so far as the comedores must 

contend with the impact of neoliberal and authorimrian policies, their future continues to 

be shaped by them. 



Fujirnon's use of authoritarian policies is neither unique in Peruvian history. nor in 

the hismry of modem democratic govemance. As Arrighi argues: 

Governments are power-onented organizations which use 
war, the police force, and judicial proceduns, 
supplemented by appeals ro moral sentiments, as 
characteristic means of attaining their objectives 
( 1994: 85). 

The "moral sentiments" described by Anighi are justice and t'airness, neither of which has 

b e n  satistïed by Fujimori's clientelistic dernonsuations of governent charity. The M u r e  

of the Fujirnori regime to appear legitimate will undoubtedly become more signiiïcmr over 

the next few years. As the next presidentiai elections approach, corruption (especialiy thac 

associated with the drug trade)'" and econornic mismanagement (at various levels) wiü 

undoubtedly be prominent themes. They both merit senous considerauon for further 

research, not rnerely because they are important political issues, but because they may 

fester, and eventualiy betray the contradictions at the hem of the Fujimori regime. As 

Arrighi comrnents: "A situation in which the claim of the dominant group to represent the 

generai interest is purely fraudulent will be defmed as a situation not of hegemony but of 

fded hegemony" (1994: 29). 

Clientelisrn remains a strong current in Peruvian politics, yet does not necessarily 

retlect the ideologicai domination of the state over the poor. Rather, clientefistic noms - 

such as those upheld by PRONAA officiais and cornedores members - reflect the 

considerable power imbalance that exists between low-incorne Peruvians and the state. 

-- - - - - 

'" As Cameron comments, Fujùnori's close relationship to Montesinos is a sign that he 
may indeed be involved in some nefarious activity: "It is my view chat Montesinos remains 
in power because he knows things about this government--and this president-that must 
not be disclosed" (1996: 2). 



This imbalance. which serves the interests of foreign and domestic capitalist investors, is 

so pronounced in the Peruvim case that it has been a source of nerirly constant fïiction. 

With the fall of traditional political parties, and the growth of a vast and disparate informal 

economy, the way in which policicd and economic power are contesred in Peni h a  indeed 

been transformed. Yet because key apects of the disphced system remain - nameIy 

authoritarian govemment and vast disparities in wealth - the prospects for Iong t e m  

stability are slirn. W e  the Fujimori regime may successfully engage low-incorne 

Pemvians in clientelistic patterns, its antidemocratic poIiticaI and economic policies are 

likely to prevent the consolidation of a hegemonic outcome in tIie foreseable hture. As 

Pem's preeminent socialist theorist, José Carlos Mariategui, once wrote: "1 am inclined to 

think that confïict, that antagonism, is and WU be for many years the decisive factor, 

socioIogically and politicaily, in Pemvian Ne" (1993: 201). 



ABBICIEVLATIONS and ACRONYMS 

M D  ................ .. ...... American International Development Agency 
..................... AP W.. Alimza Popular Revolucionara Amricana 

(American Popular Revotutionary AUiance) 
........................ AP .....Action Popular (Popular Action) 

......................... CGTP Confederacin General de Trobajadores del Peni 
(General Confedemuon of Pemvian Workers) 

CUL ........................... Cenual Intelligence Agency 
............ COPRODOES Comité de Prornocion del Desarrollo 

(Cornmittee to Promote Development) 
EZLN ......................... Ejército Nacional de Liberacicin Nacional 

(Zapatista National Liberation A m y )  
............ FEPOMUVES Federacih Popular de Mujeres de Villa El Salvador 

(Popuiar Women's Federation of Villa El Salvador) 
FONCODES .............. .Fundo de Compensacibn y Desarrollo Social 

(Sociai Development and Compensation Fund) 
FOVIDA ..................... Fomerito de la Vida (Promotion of Life) 
FREDEMO ................. Frente Democrarico (Democratic Front) 

................ IDB .. ...... Inter Amencan Development Bank 
ILD ............................ Jnsnnsntuto L i b e d  y Demcracia 

(Liberty and Democracy Iastimte) 
IMF ............................. hternational Monetary Fund 

............................... IS J z q u i e r  Socialisra (Socialis t Left) 
.......................... W.. J z q u i e r  Unida (United kft) 

.................... MFPRE.. Ministerio de la Presidencia 
(Ministry of the Residency) 

..................... MRTA.. .Movimmren to Revolu cionario Tupac Amaru 
(Tupac Amam Revolutionary Movement) 

ONAA ....................... oficina Nacional de Asistencia Alimentaria 
(National OMice for Food Assistance) 

Pm.. ....................... .Progranta de Asistencia Directa 
@ira t Assistance Program) 

........................ PAIT. Program de Apoyo de Ingreso Temporal 
(Temporary Income Support Program) 

........................... P ES.. Program de Emergencia Social 
(Sociai Emergency Program) 

P RONAA. ................. Programa Nacional de Asistencia A limentana 
(National Food Assistance Program) 

SLN AMOS .................. Sistemu Nacional de Movilizacih Social 
(National System of Socid Mobilization) 

UN-- ........................... United Nations 
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